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CONDOMS 
IN VENDING MACHINES 
An issue that's become ever so popular in our society and at Eastern is 
safe sex. Safe sex awareness became increasingly important as AIDS and 
sexually transmitted diseases became more frequent in young adults. At 
Eastern, awareness programs have developed along with the distribution of 
condoms. In past years, many of the residence halls have had speakers come 
in and talk about the imporatance of protection. Fall semester 1993 Eastern 
added an additional part to their safe sex program: condoms in the vending 
machines of all the residence halls. 
Fall of 1993 is the first semester that condoms have been distributed in 
vending machines. According to Shawn Peoples, counselor of Lawson Hall, 
the whole idea of condoms in the machines was brought up by a student 
senator during the Spring semester of 1993. "I think the availability of 
condoms on campus is a good idea," Peoples said. She also said that it 
enables the students to have some other resources instead of walking to the 
local Wal-Mart to get condoms. "At least you can have them right here on 
campus," she said. 
The health service also sells condoms for students. Students can get six 
condoms for a dollar. This is a lot cheaper than the machines where the price 
of only three condoms is $1.50. Even though it might 
be cheaper to buy them at the health center, it is 
definately easier to buy them from the residence halls. 
So what's all the hype about condoms and safe sex? 
AIDS and STD's are frequent in the young adult age 
group. The risks are potentially increased in colleges 
where there are thousands of students concentrated in 
a small area. 
"So whats all 
the hype about 
condoms and 
safe sex?" Many students feel that putting condoms in the 
vending machines is definitely a good idea. "I think 
they're necessary. There is obviously a demand for them," commented Sarah 
Loomes, freshman sociology major. 
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An elementary education major who lives in Carman hall said that she 
happened to see the condoms being loaded into the machines one Saturday 
afternoon, and when she passed by the machines the next morning all the 
condoms were gone. 
If students need condoms, condoms in the vending machines are very 
convienent for them. The whole purpose of the condoms in the machines is 
to promote safe sex. 
Putting condoms in the vending machines was not the only step the 
university took to promote safe sex and awareness. Programs were set up 
through the residence halls also. These programs were encouraged for all 
students. 
Lynette Drake, coordinator of the AIDS Alcohol and Drug Office and 
director of the New Student Organization, both located in the housing office, 
has made speeches in the residence halls including one on safe sex and the 
importance of protection. During the Fall semester of 1993 she had a contest 
to determine who could put a condom on a banana the quickest. 
These programs were meant to be helpful and educational. 
Because some students don't choose abstinence over sex, condoms offered 
in the residence halls were a way for those students to protect themselves. 
The condoms in the vending machines were usually gone by Sunday. 
By DIANE SCHMELZEL 
ABOVE: Condoms in the vending machines at the 
dorms made for quite a bit of controversy at Eastern 
but overall students seem be in favor of the new 
edition. aside from some complaints of the $1.50 
price. Photo by: Ean Eskra OPPOSITE PAGE:AND 
BELOW: condoms displayed photos by: Jeff Culler 
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On the night of January 17, wind chills were near 50 below zero and 
practically every inch of Eastern's campus was covered with snow. Most 
Eastern students and Charleston residents were staying inside their 
comfortably heated homes, except for the group of more than 70 people who 
bravely carried lit candles across the campus to express their admiration for 
Martin Luther King Jr. They were participants in the 6th Annual Martin 
Luther King Jr. Memorial March. And for them the cold never felt better. 
"The cold makes the march a little bit more fun," said Solomon Woods, a 
sophomore African American studies and Spanish major. "It makes 
everything touch you a little bit deeper." 
Marchers walked north from Thomas Hall to the University Ballroom in 
the Martin Luther King Jr. Union. Some students said they were 
disappointed about the number of individuals attending the march. 
"People should not use the cold as an excuse for not coming to the 
march," said Latisha Hoskins, a sophomore political science major. "They 
should not let the snow and cold change their love for equality." 
Volcoue Walters, Alpha Phi Alpha president, 
"He was an 
elegant and 
charismatic 
motivator." 
commended students and several members of the 
community for coming out to support King. 
Walters said, considering the violence in society 
today, more people should follow the examples set by 
King. 
"Today's youth's minds are preoccupied with too 
many other things," he said. They are not as 
interested in non-violence and peace in the world as 
they should be." 
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Preceding the open forum, audience members attentively watched a video 
featuring several of King's famous speeches. 
During the open forum, audience members expressed their beliefs about 
justice, equality, and what King meant to them. 
Elmer Pullen, financial aid counselor and former Eastern student, shared 
his thoughts. 
"I was a student in 1968 when Dr. King was killed," Pullen said. "Martin 
Luther King was an elegant and charismatic motivator. He did not only 
stand for equality between the races, he also spoke out for the poor." 
"I think the Martin Luther King Jr. Memorial March served as an excellent 
reminder that there are issues on campus that need to be looked at and that 
we should all take the opportunity to do something about them," said 
Raymond Morris, march co-coordinator. "If you can get a small change to 
start maybe the whole picture can change." 
The vigil closed with a moment of silence in honor of King. 
Despite the cold weather which forced the cancellation of the University 
Gospel Choirs appearance, the march was a success, said Ross Martin, 
march coordinator. 
"I think that everything went well even though the weather was bad and 
the choir didn't show up," he said. 
By Amy Heeran 
ABOVE: Ross Martin, a member of Alpha Sigma Alpha 
fraternity, expresses his thoughts about unity after a 
campus memorial march celebrating King's birthday. 
The march began at Thomas Hall and ended in the 
University Ballroom of the Martin Luther King Jr. 
University Union. Photos By: Lashinda Clark 
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POPE'S VISIT 
Denver Colorado 
The dates of August 11-15 will forever be imprinted in the minds of 25 people from 
Eastern lllinois University. These people traveled with the Newman Catholic Center to 
Denver, Colorado to see Pope John Paul II. The entire trip took a total of six days starting 
on the tenth day of August. They camped out at the Cheny Creek State Park The actual 
Papal ceremonies took place on August 11-15. 
The theme for the five day celebration was "life, with all it's sacredness, beauty and 
possibilities" (taken from the August 22, 1993 Catholic Times article by Steven Spear.) The 
Pope began his address at the beginning of the ceremonies with a quote from John 10:10, 
'1 came that they might have life and have it abundantly." He addresses the crowds and 
especially the youth conveying his precedent that he always stands on the side of life. He 
urged the people in the crowd to take a strong stance for life. He said that young people 
should always stand on the side of life in a culture that doesn't respect life. 
The Pope said that in a world where there is abortion, capital punishment, war, hunger 
and violence we should always stand on the side of life. At the Stapleton International 
Airport, the Pope addressed America. "America, you are beautiful and blessed in so 
many ways .. .but your best blessing in the human person; in each man, woman and child, 
in every immigrant, in every native born son or daughter ... the ultimate test of your 
"He is the living 
backbone of the 
Catholic faith." 
greatness is the way you treat every human being, but especially the 
weakest and most defenseless ones. lf you want equal justicefor all, and 
true freedom and lasting peace, then America, defend life.'' 
Just as twenty five people from Eastern went on a pilgrimage to 
Denver, the Pope urged America and the world to go on their journey. 
He painted the image of the pilgrim, stating that all people are pilgrims. 
All people are on the way, on a spiritual journey. 
World Youth Day was not just a celebration for the American youth. It 
was a celebration of faith for all cultures. The people from Eastern were 
able to celebrate with 190,00) other youths from seventy different 
countries. The Pope addressed the young people in Spanish, French, 
Italian, Polish, Vietnamese, and other languages. This celebration was truly a celebration 
of different cultures as well as that of faith and life. 
There were many different reasons for the pilgrimage to Denver this past summer. 
Roy lanham of the Newman Catholic Center said, 'Those who went to World Youth 
Day, I think, came back with a renewed and deepened sense of what it means to be a 
Catholic Christian" 
Yvonne Wojnarowski, a twenty two year old senior English major said that she went 
because she was "searching for something ... self discovery through religion." 
Junior Kevin Niemberg went because, '1 wanted to be with other students who were 
my age ... to feel the experience of all those people with a common faith. . .mainly as a 
spiritual enrichment.'' 
John Murphy, a senior Physical Education major said simply, '1t' s a once in a lifetime 
thing, the reason I went was a sign of my faith." 
To some of the people in the group, the Pope represented many different ideas. 
Niemberg said, ''He is the living backbone of the Catholic faith." 
To Amy Gries, ''He exudes warmth, gentleness and forgiveness, and he cares about 
the world." 
John Murphy said the Pope shows that "there is hope for the Catholics and 
everybody ... he's very funny and smart; he tells good jokes." 
People had high expectations for the trip to Denver. Some went to increase their faith, 
some went to see just how many Catholics would take the time to go see the Pope. In any 
case, the people who felt tremendous unity within their group and the rest of 186,00) 
peoplethatwerethere. By MARILYN DOSS 
Above: The Pope on the large screen television gives 
an idea of how large of a crowd was drawn to 
Colorado at World Youth Day. 
RIGHT: young people from all over the 
United states gathered in Colorado to 
see the Pope speak. ABOVE: Speakers 
from the Pope's "Youth Day" 
committee talk to the crowd. Photos By 
Amy Gries 
BACCUS 
General Assembly 
last Noverni:H, Eastemstudmts travelffi to Sllllil.Y Orlando, Florida toatterrl tre 13tharmual 
BACGIUSGereral~ly. DuringtreirstayinOrlando,whichlaste:ifromNoveml:x:i'll-14,~ 
studmts got more than just a good SLID!an 
Inadditim to learning ways to improve Eastern's chapter andrew ideas tre studmtsGID usem 
cmnpus, Eastern's BACGIUSchapter raeived 9:Veralimpor1antawards as well 
Studmts also had trechan:e to setup treirexhibits. ~exhibits, designed by tre studmts, show tre 
different programs that trestudmtshave at treirfChool, and eachexhibitinsome way mustrepre92!1t tre 
Gereral~ly's theme, "Ride treNew Wave." 
Eastern's exhibit, which was designrl by9:Veral rnernmsof tredelegat:ioo, displayed pillta;and 
pamphlets dernbingvarious programs that Eastemhashld 
&me of tre programs were tre lli3ignated Drivers program, !reprogram tocpn tre UghthJuse m 
Thursdaynightsforstudmts,llildDayandtrecmnpusGraveyard,whichwasdisplayedduringfall 
~sAlcc.OOlAware:leS5Week. Jnadditimtophota;andpamphlets,at.ffiirtwomby~wh::> 
parti<ipated in Dill Day was shown as well as other BACGIUS paraphirelia such as key chains, 
p=rrils, p:ns, pirn, and informational brcx:hures. 
F.astem'sexhibitwm~placeafterrengjudgedwithal::outlSotrerexhibitsthatotherfChools 
'1tfeltgood to 
have been~ 
of~the 
national award'' 
contributed. Steve Pope,oreoftreexhibit'sdesigras,said, ''I was I..II15I..lre 
wtetheritwould win a prize.lreotherdisplayslooktrlreallygooJ." 
''It felt good thatlhlpedmakesomethingthatwasnationallyn:mgnizedas 
tre ~:xst," resaid 
OleoftreedUG:ltimal programs, ''JustaSJ:xxriulofSugar. Making 
AlmhJl Drug EdUG:ltimFun,'' wasaninteractive9?ffiim ~ trestudmts 
parti<ipated inakdlol/ drug edUG:ltimgamessuchasHollywood Squares, 
Jooprrdy, and 9:Veral others. 
Arotrer925Sioo, '1..et's TalkAOOutSex,'' ~inahumorousand fast 
paced way 'What is Sex?'' 'Whatis:efer-Sex?" and row to regotiate safer~ 
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~ fcx:used m topics designrl to improve trechaptersuchas ways to brainstorm, ia:brmkers to 
belp studmts get to krow ore anotiH, motivatingrnernlHsand programsstudmtsGIDimplement 
whilestayingintreirbudget.Arotrer9?ffiimbelpsstudmtsdesignprogramsthatGIDtailortowards 
cmnpuses of color. 
Studmtsalso learred al::outmore serious topics such as~ assault, acquain~ n:q::e, suicide, 
condornedUG:ltioo, and akdlol abuse. &me lessserious925Sims thatstudmtscould atterrl were "Cbuble 
Visim" explainingwhyl11Efland wom::ncan'tunderstandeachother,and "Creative Dating" talking 
al::out tre uocerlaintysurrounding dating and relali<nhips. 
BACGIUS used to~ krownooly as an organizatim promotingre;p:nilble drinking. 9--e said 
rnernlHsare learning more al::outother topicssuchascontraceptiveuse and iCEbreakers. 
'We learredrow tocommtmicate ~with treorganizatioo,row torrouitpeopleand kap thm 
interested in tre organizatioo," &:>yce said 
&:>yce also said tre 925Simshave givm trechapterprogramrningideas thattre rnernOO-s Gill use or 
modify thm to use at Eastern. 
Eastem'sBACGIUSchapteralsocameh:rnewith9:Veralimporlantre:ngnitims,inadditimtotre 
~place exhibit award. TenyTumbarello, BACGIUSadvisor, wmanawardasoreoftre b?st 
chapter advisors in trecountry. Eastern's chapter also wm tre Best Chapter award, COI11f€!ingwith 
t.miversities oftre same size 
Steve Pope said wren Eastern wm tre b?stchapter award, it felt good to have b:m put of winning tre 
natimal award. He also said it felt weird to ~put of something thatgairffinatimalre:ngnitim. Eastern 
alsoraeivedaSfXrialre:ngnitimmamorek:x:allevel. Ire BACGIUSand GAMMAPrer EdUG:ltim 
Networl<is divided into smaller areas. Eastern hhlgs toareafourwhichconsists ofs:hools fromlllirois, 
Minreda,North Dakota,&Juth Dakota, and WJOCCffin. 
'We arero rerfu:tchapter, but we do tre b?stwe Gill to~ tre b?stchapterwecan,'' resaid 
By: ABBY KRAKOW 
Right: Eastern's Bacchus Delagation at a Bacchus 
Gamma celebration at Sea World Directly Above: 
scenery from the hotel the delagation stayed st in 
Orlando Florida Above Right: (from bottom leftO 
Amy Sinkler, Steve Pope Treasurer, Melissa Woicek, 
Abby Krakow, Rob Brooks Vice President of 
Programing, Cheryl Boyce President, Terry 
Tumbarello Adviser, Cindy Dieden Publicity Chair 
posing in front of display which won second place. 
Top Left: A hypnotist performed at the Awards 
banquet, instructing participants to dance 
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OPPOSITE PAGE: Homecom-
ing King Kevin St. Angel of Pi 
Kappa Alpha and Queen 
Sarah Ann Baum of Alpha 
Gamma Delta RIGHT: East-
em Students at the homecom-
ing bonfire show their spirit 
with cheers and hollering 
along with the cheerleaders 
and members of the football 
team. All in preparation for the 
big football game against Illi-
nois State University. BELOW: 
A few members of EIU's foot-
ball team gather together and 
sing Eastern's Alma Mater. 
Photos by Jeff Culler 
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LEFT: Jay Bogdowic holds a vel-
vet Elvis painting in his front yard 
on sixth street along with some 
friends while watching the annual 
Homecoming parade. PHOTO BY: 
JEFF CULLER 
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ABOVE: The Sigma Pi float, one of the many floats passing through in the 
Homecoming parade, which won first place in the movable parts catagory 
with the theme of " the country mouse and the city mouse" Sigma pi Fra-
ternity has never lost the competition in this catagory. Students in organi-
zations on campus prepare weeks before homecoming to create unique 
floats to display in the parade . Photo by Ean Eskra 
LEFT: Eastern's marching band struts their stuff 
through campus- just a small portion of the 
Homecoming parade route.BELOW: The Pink 
Panthers Eastern's porn pon squad lead the 
band through the streets of Charleston with 
bright smiles. Photos by staff and Ean Eskra 
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ABOVE: Eastern Cheerleader Lance 
Forseberg leads the football team on 
the field while holding the EIU flag, 
during the Homecoming game 
RIGHT: Panther left tackle Mike 
Richart clears the way for Willie 
High as the Redbirds free safety Bill 
Randles moves in for the tackle. 
High gained 82 yards on 21 carries. 
Photos By: Jeff Culler 
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ABOVE: Alumni Members of the 1948 Eastern football team 
are honored during the Homecoming game for taking the 
Panthers to the Com Bowl, The Schools First ever post-sea-
soned rank. BELOW: Edson Costello talks to Jeff Thome 
durinh the Homecoming game.Photos By Ean Eskra and Jeff 
Culler 
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HOMECOMING 
1993 
"ONCE UPON 
A TIME" 
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HOMECOMING 
1993 
"ONCE UPON 
A TIME" 
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, 
In 
HOMECOMING 
1998 
110NCEUPON 
A TIME-" 
The ir,it 
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HOMECOMING 
1993 
JIONCEUPON 
A TIME" 
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JAPAN 
AN INTERNATIONAL EXCHANGE 
A part of Japan came to Eastern on November 20, 1993 at the Tarble Art 
Center, bringing its culture, art, food and craft. 
The exhibit, "An Evening in Japan" was co-sponsored by the Office of 
International Student Services and The Tarble Art Center. 
Coordinator Keiko Yokoyama, a political science major from Japan 
organized the program with the help of 20 other Japanese exchange students 
studying at Eastern. 
"The h • b Yokoyama said the exhibit was a social and eX 1 it cultural exchange, and an opportunity for "the 
was a social 
and cultural 
guests to enjoy and know our culture." 
The art of wearing a Kimono, the Japanese 
national dress, was demonstrated by Yokoyama, 
and later participants were invited to wear the 
Kimono. 
exchange, 
and an 
opportunity 
for 'the 
Many guests were fascinated and enjoyed 
wearing the Kimono. 
Judy Haakar, a junior elementary education 
major, said wearing the costume was "interesting 
and it was fun to try new stuff." 
Also on display was Origami, the Japanese art 
of paper making. 
Animals, flowers and cubes were folded in 
various shapes, sizes and colors. Guests interested 
in learning the art were taught Origami. 
guests to 
enjoy and 
know our 
culture.'" 
Another cultural exchange was a game that 
required nimble fingers and the dexterity of hand 
was to transfer popcorn cobs from one bowl to 
another with chopsticks within only a minute. 
Many people tried, but only three people 
managed to transfer the cobs into another bowl 
and win "kari," a Japanese herb used to keep 
oneself warm. 
Local residents, Kenda and Tom Condron have 
a Japanese exchange student living and studying 
with their two children at Charleston High 
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School. 
They said the exhibit was "nice." They had come to see the foreign 
exchange student's culture. 
"Koto," a traditional Japanese instrument, was played, and the guests 
were treated to the Japanese music, snacks and tea. 
Also on display were 20 famous traditional style pictures Ukiyoe, lent by 
the Tarble Art Center. 
Some of the artifacts were Japanese toys, musical instruments, stamps and 
the well-known Japanese fans. 
Eulalee Anderson, the retired International Students Adviser said the 
exhibit was an excellent event, and should be done by students of all 
nationalities. 
By FARIDA KAPASI 
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"STEP SHOW' 
Black Greek Council's annually sponsers the Step Show, this year a variety of 
of dance/step routines were performed by members of the Black Greek 
community to the theme of "We're Steppin' out!" Photos By: Lashinda Clark 
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Miss Black EIU 
1994 
"Reflections of Unity, Pride and Excellence", was the theme for the 18th 
Annual Miss Black EIU Pageant. The event was showcased to a full 
audience. 
The contestants were Tinisha Murphy, Kirsten Buford, Ebony Sherman, 
Matrena Patterson, and Romona Johnson. 
The pageant opened with an African dance called "Rites of Passage" 
choreographed by Shahari Moore and the African garments that were worn 
in this performance were designed by DeReese Parram. 
The Creative Expression Category was unique because each contestant 
wrote her own interpretation about things that she felt were important. 
Tinisha Murphy's performance was about "The Light Skinned Black 
Woman" in which she expressed some of the trials and tribulations that the 
lighter skinned women have endured. Kirsten Buford's interpretation of 
"Hey Black Child" telling black students that they can succeed no matter 
what odds are against them. Ebony Sherman's interpretation of "a Beautiful 
"Reflections of 
Unity, Pride 
and 
Excellence." 
Rainbow", discussing the birth of many facets of 
black women. "Reflections" was performed by 
Matrena Patterson as showing her black women 
heroes. Romona Johnson expressed her pain and joy 
in the loss of her aunt "To Someone Special". 
The Talent Category started off with Murphy being 
dumped by her boyfriend and then realizing that she 
did not need him by dancing to "Never Find Another 
Love Like Mine". Buford had her sensuous sexual 
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rendition of "Coffee" and how she likes it. Sherman's dramatic performance 
of "Be Grateful" a story of a homeless woman being grateful to God. 
Patterson expressed "Janet Jackson's "New Agenda" with a modern dance 
for the black community. Johnson went back to her roots with a hair 
showcase with hairstyles that she did herself. She even commented that it 
wasn't her hair but she paid for it. 
The pageant's entertainment included Kimberly Carter with a poem called 
"''m a Trip", the 1993 Miss Black EIU. Wreckshop, a four member dance 
group which grooved to Janet Jackson's "That's the Way Love Goes". 
Veronica Wallace performed Patti Labelle's soul inspiring song, "There's a 
Winner in You". JWJ, a three member singing group performed a 
contestants' song , Intro's rendition of "Ribbon in the Sky". 
The second runner up was Kirsten Buford, the first runner up was 
Matrena Patterson. The 1994 Miss Black EIU is Ebony Sherman, an 
Elementary Education major from Chicago. 
The contestants were beautiful, excellent and talented and all were worthy 
of winning. 
BY: SHOLA KEHINDE 
The girls in the pageant presented themselves in a 
variety of ways, many with cultural and ethnic flair. 
the winner being ebony Sherman of Chicago 
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Theatre 
During the spring and summer of 1993, University Theatre put up four 
outstanding productions. Performed by Theatre Arts majors and other Eastern 
students, these shows proved themselves to be a great success. 
The first of these productions to go on stage was "Broadway Bound" 
written by famous playwright Neil Simon. This show was produced during 
Eill Summerfest and came back to the stage in September. The show takes 
place in Brighton Beach, New Jersey. Two brothers, Stanley and Eugene, are a 
pair of amateur comedy writers trying to make it to the top. Their mother, 
Kate is full of love and support, but has problems of her own- her husband 
Jack has been cheating on her. Stanley and Eugene know about their father's 
affair which leaves them with a sense of guilt when they leave for New York 
to begin their career and have to leave their mother alone. 
Immediately following "Broadway Bound" was another Neil Simon script, 
"Rumors". The only studio show during the fall season, "Rumors" was also a 
Summerfest production that came back in the fall. This show was a 
"Whodunnit?" sort of show set at the home of Myra and Charlie Brock. When 
the two first guests arrive, Ken and Chris Gorman, they find Charlie in his 
"Once again 
University 
Theatre has 
outdone itself" 
bedroom with a gunshot wound and he is unconscious. 
They try to hide this from all of the other guests as they 
arrive in an attempt to save Charlie's good name. 
Before long the word gets out what has happened and 
everyone begins to panic. Before long two police 
officers show up because of reports of a gunshot heard 
by neighbors. One of the guests, Lenny Ganz comes up 
with a bizarre explanation for the gunshots which, by 
coincidence, was what actually what happened. 
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During the last two weeks of October, "Havers Holler, WV" came to the 
Mainstage. An original script by Theatre Arts professor Marjorie Duehmig 
with music by Henry Butler, "Havers" takes place in a small community in 
West Virginia in 1978. The two main characters Wendy Lash and Ed Weston 
are teenage sweethearts. Wendy gets pregnant and the two marry. The story 
focuses on Wendy's hardships. Ed turns to drinking, she has another baby 
and she feels she has nowhere to turn. Wendy is never aware of her self worth 
until she is at the funeral of her two children who have been killed in a truck 
accident due to Ed's drunk driving. Wendy learns that she can depend on 
herself and she now has a fresh start so leaves Havers Holler and live life for 
herself. 
The final production of the fall season was a holiday story loved by all and 
written by Charles Dickens. "A Christmas Carol", adapted and directed by 
Theatre Arts professor Jerry Eisenhour. By condensing the script, Eisenhour 
created a fast paced and highly entertaining show. This classic Christmas tale 
accounting the life of the miser Ebenezer Scrooge opened the first week of 
December to get Eastern students in the Christmas spirit. 
Once again University Theatre has outdone itself and brought to the stage 
four outstanding productions that will go down in Eastern Illinois University 
history. BY: MATTHEW W. GOINES 
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LEFT: Eastern's theater 
production of Rumors 
showing Lenny Ganz( 
played by Pat Sweariwgen) 
explains to officer Welsh 
(Amy Sherwood) the events 
that took place at the home 
of Charlie and Myra Brock 
ABOVE: Eastern's production of Havers Holler showing the opening scene "yea Haw!!" 
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Right: From the production 
A Christmas Carol Bob 
Cratchit (played by Brad 
Pugh) leads the family in 
prayer at Christmas Dinner 
RIGHT: Scrooge 
(Paul W eimerslage 
looks on as Bell 
enjoys the holiday 
spirit with her 
husband (Matt 
Goines) and 
Daughter (Kristin 
Weiff) 
LEFT: Ben the grandfather in Broadway Bound 
(played by Paul Wiemerslage) speaks to his 
grandson Eugene Jerome (played by Pat 
Swearingen) 
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Jill Nilson 
Special Assistant to EIU's President 
Certain people leave their footprints wherever they: go. We tend to gravitate 
towards iliem because they make us feel good not oruy about ourselves, but also 
about the world at large. 
What is it that makes them popular and respected? Is it their intelligence and 
P,ersonali~? Or is it their warmth and concern for others? Combine all these 
Characteristics into one person and you get Jill Nilsen who is Special Assistant to 
Eastern's President Joms. 
Nilsen, who loves change and challenges, said her biggest challenges have been 
learning to listen, responding and dealirig with concerns about peop1e and meeting 
the neeas of faculty, studentS and staff. 
"Handling the paperwork is sometimes time consuming, but not really as mind 
eXJ?anding as the P.eople issues that are involved," said Nilsen. 
A 1975 Eastern Alumnus, Nilsen received a Ph.D in Spee<;l:l and Hearing Science 
from University of illinois in 1982. Nilsen's "non-traditional kind of career ' has 
ranged from being a faculty member in 1976, to being promoted as a chailperson of 
department of Communication Disorders and Science in 1984. She servecfas the 
associate dean of the Graduate School and Research until1990, when in February 
she was appointed as Special Assistant to Joms. 
Nilsen said her present position involved ay,12lying the skills learned at the 
graduate school under a "broader umbrella.' The present job entails overseeing 
feacher planning, enhancin_.g Eastern's image with community leaders and 
legislators and enhancing tfie media and marketing_ ~£forts. 
'Some of the "key chariges" implemented during:Nilsen's career as an associate 
aean was the creation of Graduate Student's Advisory uSh • ce]1 Council and the revamping of many internal procedures e lS an eXi en.t regarding admissions, recruitment and record-keeping, 
1 odel fa saiCi Dean Larry Williams of Graduate School and IDle m r R~tes being involved in various activities with 
students and for graduate education on campus, Nilsen also served as an 
tha oth/ officer in the illinois Association of Graduate School. Her t matter. er w~rk h!'J.~ been recognized at the state and regional level, 1 said Williams. 
staff members '' Nilsen received the' Alumni Service Award' in October 
• 1993, was named a 'Fellow of illinois Spee?l, Lan~age & 
Hearing Association' in Februr~rv 1993 and earned the 
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'Distin · hed Facul Award' ih 1978. 
Speakin_.g_about Nilsen's m=, the Secre~ of the Graduate School, Rosie 
Ayers saidThat though Nilsen was proud to be recognized, she did not "brag" 
aoout the award that she received last February. The staff learned about the award 
through the newspapers, Ayers said. 
Aliliough Nilseh ha.s always been considerate, her philosophy has been to follow 
the rules and regulations to the letter, said Susan Han1<enson, tlie record admission 
sup~rvisor who worked closely with Nilsen, and has taken over some of Nilsen's 
dunes. 
Because of the "unflappable" Nilsen's leadership abilities and interpersonal skills, 
she is able to diHuse vuirierable situations withouf offending people and without 
anger, Williams said, "She is an excellent role model for stuaents and, for that 
matter other staff members." 
But Nilsen said it was the international students who were a "lessening courage" 
to her in "self-confidence and commitment," and that she had the "greatest respect" 
for them. 
"It's a very humbling experience to me to watch our international students 
overcome tli.e barrier (of language, culture and society) to pursue that dream of 
hiwer education," she said. 
I really think that sometimes we lose sight of that (their hurdles) on our 
campus,' added Nilsen. 
Nilsen" a mother of two sons aged 6 and 8, said her highest priority in life was her 
family. ":x>meday, I could walk out of this job, and somebody would fill it, but 
that's not the case with my family_," 
A proud alumnus of Eastern, Nilsen truly loves the world of academe. She said, 
"I ha:ve a deep, deep respect and commitment to this institution, and to its faculty, 
staff and students.' 
Explaining Nilsen's popularity1 Hankenson said that throughout the campus ~P.le have a lot of respect for Nilsen, and she has a lot of resPect for other peo_ple,~, 
'I tfunk it's a kind of two-way street." BY: FARIDA KAPA~I 
,, -·~ •.. , 
·~-..... 
' 
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RIGHT AND BELOW: Jill Nilson, President Jorns 
Special assistant working in the officePhoto by: 
Lashinda Clark 
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FRESHMEN 
<fFTO A FRESH STMT 
As incoming freshmen embark on their four-year hike through college, 
their attitudes are extremely positive. Let's face it, starting at a new school 
with new friends and new classes can sometimes get you down. But starting 
off at college is like learning to ride a bike, the more you keep going, the 
more familiar it becomes. Freshmen come in with new hopes and new ideas 
on how to run their lives and having no parents around is a definite plus. 
First impressions are always the most important. Amy Kimble, a pre-
business major, agreed. She said she thought Eastern "seemed like a small, 
safe campus." 
Besides seeming relatively safe, others feel very comfortable because of 
the small size and the friendly people. Kristin Rhine, majoring in both 
English and psychology, said, "I was overwhelmed everywhere else." 
Moving in to the dorms was an interesting experience for most, especially 
when they first got a look at the cubicle of a room where they would be 
spending many days and nights in. 
Parents did not find the rooms to be that appealing either. Rhine said her 
mom "wasn't impressed with the room." 
Tiffany Abbott, a psychology major, recalls her parents reaction. "They 
were excited, yet scared because they didn't want me to move away." 
For some parents, having their children leave home is not a new 
experience. Sarah Loomes, a sociology major, said her parents "were 
adjusted to the idea from the beginning because [she has] an older sister 
who is in college." 
Seven older siblings prepared broadcasting major, Kevin Piket's, parents 
for the moving process. For his parents, "it was 
business as usual," Picket said. 
After the first week of school, many freshmen got 
into the swing of things and life was taking on a new 
role. Since most had good impressions, the attitudes 
were positive. 
The first week of school was like a mini-scavenger 
hunt, trying to find classes and making new friends. 
"Thank God for 
salad bars, jello, 
and ice cream," Homesickness for girls was pretty low, only a few 
tears shed. And as for the guys, well, they adjusted 
pretty well. Of course, some missed their family and 
friends, but that's just natural. 
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Starting school was no different for many except the fact that many 
freshmen did not think attendance was always necessary. Waking up for 8 
a.m. class after a night out can be considered a miracle. 
Stress was light the first week, which relieved many. Aaron Ratskoff, a 
pre-business major, said he thought his classes "were easier than [he 
thought] they would be." 
Food is always a subject of discussion whenever students hit the dorms. 
There were many interesting views. "I'd never thought I'd miss my mom's 
cooking," Kimble commented. 
Some freshmen thought the menu here was definitely not worthy of most 
elegant restaurants, but it wasn't all that bad either. "Thank God for salad 
bars, jello, and ice cream," Loomes said. 
Change, a big word for many of freshmen, but one that's accepted. For the 
first time this was the opportunity for freshmen to control and enjoy their 
ABOVE: Heather Fay a freshmen at 
Eastern relaxes in the quad on an 
unusually warm day in late winter. 
LEFT: Sarah Loomes freshmen 
BELOW: Tiffany Abbott and a fellow 
freshmen Sarah Loomes stop and 
chat. Photos By Diane Schelzel 
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ABOVE: Tiffany Abbott enjoys 
the out of season weather 
RIGHT: Tiffany Abbott walking 
through the quad OPPOSITE 
PAGE TOP: Tiffany Abbott and 
friend Rudy Stefanski chat in the 
quad. LOWER: Sarah Loomes 
laughs with a friend. Photos By: 
Diane Schelzel 
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Blind 
Melon 

Blind Melon 
Eastern's spring concert 
Rogers Stevens has always despised labor. 
Chalk it up to the comic books he read as a kid, but Stevens knew at a very early age that he couldn't cope with 
a "real world" working lifestyle. 
"I read a lot of Marvel comics as a kid, and that kind of launched me into outer space," the Blind Melon 
guitarist said in a phone interview. "I finally gave up on becoming a superhero, though." 
Van Halen swayed Stevens from comics fo music and he later cfecided that being a musician was a more 
realistic goal- or at least a better wax to avoid labor, much to the dismay of his parents. 
"Parents don't want to see their kids bet the farm on a whim," he said. 
"As it turned out, I did have to do some labor to get by," the guitarist said with a small amount of irony. 
"Fortunately, we did get extremely luckY.." 
Blind Melon met by chance. Stevens, along with his friend and bassist Brad Smith, grew weary of life in small-
town Mississir.pi and decided to head to California in 1989. 
In Los Angeles, Stevens and Smith met singer/songwriter Shannon Hoon at a r.arty, and within months 
hooked up with drummer Glen Graham and guitarisfChristopher Thorn, all of whom had left small-town life 
behind for creative freedom. By 1991, just shy of one year together, Blind Melon was signed to Capitol Records 
and was playing club gigs and writing songs in Los Angeles. 
But thanks to the distractions of Los Angeles, not the least of which was Hoon's appearance in Guns N' Roses' 
"Don't C~y'' video, _work on the band's deBut album was not going as smoothly as planned. So back to the small-
town envtronment 1t was. 
The band moved to a commune-style home in Durham, N.C., where they resumed work on the album. 
"That's where we really developed our sound," Stevens said with a slight, parched, Southern drawl. "We all 
"Our minds 
are open to 
anY.tl\ing 
that's good." 
listen to certain things- Beatles, Traffic, there was lots of jazz stuff, Ozzy Osbourne, of 
course we listened to Black Sabbath. 
"Our minds are open to an.xthing that's good." 
The end result was the band's self-titled album which, although released in 1992, 
achieved critical success for the band's unique sound only when the album cover's bee 
girl was brought to life in the video for "No Rain" in 1993. 
Although tfie band's upbeat, folk,Y., blues-edged brand of alternative rock has allowed 
Blind Mefon to open for a number of diverse acts such as Soundgarden, John 
Mellencamp, Ozzy Osbourne and Neil Young, Stevens knows the primary reason for 
the band's success is a music video featuring a prepubescent, dancmg bee. 
"There's a lot of places we couldn't tour too il we hadn't been on MTV," Stevens said. 
The guitarist acknowledged that MTV's JJOWer boosted the sale of the album, but said 
he was disillusioned by how potentially litHe musical talent has to do with album sales. 
But, he said, "it would be silly to complain about it.' 
"(MTV) provides peoele in remote areas access to our music," Stevens said. "Hopefully, they like the rest of 
the music on the album. ' 
Stevens was also quick to r.oint out that the band's musical style, not a music video, was what allowed them to 
work well as an opening act for varied talents. 
"The way we are, we mesh with other people," Stevens said. "We don't feel locked into one scene." 
Stevens admitted to never listening to Mellencamp, for example, but said he felt the audience responded 
favorably to Blind Melon's performance. 
Along with opening for l:iig names like Osbourne, Mellencamp and Alice in Chains, Blind Melon also 
performed recently on Saturday Night Live, which Stevens said was a "different" experience. 
"It was a lot of fun, but I was very nervous for some reason," he said. "I'm usually never nervous before a 
show, but there was something about being on Saturday Night Live that - well, I can't really explain it." 
So how did Stevens get over his anxietyr 
"I polished off a fewoeers to calm me down," he said dryly. 
Stevens added that beer is of course, along with cigarettes and pot, an integral part of surviving life on the 
road. Surprisingly, so is reading. 
"I don'l: really read comics any more," Stevens said with a twinge of nostalgia. "I've picked up a few, and there 
are some that look pretty cool- stuff like ' Tank Girl' and 'Too Much Coffee Man,' but other than that, I just read 
books." 
Among Steve~s' reading list are Franz Kafka and Samuel Beckett, whose works help the road-weary guitar 
player pass the hme between shows. 
''Being out playing every day and meeting people is fun," Stevens said. "But you have to have some sort of 
tension and release mechanism." 
Which is where the alcohol comes in. 
"Obviously we enjoY. drinking and smoking and having fun while we're out- but we do things in moderation. 
"We don't go around abusing women," he said. "But sometimes we get stir crazy and have to do something to 
release some of the tension." 
Stevens added that during the band's time touring, they have compiled "more than enough" material for a 
new album - an album the oand will record as soon as they get some time off from the roaO. 
While life on the road for Blind Melon is time-consuming and can be tiring, Stevens said he is having a lot of 
fun and that the band has "gained confidence" playing together. 
Besides, it beats working lor a living. By STEVE LYSAKER 
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Here's a story ...... . 
When Davy Jones finally answered the hotel phone, he was annoyed. 
On this Tuesday morning, Jones had conducted a radio interview from his 
suite atop Atlantic City's Merv Griffin Resorts International. 
After fmishing, the station wouldn't let him be. They kept calling back, 
irritating the former lead singer of the Monkees. 
"They were !Y.ing up all the lines," Jones said. "The operator here at the hotel 
was a bit befudalea because I kept blaming her for the calls coming through." 
But even an annoyed Davy Jones is a pleasant Davy Jones. 
He quickly shifted conversational gears by putting aside the morning's 
frustralions and leaping into sudden persona[ reflections on life and career. "I 
haven't had my time yet," he said. "I Ieel there is something more for me." 
Jones spoke with distinguishable traces of the same wispy, Manchester-bred 
voice fans remember from nearly two decades ago. But there were notable 
differences. This was not the Davy Jones of 1966. 
The Davy Jones of 1994 is a new man. 
His speech is richer, older, and perhaps even more dignified. 
However, the boyish enthusiasm which ~arnered this 48-year-old his fame 
so!lle two decades ago has not been lost. "Heel I've got a bit more to offer," Jones 
said. 
Gone are his days of reckless _youth and heart-throb stature. Today-, Jones 
haunts the Vegas and Atlantic City strip stages. "You know I have often thought 
about ending up in Las Vegas wearing a silver suit singing my one hit," Jones 
said. "[thought 'Oh my God, no. ' 
"Wh D "But I realfy kind oflike it." en a VY And so these casino surrounding evolved into his home. Jones fill• all T:-vo shows a ~~ht, six nigh~ a weE;k, Jones perform~ for an h audience who shlrhas the rmgmg chimes of slot machmes echoing in their ears. answered t e "You come into a casino and there's no Luigi and Ragatelli hotel Phone he w~th SP.aghetti hanging off their nose," Jones said. "It's1illed 1 With a lof of warm peoP.le. d II "They're casino people." was annoye . No matter if he IS pretending to play his own instrument 
on the Monkees' 1966 television show or prancing around a 
casino stage, every performance means something to Jones. 
"When I hit the boards and see the people," he said. "It's my time for relaxation. 
"It's my whole life." 
Jones' life began in the modest surroundings of southern England. A web of 
connected neighborhoods wove his small incfustrial town into a tight community. 
To the peop1e of this neighborhood, Jones' father was "somethiiig of a street 
healer." 
Whenever illness or worry overcame the very old or the very young, they came 
to his father. "I guess he knew his Red Cross," Jones chuckled. 
From watchirig his father's care for other, Jones wanted to use his own special 
talents to better people as well. 
"If one thing fsay during a conversation or performance gives someone a 
positive thougnt," Jones smd, "then I feel satisfied." 
Jones is a snort man who is long on words. Standing slightly over five-feet tall 
and alway:s being small for his age, he believes in trying harder than most to 
accomplish his goals. "I tend to nave an aggressive side," Jones said. 
"I have always felt that the door to opportunity is marked push." 
He often finds himself hunkered innis home writing songs and hoping to 
stumble UP.On something commercially successful so ne can record in the studio 
again. His last serious studio recordings came in the early 1970s with his former 
band mates. 
"There are still a few more miles left in the Monkees' project," Jones said. Their 
most recent efforts together materialized in the form of a limited reunion tour in 
1989. 
Currently 14 European dates have been secured for a 1994 Monkees' reunion 
tour in May:. Dates in the states are scheduled for early June. 
Jones will never forget his past. But he certainly refuses to live there. 
Bis eyes and thougfits continually face forward. "Nobody does Davy Jones," 
he ]Jroudly announced. 
'1 do myself." Davy Jones appeared with The Real Live Brady Bunch at Eastern on 
Feb. 8. BY JA. WINDERS 

Univers· Board 
EIVs Entertainment 
The Union Board, the nucleus of Eastern's entertainment, is an important 
part of the university. 
According to Kevin Lipke, former chair of the board, there are thirteen 
committees that make up the Union Board. Each committee has a different 
area in which it focuses on. These areas include movies, lectures, performing 
arts, concerts, and comedians. 
There is a certain process that each committee goes through when coming 
up with a schedule. The coordinator of each committee brainstorms for ideas 
and then goes to the board and asks for the idea to be approved. 
For example, if the concert committee gets the approval for an entertainer 
then the coordinator has to start trying to contact the band. 
According to Lipke, each coordinator "works with a certain budget." 
For concerts the coordinator works with a middle agent when trying to 
get a certain performer. If the performer is willing to do a show then a bid is 
placed. A contract will be sent to the 
"The Union 
Board, the nucleus 
of Eastern's 
entertainment, is 
an important P.art 
of the university." 
board if the performer takes the bid. 
Sometimes it can be difficult to schedule 
certain events. 
For example, the committee that finds 
comedians can go though a great amount 
of time and energy trying to book 
comedians. Timing can mean everything. 
Dinner is sometimes a stipulation in the 
contracts but most of the time, if the 
entertainer has time, they are taken out to 
dinner. Meeting the people and getting to 
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know them is an experience many will not forget. 
Lipke said, "Meeting the performers was a blast." 
When Lipke met Carrot top he found out what the man behind the 
comedy was really like. 
"It's kind of interesting to know the people outside of what they do," said 
Lipke. 
The people who make up the Union Board have a ton of hard work. They 
go though a lot to bring Eastern's campus great entertainment. Even through 
the disappointments, the end results are what counted. 
"Every event we did was exciting," said Lipke. BY DIANE SCHMELZEL 
ABOVE: A comedian appearing at Union Grand 
Ballroom RIGHT: Bill Cosby appeared on parents 
weekend in November BELOW: A Beatles tribute 
band played at the Union in the Fall Photos By: Jeff 
Culler and Landon Fuller 
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"Captain Nemo" 
A Students Pet Lizard 
The captain of the submarine, Capt. Nemo, in Jules Verne's classic 20,(XXJ Leagues 
Under the Se11, has "cool courage and complete faith in himself." 
The Capt. Nemo I met is aquatic, four feet in length, has glassy, bead-like eyes, and a 
yellowish-green, scaly skin. 
This Capt. Nemo is a Malaysian water monitor lizard belonging to Rich Poskin, a 
part-time student at Eastern, who is taking seven hours in the pre-requisite courses 
required for the graduate program in zoology. 
Poskin saw the movie version of the novel in the Walt Disney film. He was 
impressed by James Mason's "impressive and distinguished" role of Capt. Nemo. 
Poskin said, "Since my lizard is a water lizard, I had the association with the water and 
the animal. And so, I decided to name him." 
Poskin' s interests lie in the study of Herpetology, which is the study of reptiles and 
amphibians. He graduated from the University of Illinois with a major in geology. He is 
a graduate in Varanidae Behavioral Ecology, Varanidae being the family name for 
monitor lizards. 
Poskin and Nemo have been together for the past 21/2 years. 
Initially, the lizard was only a specimen whose behavior Poskin was studying. Now, 
Nemo is now like a pet. And although he cannot" cuddle him," Poskin would be upset 
if anything happened to him. 
''They are more 
scared of people 
than we shotild 
be of them." 
Poskin purchased Capt. Nemo from a woman whose 
daughter had run away with her boyfriend, leaving the 
mother to pay the unpaid apartment rent and take care of the 
lizard. 
"The woman wanted to get rid of him and the guy (father) 
talked of making him into a pair of boots. Of course, he is too 
small for that, but I did not like his sense of humor. I could see 
he (the lizard) was dead," said Poskin. 
Capt. Nemo is kept in a cage in a room in the life Science 
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building amidst various plants and bird' s nests that add to the 
scenario. The cage is divided into three tiers for Nemo' s easy movements. Ultra-violet 
lights in the cage warm Nemo. And a wooden tree adds to Nemo's atmosphere. 
Nemo's water tank is kept at the base of the cage. 
As Poskin puts Nemo's food in the cage, Nemo picks up the smell, propels toward 
his food and swallows. And, when Nemo flicks his forked tongue out, Poskin in an 
animated voice said, ''He burped there." 
He added, '1t's a very simple animal to take care of, and the more you handle them, 
the more docile they get." The Iguana lizard, which many people buy, is more difficult 
to take care of than the Malaysian water monitor lizard, and the caiman reptile is vicious 
and mean, according to Poskin. 
Indeed, Poskin has led an adventurous life with Nemo. He has pulled Nemo from a 
30-foot-high tree, saved him from a dog chase and has been bitten three times by Nemo. 
On another occasion, awhen Poskin put the lizard in a children's wading pool, 
Capt. Nemo, having a mind of his own, took off. He was soon chased by a dog. Nemo 
was inflating his throat and swinging his tail to indicate he was scared of the dog, who 
was too fast for him. When Poskin bent to pick up Nemo, who was already in an 
agitated state, Nemo bit Poskin on the knuckle. 
''Every time it's been my fault. He is not aggressive, but stupid. And when you do 
like what I did, then you are in trouble. They are more scared of people than we should 
be of them," said Poskin. 
It has been said to choose your pets with care for they are the only relatives you can 
choose. By FAREDA PAKASI 
ABOVE Poskins works in the zoology department in the Vivarium taking care of about 
800 mice. Photo By Rachel Corbett BELOW: Captain Nemo in his cage. Photo By 
Libby Shawgo 
• 
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LIFESTYLES 67 
This page top: Erin, Brett and friends visit the world's only full scale replica of the Parthenon in Nashville. Center: Erin and Brett at the 
Tennessee River Museum. Above: Brett discovers what it's like to be in William Faulkner's shoes. Opposite page left: Erin and co-workers 
digging square holes in search of clues about man's past. Right: Brett at work. Photos courtesy of Brett Wilhelm. 
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was a 
ative Americans that were camping near the 
river a short period of time. 
Monday through Friday, we'd get up around 5:00a.m. so that we 
J!ould drive to the site in time to start working by 6:00 a.Dl~ We 
~oul~ work in the Jie,Id f~om .§:OO a.m. t? 3:0~~.m. <WW.ng 
iMl,Ples ~ ~to~Ver cultur , . tenal (evtdell~t ,,.~r.;""' 
been'%~). e evidence we found was !tf"fhe ttl 
hand -held "I un.fser" tools, a,btOilt~,:f~.-llhCJ..ti•lllillllllliiWPafefdliimafRlc>&l.· 
puzzle 
to th,.e CUilYV¥AIJ 
we believe 
P'i'JifP.'l'rocess started with digging ten .••• .,. 
trenches (tht.PMi ~oe helped here) and mapping a profile of the soil 
_,.. walls to find clues to the ge~callay of the land. 
_,.. , After we studied the profiles and chose areas to start 
~ e then began uncovering two 12 
cess consisted of stripping ten '-"''"uJun:•.::~ 
by mapping one one meter sections and taking out soil 
samples in the features of cultural material 
Then, with a backhoe we began stripping the blocks 
way across, ten centimeters at a time. 
,.. The soil that was removed from 
a water screen in order for us tQ 
majority of our findings wer~ pu~ceSJ)>J::l '\TAJrkE~ cltwfltl!tat"hJIU 
during the J,,I lUian!s,[C::I.CJ tl;Druuung. Tlfi~l!le•~~ilRg· 
our harid pushing U!e> har.ft bricJ<·li~,f!:.c;lii}''tllro 
with .the water agent. 
· This past J1Qywas.flie~~t ev~r recoteleP.·itl< ! ""·~·~~=~~"!, 
records date frum""'200 years a'go. w._e !,lid 
of the momin 
degree rang~. 
it felt like we 
~ a ~ • a f • 
. . 
' .. iii'!'' ' . 
~ . . 'w'li . ' • 
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One day I awoke from a dream 
I was sitting next to a stream 
Not knowing why, how or when 
to my amazement I was not able to stand 
Traded my legs for wheels 
The bottom part of my body I could not feel 
What has God done to me 
Why doesn't he set me free 
A trap, a confinement, a prison 
Opening my eyes, my vision is like a przsm 
What have I done to deserve this 
The pain I feel is like a shot 
From the barrel of a gun that's still hot 
Shot me through the heart 
Think now I'll make a new start. Paul Ezzell 
This page top: Paul relaxes with his girlfriend, Jennie Boyce. Above: Paul looks over some of his poetry in his dorm room. Opposite page 
left: Paul in the library quad. Right: Paul enjoys all kinds of music, especially the Grateful Dead. Photos this page top and opposite page left 
by Farida Kapasi. Photos this page above and opposite page right by LaShinda Clark. 
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~ork.in a car. 
"~ItO •mallloeu'vre~lfte Wlhet:lthair beciu.Je . . ' ... " 
s lor a ''totally accessible saitthandicap ficiliti 
Bas eed to he improved. Some of t\l.eltiff I ties many handicapped 
peop e ce is not having electronic d roper signs for elevators and 
proper adto~ dfjl)raille suppl. ies am g pthers, said PaQJ. 
Tb ~~~h,o passll4a~ith an indifferent face he s 
at the wheelchair, look at me and 'hi' -look at the&p in~ide me.' 
Curi'ently, because there .are no facilities at the Studertt ltecreation 
Center, Paul continues with his physical therapy treatment session only 
when he goes home, i.e during summer and winter holidays. He attends 
thp s,ssions three times a week. Paul said, "I can't go fast as I'd like to ... 
(but) someday, I thin~ I will walk again." 
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Julie Kaestner, a 
senior at Eastern, lives in 
Waterloo, Ill., which is 
about 15-20 miles south 
of St. Louis. The flood 
did not reach her 
town, but the 
surrounding towns 
were not so lucky. 
Unfortunately, this 
left her to deal with 
the inconvenience of finding alternate 
roads in which to travel as well as 
general setbacks of this nature. For 
example, Highway 40, a densely used 
road, was closed to all traffic because of 
the flooding. The alternate route, 
Highway 70, became a war zone for 
traffic, having to make room for 46,000 
extra vehicles. 
Not only were the flood victims forced 
to make changes, but the people in 
neighboring communities were obliged 
to make accommodations for the newly 
homeless. The town of Above: Flood 
Waterloo provided trailers waters in 
in their fairgrounds in downtown Alton 
order to continue the cause major inconveniences 
schooling of the students . Photo by Ean 
from the town of Eskra. Right: 
Valmeyer. Valmeyer was ~n~y Bane, a 
. . Jumor speech h1t hard by the flood, bemg communication 
completely destroyed. s major and 
There was nothing to be National 
salvaged from the town Guardsman 
. ' sandbags on 
wh1ch may now have to be Black Jack, a 
bulldozed. six-mile stretch 
Imagine looking out . of levy in 
Your back window and not Kinderhook, l~l. 
. Photo by Kevin 
being able to recogmze a Kilhoffer 
thing. Overnight, 
everything has changed and what used to be 
familiar is now foreign. Kaestner used to be 
able to look out her back window onto 
familiar fields; now, the fields have been lined 
with trailers to help provide for the homeless 
happy with what her 
town is doing to help 
out, but still, some 
things take getting 
used to. 
Kaestner's 
grandparents lived 
in Fults, Ill., for 
many years and 
were very happy. 
Now, they can never 
go back to the house 
that gave them so 
many good times. A 
levy broke about 40 
miles north of their 
home and the water pushed its way down to 
them within 24 hours. What used to be their 
domain is now just scattered pieces of wood 
floating aimlessly down the Mississippi. 
Needless to say, nothing was salvaged. 
Luckily, her grandparents took the 
evacuation notice they received two weeks 
earlier very seriously. They immediately took 
all of their belongings and moved in with 
Kaestner's aunt. For those that were not so 
hasty, a buzzer was sounded 20 minutes 
before the water would take over their town. 
Kaestner's grandparents are grief stricken 
with loss of their home, as well as their 
community, but they are trying to keep their 
spirits up and take things one day at a time. 
Because of the flood's enormous 
destruction, the town of Fults may have to be 
bulldozed as well. Bulldozing creates 
problems in itself with the factors of funding 
and the feasibili ty of rebuilding it all. The 
ground may be too moist and unstable to 
build anything. All of these factors must be 
taken into consideration and added to the 
sorrows and disappointments of this natural 
disaster. 
Kaestner pitched in and helped with the 
sandbagging projects. She said Previous 
people were very supportive and page and 
worked around the clock in above: Homes 
destroyed by 
order to keep the flood from the flood in 
destroying any more land. All of central 
the sandbaggers were provided Illinois. 
with food and bottled water, Phot~!~~ 
donated by Anheuser-Busch, Inc. Kilhoffer 
Everyone did their part in 
helping out. 
An EIU senior, Theresa Corona, was 
involved with some of the media excitement 
of the flood. She worked at the Holiday Inn 
in Alton, Ill., where Dan Rather and the CBS 
crew, as well as Harry Smith from "The 
Morning Show", stayed for a few days in 
order to cover the news on the flood. She said 
about 15 rooms were used solely for all the 
equipment needed for news coverage, such 
as: fax machines, cameras, and lighting 
equipment. 
Because Alton is so close to the flooded 
areas, the Holiday Inn offered special rates to 
the flood victims. The Red Cross was also at 
the hotel to help out. 
Drinking water proposed some problems 
because the water had to be shut off in most 
areas. In Alton, the water was turned off 
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for 2-3 weeks and its citizens were forced to 
rely on bottled water. Theresa said that the 
tanker trucks would come by with purified 
water and the people would bring their jugs 
out to replenish their water supply. This ser-
vice for the people was free. 
Corona was able to speak with some of the 
flood victims who were staying at the Holi-
day Inn. She said most of the victims were 
afraid to go back to their homes for fear of 
what they might or might not find. Some 
people seemed determined to rebuild and 
move on with life, while others were set on 
leaving the Midwest and starting completely 
over. 
As if the living conditions for flood victims 
and those within close proximities were not 
bad enough, the smell of fish and decay was 
not a pleasant one. Scott Touchette, an EIU 
student from Marine, Ill., confirmed this 
statement expressing the foulness of all the 
surroundings. In being so near to the floods, 
Touchette even witnessed coffins floating 
down the river. Apparently, the water levels 
got to such a high point, that the cemeteries 
were being uncovered. 
Several EIU students were called on active 
duty with the National Guard. Some stayed 
for months while others stayed for a few 
weeks, but all were glad to do their part to 
help out. 
Ed Hopkins, a senior at EIU, went to Anna-
Jonesboro where he served as a road guard 
and a levy guard. His job consisted 
of guarding the hazardous area so A volun-
teer in that people would not be in danger Alton, llli-
of unstable levies. They also nois hands 
repaired any breaks in the levies out water 
with sandbags. dAonhated by 
Th . .1. . th n euser-e CIVI 1ans 1n e area were Busch, inc. 
thankful that the guards were there Photo by 
and the civilians offered their hos- Ean Eskra 
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tality. The people brought the guards what-
ever they needed and were generally very 
friendly. Hopkins said that sometimes the 
people in nearby communities would drive 
over to where the guards were working and 
pick them up for a potluck dinner which 
Jeff 
Shanholtzer, a 
community people 
had put together. 
Although things 
stayed fairly stable 
and quiet for the 
duration his stay, 
Hopkins did witness 
some excitement. 
Two of the guards in 
his group rescued an 
old farmer. The 
farmer was driving 
down the levy in his 
truck with a trailer 
attached behind. The 
trailer slipped and 
pulled the truck 
under the water. Two 
of the guards had 
witnessed this and 
dove in to save the 
man. 
In the time spread 
of a month, Brian 
Van Voor spent his 
time in five different 
Illinois towns. His job 
was to set up com-
munication networks for the 
army helicopters. Because there 
senior was no power in many of these 
sociology 
major and flooded towns, Van Voor let the 
ROTC cadet, helicopters know where they 
worked with could land, where to get more 
Bane on Black fuel, as well as where to rescue Jack. Photo 
Kevin Killnntl~r l people. 
Van Voor also took the victims of the flood 
out in rowboats to their houses. These flood 
victims were interested in finding what could 
be salvaged and protecting their homes 
against looters. Van Voor said that some of 
the houses were 6-8 feet under water and he 
would have to paddle the boat clear inside 
the houses. The home owners would then 
have to find something stable to jump onto 
and proceed to fish around for their belong-
ings. According to Van Voor, "people were 
desomated, some were still in shock." 
The hospitality and concern of the civilians 
is what Andy Bane stressed the most about 
his experience in working on a levy in 
Kinderhook, Ill. In his three weeks stationed 
at Kinderhook, the civilians became like fami-
ly to Bane. He said the people washed their 
laundry, brought them Gatorade, baked them 
cookies, fixed their meals, along with any-
thing else to help these young men who had 
come to their aid. In exchange for the civil-
ians generous hospitality, the men worked 
extra hard for them in 12 hour long days. 
Bane worked on part of a levy called Black-
jack that was six miles long. Actually, this 
was only a small section of a much longer 20 
mile levy. He worked on the southern part of 
the six mile levy and built a two mile wall of 
sandbags 1-3 feet high. This whole construc-
tion utilized a total of some 58,000 sandbags. 
In order to keep this wall sturdy, they threw 
straw down to mix in with the sand and dirt. 
Over this, they put down burlap and fencing 
and topped it off with more sandbags. Big 
steel rods secured the fencing into place so 
that there could be no threat of a landslide. 
All of this hard work to keep the levy in one 
piece payed off because, in the long run, 
there were no breaks, which made Bane and 
the group of people he worked with very 
proud. 
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An infinite number of 
weekends filing into the 
stampede towards the bars, 
standing in blue smoke hazy 
crowds wondering where our 
money went as we yell into the 
ears of strangers, or sitting on 
the edges of squeaky dormitory 
beds basking in the warmth of 
cathode ray delight. 
After a while the routine of 
weekends in Charleston 
becomes nearly as cumbersome 
to bear as the weeks 
themselves. Albeit, the former 
is slightly less stressful, 
although it sometimes more 
demanding in terms of several 
thousand tortured livers 
sighing in unison. 
And so, the concept of 
entertainment alternatives 
surfaces. This was certainly a 
natural development in the 
way of things and probably in 
the best interests of the student 
body, if not in the interest of 
sanity for thousands of 
slumbering residents. Or 
maybe its all just an 
extraterrestrial plot to draw 
our attention away from their 
main objective? Who knows? 
Nevertheless, the fact remains 
that when we begin growing 
weary of the regular Charleston 
weekend scene (experience tells 
me this is a cyclical occurrence 
which afflicts us at least one 
weekend a month) the only 
alternative known to appease 
our souls is to get the hell outta 
Dodge. 
So, if you don't mind a dose of 
opinionated intrusion, I'd like 
to make a few suggestions 
concerning possible getaways. 
They can all be driven to in a 
couple of hours. 
They are all free. 
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The pictures on this page are of Buckner's Cave, located approximately 15 
miles southeast of Spencer, IN and McCormick's Creek State Park. 
Buckner's Cave offers easy access and requires only moderate spelunking 
abilities while remaining relatively tourist-free. However, parts of the cave 
are rather tight and the trip to Buckner's underground waterfall often 
presents a challenge to first-timers. A thorough journey through the cave 
usually takes from 4-6 hours. For those interested, try contacting the 
Geology Department in order to get map copies. 
Top: In the Clay Room where all caves surfaces are coated with several inches of soft, moldable 
clay. Clockwise from top left: Erin Barkley, Matt Garrison, Brett Wilhelm, Matt Jenkins, Tushar 
Nakem, Alex Karvunis, Aaron Lenaghan, Carey Netherton and Deanna Blackwell. Photo by 
Rachel Corbett. Middle: Matt J. and Tushar catch their breath in the Signature Room. Above 
left: Rick Simms holds onto his flashlight as he shimmies over slippery surfaces toward the 
waterfall. Right: At the end of this passage, a knotted rope has been left to assist decents 
through the misty waterfall. Photos by Carey Netherton. 
Above: Cliffs overlooking camel rock (dead center) at the extremely popular Garden 
of the Gods. Below: Sandstone bluffs tucked away in forestland. These border the 
southern edge of a shallow valley near High Knob in east central Shawnee. Bottom: 
Bluffs overlooking the Mississippi River near Grand Tower, IL. Grand Tower is home 
of the renowned family restaurant, Ma Hales, a must-stop for hungry travelers. 
Photos courtesy of Matt Garrison. 
This is Shawnee National Forest 
which is spread out through the 
majority of the southern tip of 
Illinois. By car from Charleston, 
the northern reaches of the forest 
can be reached in about three 
hours. One of the most alluring 
pulls of Shawnee lies within the 
immense diversity which the 
forest areas offer. From rocky 
overlooks to expansive deciduous 
stands to natural bridges and the 
nation's northernmost Cypress-
Tupelo swamp, deep Southern 
Illinois offers the opportunity to 
see a handful of completely 
different ecosystems all within 
one days drive. 
Many of the best spots in 
Shawnee, including: Heron's Pond, 
the Little Grand Canyon, Belle 
Smith Springs, and Starved Rock, 
may be located on any road map. 
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About 5 miles west of Monticello, IL, a man named Robert Allerton 
built a mansion on a plot of land which lies in the middle of farm 
land and scruffy woodlands of maples and small hardwoods. In the 
not-so-distant past, Allerton passed away. When he did, the mansion 
and all of the grounds, which included several elaborate gardens 
and pastoral walkways, was left to the botany department at the 
University of Illinois. The grounds and the mansion have now been 
turned into Allerton Park, which is open to the public all year round. 
Top: Liz Lakin enjoys the scenery at Allerton. The mansion can be seen, tucked away 
in the woods in the background. Above: Up close and personal with the southern 
side of the Allerton Mansion. Right: Kathy Baptist gets fresh with a fish in the middle 
of a wintertime bush-maze garden. 
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Top: Matt Jenkiqs, Liz, Melany Barrett, Kathy, and Shirley Von Bokel doing their best in the 
middle of Fu-dog alley. Notice the statues and temple in the background. Middle: This musician 
is just one of a series of statues which depict different medieval entertainers. Above: Another 
view of the Allerton Mansion. Right: The southern edge of Allerton Park is bordered by a creek 
which flooded this winter and then froze creating a vast area of woodlands surrounded by ice. 
Photos by Matt Garrison. Here, Matt G. lies be an unfortunate carp, caught in the freeze almost 
one hundred yards from the actual creek. Photo by Matt Jenkins. 
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two enf:ret,reJI\eu 
to obtain their dreams. 
Positively 4th Street Records for 
interested in opening a record store in 
saw a need for one on our EIU college 
~Dtre.Mrea:rs ago, he began researching the probability of opening 
a_fii!C41JW!I:l~Jre in Charleston. 
-~ideWE!d information On inSUrance, SeCUrity, and nu•>r"IAI 
deC!k,lled that this might be a dream he could tum into 
of his assets together and went out to apply for a 
---.. -----·.,.at man different banks, he was finally 
approved for loan in July. 
In his application for a loan, he ha to include his bank 
statements, a layout for the store, his rget market, as well as many 
other intricate details. 
He surveyed students at EIU in order to estimate the average age 
of eustomers-, what kinds o music they would be interested in, and 
how much of their budget they planned to spend on buying albums. 
Kirby took one year off from school to get his whole business 
started. 
In the beginning, he worked 80 hours a week because he was the 
only employee. After getting the basics in order, he hired more 
e«JJ>le. 
Because he is so busy with his business, Kirby only takes about 10 
hours a semester. He doesn't mind taking his time to get through 
school. He is working towards a major in economics. 
Kirby o ened his store in the beginning of August, two years ago, 
when all the college students were just returning from summer 
bre k. 
AI ugh he had to work fast since he just got the loan to open the 
stoie in June, he felt it would be worth the chaos, because of all the 
ittcoming revenue from the returning students. 
• by aid his store is in an ideal location for 
orde to get to most places, one must pass by the store. 
on tile comer-of Lincoln Ave. and 4th Street. 
Kirby looks forward to the first three months of 
: ~~c;;<:;c,,.,i!qltule the students have just returned from working 
t •OtiOnt~ to spend. 
hand, he feels lucky to break even 
, ~._~'! DustneEIS drops dramatically with very 
·.•.·j,--~UJig for summer school. 
plans for improving Positively 
near future. He would like to build an """-"~ 
store. He hopes to put in $50,000 of 
selections and have 2000 new CO's 
Kirby keeps track of all his 
computer. The computer does all 
es not deal with money 
unts. 
y believes that experien e owning so e 
ind f usin at some time in their life. He thinks · Js a great 
1 estm t and benefits of tax write-offs come in handy. 
ca~ write-o expenses such as car, gas, food, and lodging, 
when takinfr · aining to business. 
lrt the future, irby hope.§ to open a variety of other businesses in 
the Charleston/Champaign area. His advice to others wanting to 
start their own business is: "Go after your dreams while you're 
young. Do it now. It's hard work, but it all pays off in the long 
run/' 
• 
This page and opposite page: Kirby at Positively 4th Street Records. Kirby believes that everyone should experience owning 
some kind of business at some time in their life. Below: Kirby with his puppy, Kain. Photos by LaShinda Clark. 
· s . . •• • 
' 
. ~'\ ai • ....., • : 0 , 
•. 
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Shannon tending bar at Friends and Co. She has put in a tremendous amount of work into the bar. Often her work day 
begins at lOam and ends at 2am. Photos by LaShinda Clark. 
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By Elliott Peppers 
Author, poet, actress and more, Maya Angelou gave Eastern and the Charleston community a performance to remember 
during her presentation Spring of 1993. 
Angelou dazzled a Lantz Gym crowd of more than 2,000 with her unique, personalized style of poetry presentation, which 
included song, dance, humor and dramatic ironies of life. 
"Everything comes from something and for me, the 19th century African-American poetry was the platform upon which I 
stood," Angelou said. 
Unselfish in her rendering, along with her own poetry, Angelou read from African-American poets such as Langston 
Hughes and Paul Lawrence Dunbar. Throughout her entire presentation, Angelou maintained a wit and charm that captivated 
the audience. 
An example of her compelling message and stylish presentation could be seen in her explanation of why she uses African-
American poetry in her presentation: 
"You need to know someone was there before you; someone was lonely before you; someone was disappointed before you; 
someone was called out of her name before you; someone was humiliated, brought low, despised before you and yet 
miraculously someone has survived. Survived with some passion, some compassion, some humor and some style. Hello !," she 
said with a flaring final snap of the finger. 
However, Angelou was not always the self-confident, assertive woman she is today. 
At age 7, she was raped by her mother's boyfriend. He was arrested and released from jail the next day. He was killed two 
days later. Since she had told her brother the name of the rapist, Maya blamed her voice for the man's death and voluntarily 
stopped talking for almost six years. 
During her years as a volunteer mute, Angelou said she read everything she could get her hands on, which included works 
from Dunbar, Hughes, Edgar Allan Poe and Shakespeare. Eventually her grasp on reality changed. 
"At 12 and a half, I returned to my voice ... I had decided I would render." 
And render she did. 
Angelou's work and her presentations have given her national and international recognition. Random House has published 
10 best selling books by Angelou, some of which include "I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings," "And Still I Rise" and "Just give 
Me a Cool Drink of Water ' Fore I Die," which was nominated for a Pulitzer Prize. 
Last January, Angelou became the second poet in U.S history to be assigned to write a poem for the presidential address. 
She also encouraged students to make poetry a part of their learning experience. 
"Don't leave this institution without some knowledge of poetry," she said. "In the poetry you can find answers to every 
question you have about your works; your reason for being on this planet at this time." 
Angelou said she always wants her audience to leave with a sense of self-worth. 
"Its very hard to value yourself. Not the pompous value but to truly value yourself without valuing other people. If you 
truly value yourself, it's inevitable that you value the guy next to you and the gal next to you. That's my encouragement." 
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Maya 
Angelou. 
Artwork by 
Dylan 
Ethan 
Collins. 
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Seven days, six nights, bouts of bad karma, 
Louisville, Lexington, the self-proclaimed American 
stop, cans of beans and greasy spoon coffee (scalding 
Days Inn at the end after days in the mountains 
deep, top crusted snow, tents swimming in the rain, 
Dead with parking lot carnivals, Gatlinburg neon, 
topless and a barge back home across the Ohio. 
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Late March 1993, as the majority of Eastern's spring break 
travelers were loading into bloated automobiles to funnel down 
through our congested interstate network towards such collegiate 
hot spots as Panama City, Daytona Beach and South Padre Island, I 
was rolling in the company of six friends across the gradual 
harvest slopes of Southern Indiana. Our destination was the green 
and venerable mountains of the east, the Appalachians; more 
specifically, the foothills of central North Carolina. 
The first day of the trip had evolved into a furious plunge into 
the Southeast. Twelve hours of driving in our rented Ford minivan. 
Backpacks, sleeping bags, body parts, bubbles of conversation 
shooting out the windows in shrieks of laughter, cigarette ashes 
falling into the carpeting to mingle with spilled soda and potato 
chip crumbs all stuffed into every nook and cranny of the van. The 
organization and packing of our gear and ourselves which had 
been delicately construed at the onset had blundered into an 
inevitable chaotic stench by the time everyone spilled from the van 
into puddles at the base of Moore's Wall State Park, located about 
an hour north of Winston-Salem. 
Moore's Wall is a quarter-of-a-mile long, thousand-foot-high, 
jagged rock face; the base of which is a modest mountain layered 
in vast fields of deciduous softwoods and white pines. 
Sporadically dropped below the wall are countless numbers of 
boulders, both the unnoticeable and the obvious, having eroded 
from previous perches, hanging from the wall. For the next two 
days, seven spoiled college students (fresh from the conveniences 
of the modern metropolis) hauled countless arrnloads and packfuls 
of considered necessities, like veggie subs and beer, through these 
boulder gardens to our protective campsite underneath an 
overhang where wall meets mountain. 
After spending Sunday and Monday on the mountain, the better 
part of Monday huddling around a humble fire to escape an 
incessant drizzle, we democratically determined (with unanimous 
appeal) to hit the highway again and locate an established 
campground somewhere in the Raleigh, Durham, Chapel Hill 
triangle. Wednesday night we were scheduled to go see a Greatful 
Dead concert (this was the scapegoat we all left in our parents' 
backyards) at UNC in Chapel Hill. The campground was to serve 
as a central location for the tri-city area. A place we could relax, 
shower up, party with the mounting numbers of Deadheads and 
show peddlers, or whatever else appealed to our sensibilities, 
suddenly liberated from right angles and research papers. 
However, late Tuesday night, as a steady downpour saturated 
most of the Eastern seaboard, a minor tragedy struck our campsite. 
I had gone to Raleigh to spend the evening with an old friend, and 
the rest of the gang had driven the van to a club called The Cat's 
Cradle in Chapel Hill. By the time they returned to the Daniel 
Boone campsite later that night their tents were floating in a rain 
Previous page: Lisa Gillette and Matt Garrison on top of the Garden of the Gods looking over Shawnee National Park. Opposite page left: 
Brian Stiff, Matt G. and Chris Pomeroy waiting for the ferry to cross the Ohio River between Kentucky and Illinois. Right: Tami Wachtel and 
Kate McBride rest on the trail at Moore's wall. This page top: Matt Jenkins keeps warm on the ferry crossing the Ohio River. Photo by Matt 
Garrison. Above: Lisa, Kate and Chris at Moore's Wall in Hanging Rock State Park in North Carolina. 
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This page top: Matt at the Garden of the Gods. Above and opposite page left: Chris, Brian, Kate, Matt G., Lisa and Tami stretching their legs 
on a back highway after crossing the North Carolina border to Tennessee the day after the Dead show. Photos by Matt Jenkins. 
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By Elliott 
Peppers 
Photos by Landon 
Fuller 
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Eastern graduate student Ron w< .. ::hr"u 
10-year-old whom the band director 
all the trumpets were gone and l:>e•catlle 
Westray, who now performs 
phenomenalists Wynton 
31-city tour with the Lincoln c,,.,.,<>if!ilh• 
City. Marsalis was the artistic 
18-member band that featured 
Faddis and saxophonist Joshua 
Westray, 23, says his current., .. ,, .... ,~., 
Roberts began when he met both 
Club in Columbia, SC, his nomE~to'wtt 
septet, of which he is still a 01entber. 
one of Robert's albums. 
Westray, a trombonist of 13 years, 
years. At age 16, he decided to make m 
his father and grandfather, both 
he lives for the challenge of mastering 
"My motivating factor would be just 
difficult instrume.nt and it presents a 
motivating factor iS to conquer the 
recognized trombonist and try to keep 
Westray says he's never completely 
always reaching for the next level. 
trombone is a technically 
said. "Also, my 
to become a highly 
on the map." 
his playing and he is 
"You never reach a point were you ag~,~IHli=PJ.li\CEm about yo r 
development," he said. "Jaz ·music a rich heri ge. You never 
stop striving for the next level because is so rich." 
In striving for excellen , Westray amassed numerous 
accolades. In 1991, he rec ved the Festival Scholarship in 
Columbia, S'c. He also is member of Fame at South 
Carolina State University, htfe he undergr ate degree in 
instrumental performanc and he the 1992 publication of the 
Outstanding Young Men f ruu,.; ......... . 
While at Eastern seeki 
he will complete in May, 
Eastern faculty member 
has led his own combo. 
Eastern faculty membe say Westray's success as a mus1c1an is 
inevit.t>le. 
"There's n<l._ question th 
and as nolv develope 
he has the right tools and he~ he work et~ic 
number of professional contacts t twill be 
very,: " sai 
p~. hehast 
Horney, director of Eastern's jazz s 
endous potential. It's unusual for - ·-·---· 
his age to the pr 
Homey, Westray sa 
ssional ?f. thar20he has 
helped lfim ae:veJ,oo 
performance. 
1 P.rofessor Johnny Lee L 
echoed HoJilley's remarks. 
"He's going to be right at 
known personaily that will 
teaching, just pl.,ying," Lane 
seen him hang with the big b 
finishes his degree, he's out t 
to receive the CD of his first a 
Lane may not have to wait I 
record label, which he hopes t 
Westray says during school tries to ..,~ ...... ~~ ....... 
work. However, JVhen he is preparing for a peli1JI~at 
practicing to 8 ho rs a day. 
~ strivill§\l.be known as a composer, W 
songs, some ~ w}\iCh have been performed 
In April, he wilt be on the road again n<>Y+nrm 
Jazz Band attlte Jazz val in 
European 
ul enjoy 
chance to liVIe1*t't 4tlreeaw 
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"You know what 
the difference is 
between people 
who have tattoos 
and people who 
don't? ... People 
who have tattoos 
don't mind 
people who don't, 
that's the 
difference." 
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Year in Review 
By Abby Krakow 
This year at Eastern, the people who work here and study here have not focused their 
attention on their studies and jobs only. Many events from the controversial Francis-
Laribee hearings to the death of Lou Rainaldi because of meningitis have caught 
everyone's attention. These events in some way, whether they were controversial or 
saddening, have affected everyone's lives now or will affect their lives in the future. 
Gov. Jim Edgar gave Eastern 
$11.3 million for the 
renovation of Buzzard 
Building ending the four-year 
wait to receive money for the 
overhaul. 
The renovation would include 
remodeling and expanding 
existing classrooms, faculty 
offices, the instructional 
materials center, and the 
Reading Center. 
The project also includes new 
air conditioning and heating 
systems and the construction 
of an elevator and a 
wheelchair lift. 
The Board of Governors eliminated five Eastern degrees to reduce 
outdated programs. The degrees eliminated were a bachelor's 
degree in art with a history option and a bachelor's in psychology 
with a human service option. The masters' in botany, 
environmental biology, and zoology were consolidated into a new 
master's degree in biological sciences. 
Eastern's fall-semester enrollment was the highest in Eastern's 
history making 10,693 on-campus students. While Eastern 
was facing the highest enrollment ever, Eastern's President's 
Council proposed a plan to study admission reforms such as 
higher retention rates of students, tougher admissions 
requirements, and ways to recruit more minorities. 
Some department chairs faced trouble trying to 
accommodate the increasing number of students into classes. 
Departments had to add extra sections, increase class sizes, 
and add extra faculty members. The university also had 
trouble trying to find housing for some students forcing the 
conversion of residence hall lounges into rooms. 
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When the Midwest 
suffered from flood 
waters, many 
Eastern students 
did their part to 
help residents in 
the disaster-
stricken area. 
Sigma Phi Epsilon, 
an Eastern 
fraternity, proposed 
a convention that 
all midwest 
chapters travel to 
the Mississippi for 
three days to work 
on flood clean-up. 
Some student 
members of the 
Illinois National 
Guard helped 
Danville residents 
whose land was 
swallowed up by 
the flood. Andy 
Bane, one of the 
volunteers said, 
"We kind of 
lightened their 
spirits up, and they 
lightened ours." 
Lou Rainaldi 
On Sunday, 
March 6, Lou 
Rainaldi, 20, an 
Eastern 
sophomore 
Friends, floormates pause to 
remember deceased student 
sports medicine We thought it was about time that something was said about 
major from Lou Rainaldi by the people who really knew him. (Rainaldi died 
on Sunday from meningococcemia, a blood infection caused by 
Darien, died at meningitis-related bacteria.) Most of the guys on the floor only 
the Carle knew Lou for about seven months, but because of the 
Foundation atmosphere that dormitory life provides, he was a part of our 
. . lives each and every day and we all became good friends. 
c·' Hospital m . A friend of Lou's was told to remember the good things to help 
· Urbana. He IS the the pain go away. Her response is how we all feel; his presence 
second student in provided us with nothing but good things. We expected laughs, 
t t jokes and smiles whenever he walked into our rooms. 
wo years a . His health and physical condition were admirable. He never 
Eastern to die of drank a drop, didn't touch tobacco, ate well and worked-out 
meningitis. Lou daily. On more than one occasion, he provided us with safe rides 
had been home from the bars or a shoulder to lean on when we were less 
than sober. 
afflicted by Our hockey games on the Sega were a constant, and even 
meningococcemia, though he played with the best team, he'd lose time after time 
a blood infection and come back for more. Lou was proud of being Italian, and his 
t l d b humorous t-shirts let you know it. Simply put, he was the kind of 
ca a yze Y a guy you couldn't help but like and count on. 
meningitis- To those people who may have joked about the illness or 
related infection. wanted a hot story, we're both saddened and annoyed because 
Th f ll · we only wish you could have seen how sick he was on Saturday. 
e 0 OWing Most people won't be able to understand how it feels to think 
letter appeared your friend just had a bad case of the flu one night and then learn 
on the March he died the next night. The suddenness doesn't make it hurt any 
lOth Opinion less, but just makes it harder for things to sink in. 
. Lou Rainaldi was a fine person and our good friend. He will be 
Page of the Daily missed immensely. Our prayers go out to his family. 
Eastern News: -The men of third floor north of Taylor Hall 
Another tragedy at Eastern occurred when Greg McCoy was found lying 
unconscious in a lime pit receiving third-degree burns over 63 percent of his 
body. Police questioned his whereabouts before they found him lying in the 
pit and also question whether he fell or was pushed into the pit. 
Student Senate members asked students to sign a 3-feet by 2-feet get-well 
card to send to McCoy. The card was displayed in Coleman Hall as well as 
the Sugar Shack in the University Union for students, faculty, or staff to 
s1gn. 
Eastern mourned the death of Bryan Rouse, 
the 20-year-old sophomore who died in a car 
accident on Chicago's Kennedy Expressway. 
The flag in front of Old Main was lowered to 
half-staff, and Eastern's athletic department 
paid tribute to him with a moment of silence 
before the Indiana State basketball game. 
• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Eastern's spring blood drive, "Give 
Blood! And Save an Achy Breaky 
Heart" was a success collecting 
1,333 pints. Eastern's Blood Battle 
with Southern Illinois University 
contributed to Eastern's large 
turnout. Eastern beat Southern 
Illinois which had a six-day total of 
1,283 pints. 
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The biggest event at this year's Parents Weekend was the two 
sold-out performances by comedian Bill Cosby. Discussing the 
woes of parenting, college students, and marital relationships, 
Cosby appeared before a total of 8,600 parents and students. 
Mosh pits 
produced crowd 
surfing. And 
colored lights 
and alternative 
music had the 
audience of 
2,000 cheering 
constantly. 
For many at 
the concert, 
Blind Melon was 
the greatest 
thing in the 
world. 
"This concert 
is the best thing 
that ever 
happened to 
Charleston," said 
Joey Ethridge, a 
sophomore 
business major. 
"Blind Melon and 
the music was 
great." 
By Brian Huchel 
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In addition to 
candy bars 
and potato 
chips, 
Lifestyles 
condoms were 
put in vending 
machines in all 
the residence 
halls and in 
Greek Court. 
Lou Hencken, 
vice president 
of student 
affairs, said by 
supplying the 
condoms in 
the residence 
hall, "the 
university is 
. 
serving 
student needs 
while at the 
same time 
being cost-
efficient." 
The tundra, an open field separating Carman Hall, Greek Court, and University Court 
from campus, was surrounded by fences so students could no longer walk across it. 
The fence would provide another softball field for the university students living in that 
area. Although some students saw this as an inconvenience, others hopped over it or 
accepted the change and walked around . 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Gregory Jackson, who 
was supposed to finish 
his senior year at Eastern 
this year, pleaded not 
guilty to charges of first-
degree murder and 
attempted robbery. In 
addition to his not-guilty 
plea to charges of 
murder, Jackson also 
appealed a decision by 
the university to suspend 
him. Friends and 
supporters of Jackson 
circulated a petition to 
lift his suspension. 
A sexual harassment lawsuit between Janet 
Francis-Laribee, an assistant professor of computer 
operations management in the Lumpkin College of 
Business and Applied Sciences and Lumpkin 
Distinguished Professor Effraim Turban was settled 
out of court. The lawsuit against the Board of 
Governors and Eastern officials was filed because 
she claimed Eastern mishandled her case. As a 
result of the agreement, Francis-Laribee received a 
one-time $150,000 cash payment, a permanent salary 
increase, faculty tenure, and the position of assistant 
dean of graduate studies. Faculty members 
disagreed with Francis-Laribee' s tenure and asked 
that the action be investigated. Members of the 
Faculty Senate requested a copy of the report 
investigating the sexual harassment lawsuit called 
the Dunn report. The report was released to the 
campus public several weeks later. 
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Mayor Cougill started his 
crackdown on underage drinking 
in Charleston when he proposed 
keg ordinances that would 
require a city-issued permit for 
bulk alcohol and kegs. 
President Jorns: uwe do feel 
though that we can come up 
with activities that are attractive 
to people and will allow them to 
have a good time without having 
them falling down drunk ... " 
Charleston went through many 
changes this past year to prevent 
underage drinking. Mayor Cougill 
started his crackdown on 
underage drinking in Charleston 
when he proposed keg ordinances 
that would require a city-issued 
permit for bulk alcohol and kegs. 
The ordinance, which was passed 
in early September, requires 
students to fill out a permit which 
is placed on the keg. If the permit 
is removed, the student may face a 
fine of $200. 
The mayor also cracked down 
on underage drinking by 
suggesting to bar owners to devise 
a method to ensure students under 
21 don't purchase alcohol. Anyone 
entering Marty's would be 
stamped at the door. Stix started to 
closely monitor whether 21-year-
olds are buying for underage 
drinkers. 
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It is quite likely that in the distant future when extraterrestrials discover ancient vaults containing 
historical annals, the fall semester of 1993 will be remembered as: "a season for alternatives." 
Unfortunately, such a label would be rather inaccurate since alternatives (I'm referring here to 
alternate entertainment to the illustrious Charleston bar scene just in case you missed out on all the 
hoopla) were never really whole-heartedly embraced by the student body. In fact, even when the 
occasional alternative has blown through town, such as a comedian in the Rathskeller or President Jorns 
answering a few questions for eager-beavers at Cafe Tone', it never seems to effect the alluring neon 
promise of a thousand flickering Budweiser signs. 
And thus enters the Monkey Wrench, Mayor Dan Cougill. 
Eastern students, or college students in general, are quite attached to the appeal of alcohol, loud 
music meat markets, and a good, healthy stagger home. 
Dan Cougill is quite interested in preserving what is left of Charleston's reputation as a quiet 
midwestern collegetown (not forgetting the Norman Rockwell icing) as well as easing tension between 
drunken students and slumbering residents. 
Of course, these are all sweeping generalizations. 
Make the whole ordeal sound a bit silly? 
Well, with the gift of retrospect, it was. 
The dispute between the students and the allied forces of Cougill and university officials was born 
out of a series of crackdowns on local taverns investigated by the mayor in the summer of 1993. 
Between mid-July and the beginning of the fall semester, five bars were issued citations under charges 
of serving alcohol to underage police informants. 
However, these compliances checks were just the beginning of Cougill's plan. Along with them, two 
ordinances aimed at cleaning up the student body surfaced. 
The first was an ordinance strictly prohibiting any indoor furniture, such as apholstered couches, foot 
stools, or baby grand pianos, from being proudly displayed on front porches or in yards or whatever. 
The second, the highly renowned "keg ordinance", required anyone purchasing a keg from a local 
liquor store to have a city permit allowing them to do so. (I think a note from your mom works just the 
same.) Attached to this was a 10:30 p.m. curfew on the sale of bulk alcohol: two cases of beer per 
person. 
So finally, the students of Eastern unite for the sake of a singular, beneficial cause. 
Well, sort of. We all sat in McDonald's under clouds of festering discontent while we planned letters 
to the editor and elaborate plans for prank-calling Cougill or throwing mahltalv cocktails into his rose 
garden. 
We all went out and got drunk instead. 
Throughout the course of fall'93 the Daily Eastern News served as the forum for the verbal hit and 
run battles between the two sides. In fact, the entire issue of Cougill vs. student body, whether it was in 
regard to bar entry age or furniture debates, received impressively consistent attention on the front 
page. 
Everybody got their chance to speak. 
Lou Henken got to say, "I've sat here reading appeals from students who have been academically 
dismissed and half the reasons are 'I went out to the bars too much'." 
President Jorns chipped in with, "We do feel though that we can come up with activities that are 
attractive to people and will allow them to have a good time without having them falling down 
drunk ... " 
Even Mayor Cougill, in a moment of minimalistic genius, found a few words on the subject, "Alcohol 
is the lazy man's way of making money." 
But it wasn't all just badmouthing by administrators, the students jumped on the wagon too. 
"The aggressive stand against underage drinking is going to hurt the school," said senior English 
major, Ted Dunn, "It's unattractive to the school if a lot of arrests are going on .. . parents aren't going to 
want to send their kids here." 
An editorial in the Aug. 25th edition of the DEN presented the mayor with a casual ultimatum: "So 
instead of acting like the mayor of Eastern, he should perform the job he was elected to do- that of the 
mayor of Charleston." 
However, Mike Spence, a junior finance/ economics major, took Cougill's efforts a little more 
personally. He called them "student bashing." 
Undoubtedly, these extraterrestrials will be riveted, soaked with there own bodily secretions, on the 
subject of who was right and who was wrong. Unfortunately, since we'll probably never know, they 
probably won't either. 
The one truth which everyone can distinguish is the fact that everyone involved with the issue has 
cried their little hearts out- to no avail. 
Some obscure, third world despot could have dropped a double-ganga megaton dung bomb straight 
into the heart of Charleston and masses of students would still have migrated to the bars. 
But let's not get carried away. What will happen next nobody knows and most most people probably 
don't care to find out. 
But once again, these are all sweeping generalizations. 
Students like beer. 
Cougilllikes peace and quiet and the Air Force. 
Oil and water don't mix and I'm sorry I ever brought the subject up. 
By Matt Garrison 
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Melony Barrett lives in an 
apartment on the square 
above the pawn shop. 
She found the apartment 
by accident one day 
when she was taking a 
walk and saw some guys 
moving furniture. She 
discovered that they were 
moving out and a week 
later, came back to take a 
look. She moved in at the 
last minute. 
"I wouldn't want to live 
anywhere but the square 
now that I've been here a 
while." 
"Its kind of a pain to 
walk up to campus, but 
its a really nice walk. 
It's a good fifteen 
minutes to not worry 
about anything before I 
get to school." 
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Everyone has to live somewhere, whether in a dorm on campus or a 
house or apartment off campus, we all need to have a place to stay or 
at least store our stuff. While some people are content with dorm life, 
living surrounded by several hundred people, dealing with R.A.'s and 
experiencing the joys of eating in food service, others prefer to live off 
campus alone or with a few friends. The prime concern for all seeking 
student housing is the same as in commercial real estate: 
location, location, location . 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Clarence Potts 
likes living on 
campus in Weller 
Hall. "Its close to 
everything. You 
don't have to 
walk a country 
mile to get to 
class." He had 
lived in Taylor 
Hall for two 
years, followed 
by a house which 
he was, "booted 
out of." He 
returned to 
university 
housing this year 
in part because: 
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"You 
get 
three 
hots 
and a 
cot." 
Garth Ryan is one of six roommates living 
together in a house on Sixth Street, in the 
shadow of Old Main. The house where he 
lives was built around 1911, and has not 
always been just a residence. One of the five 
bedrooms was once a barber shop. At the 
house is possibly the largest existing 
collection of 8-tracks in Charleston- and a 
working player too. 
I asked Garth why this house of all those available in town. "The 
landlord hadn't heard of us." Did he think that life off campus would 
be cheaper than dorm life? "No, but my parents did." 
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Ti Bergquist lives witn five ~eo~le in a nouse on Seventn Street. He liKes it oecause, uit's close to cam~us, it's large." 
But there are a few 
drawbacks like 
unplanned-for pets, 
mainly slugs in the 
shower. I asked Ty if 
the slugs were a plus 
or a m1nus. 
"A plus. Because if you take a shower by 
yourself, at least you got somebody else in there with 
you." 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
The house is also, "very old and not structured very well," and features an odd basement with spray 
painted graffiti wall art and a "bait room" where no one human lives. 
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FREE LIVE BAIT! 
An 
empty 
lot 
behind 
the 
house 
provides 
ample 
parking 
and 
an 
expanded 
slug 
farm. 
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· clin~ fii~ art ju~t to tfi~ Da~~m~nt, n~ liv~~ witfi it all arounO fii~ fiou~~~ 
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Home 
• IS 
where 
the 
Art 
• IS. 
Art imitates life, imitates 
advertising. Garth (left) 
and T y (below) pose with 
their best Buds. 
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Above: Jeri Hoff at Lik-nu. Photos by Matt Garrison. 
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y three decades of the store's 
' 
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was here, what was 
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Photos by Matt Garrison. 
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8 a s e 
Rain and snow prevented Eastern's baseball team 
from its March 2 opening game against Indiana State. 
Finally, as the March rains eased, the Panthers 
opened their season by splitting a pair of double 
headers with Murray State and Bradley University. 
After finally getting out of the mud, the team was 
heading for the .500 mark. By May the team's record 
was 17-19 overall with a Mid-Continent Confence 
record of S-4. 
Set backs for the Panthers including the cancelation 
of 14 games and the loss of starting leftfielder Jason 
Jetel and his replacement Joch Martin to injuries kept 
the team stuggling for most of the season. 
Team standouts junior starting pitcher Mike Fahey 
and catcher Jason Cavanaugh helped to lead the team 
to what would be a solid season. Fahey is second on 
the team in earned run average with a 2.72 and 
Cavanaugh has been a wall behind the plate with at 
.986 fielding percentage. BY: M .K GUETERSLOH 
b a I I 
Photos By: Ean Eskra 
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A solid defense has helped Eastern's softball team, 
but missed scoring opportunities have been its plague 
this year. 
"We've been consistenly getting runners on base in 
almost every inning for the last several games," coach 
Beth Perine said. "Now we have to concentrate on 
pushing those runs across the plate. We've been setting 
the table and been stuck in a scoring famine. It's time to 
start to feast." 
With that in mind the Lady Panthers headed to the 
Mid-Continent Conference and reached the semi-
finals before being defeated by the eventual 
tournament champion Western Illinois. 
As the season drew to a close, the team had two 
players named to the All-Confernce team. Senior third 
baseman Brandi Brewer and red-shirt freshman catcher 
Sharna McEwan. BY: M.K GUETERSLOH 
b a I I 
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w r e s 
Eastern's wrestling team completed a good 1993-94 
season, finishing with a 6-6 dual meet record and also 
sending two wrestlers to the National tournament. 
The Panthers suffered tough losses to such schools as 
Indiana University and the University of Illinois. 
But Eastern also scored impressive victories over the 
University of Tennessee-Chattanooga and an uplifting 
victory over Northern Illinois University in which five 
of Eastern's six seniors scored victories in their final 
home appearance. 
Seniors Joe Daubach and Rich Murry made their 
second consecutive trips to the finals after posting 
tremendous individual seasons with the Panthers. 
Daubach earned his second finals birth after posting a 
30-16 record at 142 pounds and finishing second in the 
NCAA West Regional tournament. Daubach also 
finished first at the Miami-Ohio Redskin Open, third at 
the Michigan State Open and fourth at the SW Missouri 
Invitational. 
Murry, who missed part of the season due to injuries, 
finished the season with a 20-7 record at 177 pounds 
and also finished second in his weight class at the 
Regional tournament. 
Although the Panthers are losing six starters, a good 
core of wrestlers is left for head coach Ralph 
McCausland. 
Freshman Tony Duncan finished the season with a 
20-16 record at 190 pounds and also placed in five 
major tournaments. 
Junior Eirik Gustafson posted a 17-13 record at 118 
pounds and should provide Eastern with strong 
leadership next year. 
Freshman Joe Bee and sophomore Tim Fix also 
contributed a great deal in the 167-pound weight class 
and should help guide the Panthers to a successful 
1994-95 campaign. By PAUL DEMPSEY 
t I I • n g 
photos By Dee Ann Villecco and 
Elissa Braodhurst 
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Women's Basketball 
Under the direction of new head 
coach John Klein, the women's 
basketball team opened its season in 
Dec. 3 tallying one win and one loss at 
the Rice University Classic . 
Although the Lady Panthers lost 
their home opener against Murray 
State, 62-58, they were already gaining 
notoriety within the Mid-Continent 
Conference as leaders in defensive 
scoring. Sophomore stand-out Missy 
Beck gave Murray State a wake up call 
when she took two of her three block 
shots within the first six minutes of 
the game . 
As March came around the corner 
the Lady Panthers found themselves 
with a 5-20 overall record after a 78-65 
defeat from the Flames from 
University of Illinois at Chicago. 
After the UIC loss, Klein said, "It 
was pretty typical of every game this 
season. We played 15 or 16 minutes of 
each half well, but had a four or five 
minute lapse in each half that cost us 
the game." 
SPORTS 
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Volleyball 
Please keep your arms and legs inside the car at all times 
until. the car comes to a complete stop. We hope you enjoy 
thende. 
For manx the 1993 season for the Eastern volleyball team 
resembled that of a roller coaster ride, with enougn ups, 
downs, twists and turns to make one get back in 1ine lor a 
second ride. Unfortunately, there are no second rides in a 
season, just memories to look back on, and 1993 was full of 
memorable moments for this year's edition of the lady 
Panthers. 
Coming off a stellar 1992 campaign in which the lady 
Panthers accumulated a 23-11 overai.l mark, expectations 
were high for a repeat performance in 1993. After graduating 
four seruors, Eastern had a younger squad than in years pasf, 
including four freshmen and two sophomores. 
"Our success this year will depend on how quickly our 
new kids get going, said head coach Betty RalSton in 
August, wno began her eleventh season at the Eastern 
volfeyball helm. 
EaStern opened the season with a West Coast swing that 
was less than s~cular, dropping three of four matChes at 
the UniversitY, of San Di~o Tournament. In their lone 
victory, though, junior Ka~ Sadler set the second highest 
total for digs m a match in Eastern history with 26 kills 
agctinst Texas-San Antonio. 
-Eastern climbed out of the early-season hole by going 2-1 
and taking second place at the Missouri Invitational on Sept. 
10-11, losmg to the University of Nevada-Reno in the 
championsfup match. 
The followmg week, though, after a disappointing home 
loss to the University of Uta.h and a Mid-Continent 
Conference opening defeat at the hands of Wright State, 
Eastern's season appeared to be spinning out o'f control. 
'We just don't nave enough people stepping up and 
taking Charj?e," Ralston saiaat fue time. 'We nave no 
leadershiP.. 
The laCiy Panthers righted the ship, however, salvaging 
the remainder of their conference-opening eastern road trip 
by r.ounding Cleveland State and Youngstown State in a 
total of seven games. 
Unfortunately, the lady Panthers hit another snag in the 
road, losinghome matches to Mid-Con opponents Northern 
illinois ancfW estern illinois. The losses knOcked Eastern's 
overall record to a disappointing 5-10, along with a 2-3 
conference mark 
'We haven't even won a match at home yet, which is 
ridiculous," said Ralston at the time. 
Once again1 though, the lady Panthers turned it around, 
winning I1 or their next 14 mafches, including seven in a 
row at one point, to put their overall mark at 16-13, along 
with a 12-4 Mid-Con mark 
Toward the end of that stretch came an incredible come-
from-behind, five-game victory over Bradley, in which 
Eastern was without the services of starting setter Amy Van 
Eekeren due to illness for the final four _games. Senior 
hitter Shannon Casey filled in admirablY., coming up with 31 
assists, as the lady Panthers notched a Character-=bllilding 
road win, 7-15, 15-10, 12-15,15-13,17-15. 
Going into their second-to-last match of the season, the 
lady Panthers found themselves with the opportunity to 
advance to the Mid-Con post-season tournament witn a 
victory over V alr.araiso. 
They got it, defeating the lady Crusaders 15-8, 17-15, 8-15, 
15-12, and hoisting theinselves into the conference 
tournament for the second time in their two seasons in the 
Mid-Con. 
"It's rewarding to know that we came back and 
accomplished thiS, considering how slow we started," said 
Ralston. 
Eastern entered the tournament with the third seed in the 
four-team tourney, but unfortunately, the ma&c didn't last 
long. They were guicklJ: eliminated m the semi-finals by 
Wnght State 4-15, 9-15, 12-15 at the Chick Evans Field House 
in DeKalb, ill. on Nov. 26. 
The lady Panthers 1993 season ended with a 17-17 overall 
mark, including a 12-6 Mid-Con record. 
Although therr post-season didn't last very long, the lady 
Panthers nad a very successful season as far as individual 
accolades went. 
Senior setter Van Eekeren became Eastern's all-time assist 
leader, finishing her career with 3,811. Van Eekeren also had 
the school's third-highest single-season assist total with 
1,184, which eamed'her a spot on the All-Mid-Con second-
team. 
Sadler finished her iunior season with 468 kills, the highest 
single-season total in Eastern history. She also became tlle 
thiid. player in school history to record 400 kills and 
became the third player in school history to record 400 kills and 
400 digs in the same season, coming up with 474 digs, which was 
also ilie fourth-highest total in school fustory. 
For her performance, Sadler was elected to the All-Mid-Con 
first-team. 
Finally, senior middle hitter Kim Traub wound up her majestic 
career as 
the school's all-time kills leader, finishing with 1,086. 
"It's not something you think about," Traub said of the three 
individual records set. "Few people remember leagt!e honors, 
but what Amy and Kaaryn accomplished are spec1al. (And) I'm 
happy I got (mine.)" 
The Lady Panthers also received strong performances from 
other areas as well. Casey played the back row almost flawlessly, 
accumulating 324 digs, ana junior hitter Sherri Piwowarczyk 
finished witR 313 kills and 244 digs. 
Two freshmen also performed rmpressively: in their inaugural 
college seasons. Vanessa Wells accounted for 116 kills, 218 iligs 
and 28 services aces, while her roommate Jenny Damon picked 
up 113 kills, 215 digs and 39 blocks. 
Also, sophomore Amy Poynton finished with a team-high .274 
hitting percentagt;, good eno~gh for eighth-best in the Mid-Con 
and seventh-besl m eastern history. 
"We were able to accom,r.lish a lot in terms of team and 
individual," said Ralston. We started slower than the previous 
year, but we didn't fall apart. We had a good stretch in the 
middle and we won some matches when we had to. All in all, 
we're happy with the way we finished." By Randy L:iss 
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Just before the start of every meet, the men's track 
team starts to clap. 
It begins with one or two Panthers clapping slowly, 
yet loud enough for everyone else to hear. Soon, others 
join in and one by one everyone on the team drops 
what they're doing, and comes running. 
Vaulters set their poles aside, shot putters dust the 
chalk off their hands, jumpers pass up a few practice 
runs and sprinters take a break from messing with their 
blocks. Once all are present, the cadence of the clapping 
increases along with the volume, and the Panthers' 
opponents scattered around the track are forced to take 
notice of the big mass of blue and white making music 
with pride. 
However, in 1993, their clapping wasn't the same. 
Though powerful as it was, it didn't have quite the 
rythum or the direction as in years past. These Panthers 
could defenitely be compared with a baby who had lost 
its favorite toy. With the disintegration of the Mid-
Continent Championship meet, our trackmen were left 
scraping for a new identity. 
Over the past decade Eastern dominated the Mid-
Con track and field ranks, winning the conference meet 
five times indoors and eight times outdoors. But during 
that period many member schools either left the league 
or lost too much personnel to be considered a full team. 
The Mid-Con would only sponsor a championship meet 
if there were five full teams. Since there were only four 
c K 
in 1993, the meet was lost. 
"We always could focus our whole year on winning 
the conference," said head coach Neil Moore. "So losing 
it was a big disappointment. It left our people in limbo. 
For a lot of them, the conference meet was their ultimate 
goal." 
As a replacement, Eastern competed in the Central 
Collegiate Conference meet, but they only competed in 
its outdoor gathering and had to wait five long months 
for a championship meet. During that time the Panthers 
roamed the midwest like nomads. 
Along with losing the Mid-Con, Moore was facing a 
rebuilding year after graduating his biggest guns the 
year before, chief among them being 400 hurdles 
national champion Dan Steele. But his team provided 
him with many pleasant suprises throughout the 
season. 
The first came when Obadiah Cooper, a transfer 
student off the football team, came out and set Lantz 
fieldhouse records in the 55 and 200-meter sprints in the 
first meet. Moore already had a good leadership base 
from seniors Brent Miller, Jim Sledge, Scott Touchette, 
Tom McDonald and Jeff Morello; but the addition of 
Cooper, as well as unanticipated improvements from 
others, provided the needed boost. 
Cooper and Miller both qualified for the indoor 
NCAA Championships. Cooper, who had broke the 
school record in the 200 three times, placed ninth in 
the event at nationals, while Miller, who marked the second 
farthest throw in school history in the 35-pound weight throw 
was 13th among the nation's best throwers. 
Cooper went virtually undefeated in the 100-meter dash 
outdoors, losing only once, while Touchette relished in the 
distance events. The highlight of the season prior to the CCC 
meet was Indiana State Invitational, where 10 Panthers 
finished either first or second. Cooper won both the 100 and 
200, Sledge took the 110 hurdles, McDonald topped all others 
in the pole vault and freshman Steve Cunningham scored a 
12-second win in the 5,000. By BRIAN HARRIS 
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Jeff Thorne admits that 1993's football season wasn't 
the best of years for him. 
"I had a horrible season," said Thorne, who has been 
the Panthers' starting quarterback since his freshman 
year in 1990. "It wasn't just me though, the whole 
team had a bad season." 
It also wasn't the best of years for the Panthers, who 
finished with a 3-7-1 overall record- their worst sea-
son under head coach Bob Spoo. Costly turnovers and 
defensive lapses were the most costly to the Panthers, 
who finished with a losing record for the fourth con-
secutive season. 
"This group worked as hard as any other I have 
had," said Spoo. "It doesn't seem right that they only 
have three wins to show for it." 
Heading into the season, Thorne was selected as the 
Gateway Conference's preseason All-Conference quar-
terback. The Sporting News tabbed him as the Gate-
way's preseason Offensive Player of the Year. 
Thorne, a senior from Wheaton, tossed a career-high 
19 interceptions and was even pulled from the game 
during a late-season loss at Western Kentucky. 
Among the low points for the Panthers were last-
minute losses at Northern Iowa and Indiana State, 
which were part of a six-game winless streak midway 
through the season. In both losses, the Panther defense 
buckled in the final minute of the game as the opposi-
tion put together game-winning touchdown drives. 
The lowest point for Thorne, who compiled a 14-23-
1 record as Eastern's starter, may have come in the 
Panthers' 49-7loss at nationally ranked McNeese State 
in the second week of the season. After an opening 
game victory at Murray State, Thorne was intercepted 
8 A L L 
seven times. 
Despite the lackluster senior season Thorne put 
together, Spoo was sad to see Thorne go. 
"He has been a damn good quarterback," Spoo said 
of Thorne. "We are losing a great player and a good 
competitor, which is true of a lot of the seniors who 
have played a lot of football for us." 
While the passing attack was having its troubles, the 
Panthers had to turn to the ground game where they 
found Willie High. 
High, a sophomore from Mattoon, rushed for more 
than 200 yards in a game four different times and 
wound up rushing for 1,487 yards- which ranks him 
second on Eastern's all-time rushing list for yards in a 
season. He also led the Panthers in scoring with 12 
touchdowns. 
Running behind an all-junior offensive line, High 
was able to star for a Panther team, which was predict-
ed to finish in the upper division of the Gateway. The 
Panthers finished with a 2-3-1 Gateway record. 
"I feel that we have the best offensive line around," 
said High following a 224-yard rushing performance 
in a 31-27loss to Northern Iowa. "We can run or pass 
the ball against anybody." 
Center Duane Conway was selected the Gateway's 
Offensive Lineman of the Week twice. Other starters 
along Eastern's offensive line were Kyle Price, Don 
Mensik, Aaron Hill and Mike Richart. 
The Panthers' high point came in a 35-13 Parents' 
Weekend victory over Southwest Missouri State, 
which snapped the six-game winless streak. 
High rushed for 203 yards and the Panthers were 
able to turn five Southwest Missouri turnovers into 21 
points and a victory. 
"Finally, after all of these weeks, we were able to put 
it all together," said Spoo following the win. "We played 
good, solid football. This is a great feeling." 
In what may have been Eastern's biggest game of the sea-
son, the Panthers lost to Division I Navy in Annapolis, Md., 
31-10 in the third week of the season. 
Other highlights for the Panthers were a Homecoming 17-17 
tie with Illinois State and a season-ending 42-35 victory at 
Southern Illinois. 
For the second straight season, linebacker Tim Carver led 
the Panther defense in tackles. Carver, a sophomore from Des 
Moines, Iowa, tallied 133 tackles. Junior Kevin Zeng carried 
the Panther defense late in the season, compiling 56 tackles in 
five starts and led the team in quarterback sacks with eight. 
Ray McElroy led the Panthers in interceptions with four. 
The schedule, which had the Panthers playing seven of 11 
games on the road this season, doesn't get any easier next sea-
son when the Panthers play at Division I Texas-El Paso and 
Northern Illinois. They also host national powers, McNeese 
State and Northern Iowa. 
Eastern will return a lot of experience though. The Panthers 
will return nine starters on offense and nine more on defense 
as they will try to win their first Gateway title since 1986. 
By DON O'BRIAN 
OPPOSITE PAGE: Shavez Hawkins, strong safety and 
Mike Martinez, linebacker both seniors of Eastern's foot-
ball team. They have played together all four years. 
ABOVE: Willie High celebrates after his third quarter 
touchdown in their 35 to 13 win against Southwest Mis-
souri State. 
PHOTOS By: JEFF CULLER 
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For all who were associated with the Eastern 
football team, September 18, 1993 was a date to 
remember, as the Panthers traveled to Annapolis, 
Maryland to compete against the Navy Midship-
men. 
Numerous Panther fans were in attendance, 
such as the parents of the team, alumni, school 
officials, and yes, even sports reporters. All were 
united at a pre-game tailgate party, and of course 
the main topic was if the Panthers could upset the 
I-A Midshipmen. Unfortunately, all were disap-
pointed as the Panthers dropped a 31-10 decision. 
As previously mentioned, many Eastern alumni 
were in attendance. In the parents cate-
gory, Hubert and Diana Korosec, par-
ents of junior halfback Bill Korosec, 
traveled all the way from Golden, Co. to 
see the game; while John and Kathie 
Thorne, parents of senior quarterback 
Jeff Thorne, made the journey from their 
home in Wheaton, Ill. 
Why would someone travel all of that 
distance just to see a game? Diana 
Korosec made the point clear by 
explaining that "there's a big difference 
between being a fan and a mother. 
When you love somebody on the team, 
there's a whole new aspect of it." The 
contest also brought brothers Rick and 
Scott Lansing together, as Rick, a 1986 
Eastern graduate, and Scott, an alumnus 
of the 1985 Naval Academy class 
explained that the issue of school pride 
is what brought them to the contest. 
While in Maryland, the team had the 
opportunity to visit the Naval Academy 
itself, as well as famous landmarks in 
Washington D.C. 
The game also presented many bene-
fits for the team. In accepting the invita-
tion to play at the 22,000 capacity Navy-Marine 
Corps Memorial Field, Eastern received $110,00 in 
payment. This money enabled the team, coaches 
and personnel to fly out to Annapolis, while mem-
bers of Eastern's marching band traveled in a 
charter bus. 
But when the opportunity came for Eastern to 
pull off the unthinkable, they let the chance pass 
:hem by. The Midshipmen shut down Eastern's 
)Ossibly explosive running attack to just 56 yards 
m 33 carries. 
Senior quarterback Jeff Thorne had better luck 
n the passing aspect. Thorne completed 26 of 40 
·asses for a total of 255 yards, while only giving 
p two interceptions. 
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Eastern lit up the scoreboard first, thanks to a 
35 yard field goal by sophomore Steve Largent. 
Unfortunately, that would be the only lead of the 
game for the Panthers, as Navy scored the next 
three touchdowns to make the score 31-3. 
Eastern's lone touchdown came with 6:23 
remaining in the third quarter as Thorne teamed 
up with senior wide receiver Obadiah Cooper for 
a 20 yard reception. Largent rounded out the scor-
ing with a point after kick, reducing Navy's lead 
to the final score of 31-10. By DAN FIELDS 
ABOVE: Coach Spoo of Eastern Illinois' football 
team, hollers out to the field at the players during the 
Navy vs. Eastern game at the Navy-Marine Corps 
Memorial Field in Annapolis, Maryland. Photo By: 
Jeff Culler 
ABOVE: Jeff Thorne calls out the 
cadence during the Navy Game. 
LEFT: Willie High tries to break a 
tackle of linebacker Lewis Sims 
during the 31-10 loss in Annapo-
lis Maryland. Photos By Jeff 
Culler 
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Before finishing their fall season, the 
men's tennis team hosted the Mid-
Continent Conference tournament Oct. 
4. 
"We played fairly well," said John 
Bennet, head coach. "If point totals 
were kept, we would have probably 
gotten sixth of seventh." 
In the blind draw tournament with a 
field of eighth teams, two teams, 
Wisconsin-Green Bay and Northern 
Illinois dominated the courts. 
Two first places out of three single 
bracketed matches were taken by 
UWGB, while NIU had three first place 
finishes overall. 
Eastern had three third place finishes 
from the tournament with Ryan Ivers, 
Brad Rozboril, Brandon Kuhl. 
Matches against Northeastern 
Illinois University and Bradley 
University finished the teams fall home 
season while a Feb. 5 match at Pekin 
against Bradley started the spring 
season. 
Te • n n I s 
Photos by: Landon Fuller 
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After opening its season with a close loss to Western 
Kentucky and a shut out 3-0 win over Oral Roberts 
University, Eastern's soccer team took to the road in early 
September to face Southern Indiana. 
In the last seconds of the Indiana game, freshman Brad 
McTighe kicked a tie-breaking goal, leading the Panthers 
to a 2-1 victory. 
From there, it was off to Edwardsville to take the 
Governor's Cup from Sangamon State and Sill-E. 
Eastern defeated Sangamon first, 3-2 and then came 
back the next day to shut out Southern, 2-0. 
Before the tournament, coach Cizo Mosnia looked to 
Paul Agyeman and freshman goalkeeper Brain Ritschel to 
lead the team. 
"''m looking for Paul to break loose over the weekend," 
Mosnia said. "He is not playing bad, but he's just being 
pressured by two or three opponents at a time." 
Agyeman took two goals over the tournament, one 
came on a penalty kick at 35:10 in the match against 
Southern. 
But it was the strong defense lead by Ritschel who 
blocked allll shots on goal that kept Southern from 
scoring. 
"Brian (Ritschel) had another very good game," said 
Mosnia. "He played well both days (of the tournament). 
The two goals Sangamon scored were not really his fault, 
they were just good goals." 
As the season continued, Ritschel missed four games to 
a knee injury and Jacob Gress stepped up to tend the net. 
In the final game against Quincy, missed scoring 
opportunities led to Eastern's 1-0 loss at home, ending the 
team's season in early November with a 9-9 record. 
c e r 
Photos by Jeff Culler 
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Women's Swim 
After starting their season at the University of 
Indianapolis, the women's swim team took out 
Northeastern Illinois 156-48 at the team's home opener 
Oct. 30. 
First place finishes included Ronae Sheuer in the 200-
yard and 100-yard freestyle. 
"Everytng is relative to your competition," Coach 
Ray Padovan said. "The women's team is pretty similar 
to last year's. They've got a fairly decent team." 
After Northestern Illinois, the women went to Peoria 
to defeat Bradley University, 159-71. Out of 13 events, 
10 of them featured a first place finish by a Lady 
Panther. Swimmers Annell Metzger and Catrina 
Crocinai took first and second in the 1000 meters. 
Vicki Stout, Janice Cordier and Heather Hofman 
finished one-two-three in the 200-yard breast stroke 
and supplied the team with 16 points. 
The EIU Invitational Nov. 12-13 where then women 
took third out of a four team field was the last home 
meet before a long road trip. 
Going on the road for the reast of the year, the 
swimmers did not return to the home pool until Jan. 22 
with a losing (144-92) meet against Western Illinois. 
The women finished their season with the Mideast 
Classic in Indianapolis Feb. 17. 
BY M.K. GEUTERSLOH 
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Men ' s Swimming 
With only five home meets, Eastern's men's swim 
team faced a lot of road tripping for their 93-94 season. 
After beating the the University of Indiana at 
Indianapolis team on the road 171-120, the men 
defeated Rose-Hulman, 65-38 and Northeastern 62-25 in 
the home opener. 
"The men's team is much improved," coach Ray 
Padovan said. ""We've got a little bit of a numbers 
problem. We've got a key injury, but I think we're 
better off talent-wise." 
After a close 124-113 win at Bradley University the 
Panther wins became harder to find. 
In the EIU Panther Invitational held at Lantz Pool 
Nov. 12-13, the men came out with a fifth place finish. 
In the last meet of the season, the Mideast Classic 
held in Chicago, the men finished fourth out on an 11 
team field. 
"We swam real well." Padovan said. "Everyone did a 
good job. We were real close to third place finishes in 
both the men and women and it came down to the last 
event. The important thing is that we had a lot of 
personal best times." BY: M.K. GEUTERSLOH 
photos By: Elissa Braodhurst 
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Men's Cross Country 
The 1993 men's cross country team was probably 
Eastern's best in 10 years. 
Head coach John Mcinerney, an All-American cross 
country runner while a student at Eastern, led his team 
to a very successful season which included the best 
dual meet record in school history, two invitational 
wins, and a second-place showing at the Mid-
Continent Conference championships. 
Mcinerney lost only a few runners from the year 
before and had a very experienced leadership nucleus 
returning in seniors Jeff Trask and Dave Lewis, junior 
Nate Shaffer and sophomores Steve Cunningham and 
Dave Venhaus. 
That group, along with other returnees, would have 
been enough to forge a good team, but the addition of 
talented freshmen gave Mcinerney's team a significant 
depth element. 
The Panthers started the season at the 19-team 
Bradley Invitational, which was scored as a series of 
dual meets. Our runners were already in championship 
form and defeated every team except Mid-Continent 
rival Wisconsin-Milwaukee. Because of the unusual 
scoring system, the Panthers could boast of 
establishing the school's best-ever dual meet record at 
17-1, in just one race. The loss to Milwaukee under this 
format was by a mere three points, thus giving the 
Panthers great hope for success come conference time. 
It was at Bradley, also, that Shaffer first showed his 
front running talents as he placed second, running 
8,000 meters (4.97 miles) in 25:12.8. 
The following week Eastern scored a powerful 
victory at the 10-team Valparaiso Invitational, claiming 
the win over Butler 33-65. The win was even more 
significant in that Valpo's course was to be the site of 
the Mid-Con meet six weeks later. Confidence 
abounded as the top four Panthers all finished under 
26 minutes, with Shaffer breaking the course record by 
29 seconds in winning the race at 25:17.0. In defeating 
Nate lben of Valpo, who was until then the league's 
top-ranked harrier, Shaffer at once became the favorite 
to win the conference meet. 
Next was the Panthers' only home meet of the 
season, the EIU Invitational. Heavy rains prior to, and 
during the race virtually flooded the course on Lantz 
athletic field. As the Panthers became spread out 
somewhat toward the end, Butler rallied together and 
tied Eastern for the win. Shaffer won again, this time in 
25:50.3. 
The Panthers ran into tough times, however, in their 
next two outings. At the Indiana Invitational they 
finished a disappointing ninth at the hands of such Big 
Ten teams as Wisconsin, Indiana and Illinois. 
At the Central Collegiate Conference meet, held at 
Western Michigan, they finished sixth, but in the 
process defeated conference rival Youngstown State, 
which placed ninth. Eastern had now competed against 
every team in the conference, and lost to only 
Milwaukee. Keith Gorby of Youngstown State, 
however, beat Shaffer, to put the pressure on in the 
battle for the individual title. 
The Panthers took the next two weeks to gather back 
their confidence and prepare for the Mid-Con champs. 
When the big race came, having had a weekend off 
from competition, Eastern's Panthers were primed and 
ready, but so were the Panthers of Milwaukee. 
Cross country races don't get much closer than what 
transpired at Valparaiso Oct. 30. Despite having its first 
three runners make first team All-Conference, Eastern 
placed second to Milwaukee by the narrowest of 
margins, 42-43. 
Photos By: Andrew Vercouteren 
"Going in, we were a slight underdog," said 
Mcinerney. "I just felt like we really went after it, 
and almost pulled it off." 
Shaffer upset Gorby convincingly in becoming 
Eastern's first conference champion in 11 years. He 
won the race by nine seconds over his rival and ran a 
career best for 8,000 meters at 25:06.3, which also 
broke his own course record. Lewis was third, Trask 
fifth, freshman Brian Allen 15th and Venhaus 19th to 
round out the scoring top five. 
In winning the league race, Shaffer became the 
fourth Panther in the Mid-Con's 15-year history to 
accomplish the feat. His predecessors include his 
coach, John Mcinerney (1978), Joe Sheeran (1979) 
and Tim Warneke (1982). 
Due to the immense anticipation for conference, 
the team's motivation reserves were perhaps a bit 
drained at the NCAA District IV championships 
held at Indiana two weeks later. They placed 18th 
out of 35 teams. Lewis was Eastern's top finisher in 
56th place, running 10,000 meters (6.21 miles) in 
33:59. 
Of the season, Mcinerney was pleased, and with 
most his team retuning, is looking to take another 
shot at the conference title next year. 
"We were pretty consistent throughout," 
Mcinerney said. "Trask and Lewis did a nice job of 
leading. We didn't have great depth, but nice depth. 
It was a bunch of freshmen and sophomores that 
we'll have back. Hopefully, that'll make the guys 
hungrier." BY BRIAN HARRIS 
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Eastern's golf team started their season 
with an early-April match, competing in 
the Milikin University Big Blue Classic at 
Eagle Creek Country Club in Shelbyville. 
going into the eight team tournament, 
coach Paul Lueken said, " Our goal this 
spring is to conitunially try to improve 
going in to our conference tournament at 
the end of the year." 
With that in mind, Eastern took the 
third place honors with a score of 656 at 
the Big Blue Classic finishing behind 
Southeast Missouri State with a 631 and 
Southern Illinois-Edwardsville with a 
score of 639. 
After their opening tournament, the 
golfers headed to Wright State to face a 
14 team tournament. 
Eventhough , Eastern finished 13th in 
the tournament, sophomore Brad 
Schwartzwalder and senior Bill Frain 
were top finishers in the competition . 
Schwartzwalder shot a 78 and 76 while 
Frain shot a 72 and 82 . 
I f 
The Bradley Invitational was the next 
stop for the team, followed in May by a 
The Mid-Continent Conference 
Championship at Youngstown, Ohio . 
BY M.K. GUETERSLOH 
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Women's Cross Country 
Eastern's womens cross country team had some big 
spikes to fill after a successful1992 season. The Lady 
Panthers finished in second place in the Mid-Continent 
Conference and had the conference's top runner in 
Kiya Thomas. Could the Lady Panthers of 1993 
compare? 
Eastern head coach John Craft worked his new team 
into shape quickly, after losing a few top runners, such 
as Kiya Thomas. A much younger team, featuring two 
freshmen, Beth Rudnicke and Carey Dunker, would 
have to step into the Lady Panther line up and 
contribute right away. 
However, Eastern wasn't lacking leadership. Juniors 
Amy Bersig and Irma Perez and senior Brooke Roberts 
have run in the past and continued to perform on a 
high level. 
Proof of their abilities was evident in their first 
invitational: the Bradley Invitational. Perez placed 36th 
(18:48) for the Lady Panthers and helped to guide 
Eastern to a lOth place finish overall. 
Then, a pattern started to form. Second place at the 
EIU Invitational, second in the Ozark Invitational, 
second in the Austin Peay Invitational. A pattern that 
some teams find stressful, but a pattern that Craft 
found most comfortable with. 
"It's like being in the World Series and getting 
second place," Craft said. "You think of all of the other 
teams that are not in second. Kind of like the Bills in 
the Super Bowl." 
That familiarity to second place was foreign to 
Brooke Roberts, who in those three second place meets, 
found herself leading the team. A third place (19:22) in 
the muddy EIU Invitational and a seventh place in the 
Ozark Invitational highlighted the string of seconds for 
Roberts. 
During all of these meets, Craft said that the one 
thing that the Lady Panthers lacked was a pack. 
Eastern's top five runners should be within 90 second 
of each other in order to be extremely competitive in 
the Mid-Con Championship. 
The disparity between the top five runners' times 
would be the Lady Panthers' downfall in the Mid-Con 
Championship. More than two minutes separated first 
and fifth and Eastern took sixth, even behind rival 
Western Illinois University. 
"The split between our first and fifth runners was too 
big," Craft said. "You can't run like that and do well." 
On the brighter side of the Mid-Con Championship, 
Roberts and Bersig, who took sixth and eighth 
respectively, were named to the second team All-
Conference squad. 
Two weeks after the Lady Panthers had a chance to 
think about their Mid-Con performance, they travelled 
to the NCAA Division IV Meet. There would be no let 
down in the final meet of the year, as Eastern ran to a 
25th place. But more importantly, the Lady Panthers 
took third out of all of the Mid-Con schools that were 
at the Division IV meet and five points ahead of 
Western. 
Bersig lead the team in lOlst place (20:25) while 
Roberts' final race in the blue and white was in 120th 
place (20:43). 
"We improved without our number three runner, 
Carey Dunker," Craft said. "Running short-handed 
and improving, that's a real credit to who was running. 
it came down to Iii real team effort. " BY JOHN COX 
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Dynamite-defined by Webster's Dictionary as being 
"anything potentially dangerous." 
The term could also be used to define Lady Panther's 
volleyball player Kaaryn Sadler. But her performance 
thus far is to explosive to go unnoticed. 
A junior, Sadler already has earned many awards, 
including her most recent achievement of being named 
to the All-Tounament Team at the University of 
Missouri Tournament. Despite the honors, Sadler is 
quick to identify herself as a team player. 
"Winning is my main concern," said Sadler, "but I 
always do what is best for the team." 
Even though the Lady Panthers got off to a cold 
start, Sadler is just heating up. 
Sadler's hitting percentage is .311, which leads the 
Lady Panthers and ranks fourth in the Mid-Conference. 
She also leads the team in kills per game (second in 
conference) and digs per game (third in conference). 
Even thought her statistics speak for themselves, 
Sadler has been noticed by others as well. 
Eastern volleyball coach Betty Ralston describes 
Sadler as "the most consistent player on this year's 
current squad, so far." 
Sadler has currently past all of Ralston's 
expectations, but there is still one flaw in her game. 
"The only thing Kaaryn needs to do is improve her 
serving game," Ralston said. "Other than that, she has 
an excellent all-around game." 
Ralston also went on to mention that Sadler "is 
definitely our best all-arpund player." 
Sad I e r 
Sadler is not only confident in this year's team, but 
the team's team's performance in the future as well. 
"I think (the freshmen) are doing an excellent job." 
Sadler said. She noted that Jennifer Damon and 
Vanessa Wells are key contributors, while Monica 
Brown and Paula Stephen have been hard workers. 
Sadler went on the say that the volleyball squad, in the 
next few seasons, "will definitely be a strong team." 
Of course Sadler is quick to give credit to others, 
especially her parents. 
"No doubt about it, my parents have greatly 
influenced and supported me in whatever I do." 
She also mentions senior Amy VanEekeren, who is 
her best friendas well as her roommate. "Amy has 
helped me tremendously, whether it be on or off the 
court." 
Sadler also said that she thinks Eastern can win the 
conference, as long as they play up to their potential. 
"We didn't play as hard as we could have last year 
against Northern Illinois (conference champions). But 
with our new attitude, not only can we beat Northern, 
but capture the conference as well." Sadler said. 
Those are powerful words coming from a 5-foot-9 
stick of dynamite. BY: DAN FIELDS 
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BASKETBALL 
The Eastern men's basketball team finished the 
regular season with at 12-14 over-all record, tied for 
sixth place in the Mid- Continent conference with at 7-
11 mark and was beaten in the first round of the 
conference tournament by Valparaiso 74-62, marking 
the second straight season that the Panthers have been 
ousted in the quarterfinal round. 
Coming into the season, the Panthers were looking 
to prove the experts wrong. Experts that predicted 
Eastern to finish in eighth place in the 10-team 
conference. 
While Eastern finished a bit higher that was 
anticipated, its final record does not disprove any of its 
critics. 
Plagued by a shooting slump that lasted nearly the 
entire season, the Panthers' rebounding and defense 
could not make up for their lack of scoring punch 
game in and game out. 
"This is my feeling," said Panther coach Rick 
Samuels. "We've not been absent of effort this year. I 
think we played extremely hard but our Achilles' Heel 
is simply that we've not been very condident 
offensively." 
Eastern had a tough time shooting from anywhere 
this year. The Panthers finished with a 42 percent or 
lower 11 times during the year. 
The team started on a high note with a season-
opening 81-76 win over Indiana State, a 91-89 road win 
over Illinois-Chicago, a 63-62 road win against 
defending-league champion Wright State and a 78-74 
overtime win against Northern Illinois at Lanzt Gym. 
Senior center Darrell Young capped his basketball 
career with an exclamation point, leading the team in 
rebounding (6.3) and having perhaps his finest game 
of the year in Eastern's first round loss to Valpo, 
scoring 16 points and collecting 12 boards. 
And senior Curtis Leib finished his Panther career in 
style, leading the team in shooting percentage (.517) 
while coming of the bench most of the year. 
Young, one of three graduating seniors on this 
year's squad, which also includes Leib and guard Troy 
Collier, may have said it best. 
"I guess its wait ' til next year," he said. "They've got 
a good nucleus coming back nest year, but I'm sick of 
hearing that in Charleston-next year." 
BY RANDY LISS 
Photos By: Ean Eskra and Elissa Broadhurst 
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Women ' 
Eastern's women's track team opened it outdoor 
season April2 and 3 at Southeast Missouri University. 
Facing teams from Iowa, Missouri, Central Michigan, 
Drake, Arkansas State and Northern Iowa, the Lady 
Panthers gained some important experience. 
"We have had a lot of people with injuries this 
season and that has hurt us," said coach John Craft. 
"Considering the the circumstance though, I feel we 
did pretty well as a team." 
As early May came around the women saw an end to 
a season filled with injuries. A care accident early in the 
season sidelined top runner Kiya Thomas while Chris 
Katel, Kim Double, mile runner Ti Jaye Rhudy and 
hurdler Dona Levi all sat out for part of the season 
because of an injury. 
"The team's attitude has really carried them through 
the season," Craft said. They continued to maintain 
their zest, and their zeal for what they do. They did the 
best they could and took it all in stride." 
BY: M.K. GUETERSLOH 
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Women ' s 
the Eastern women's tennis team showed that it can 
hold its own against quality competion this year as it 
concluded its fall season at the University of Louisville 
Invitational Oct. 26. 
According to coach John Ross, the Lady Panthers 
performed well against a strong field of teams that 
included the University of Cincinnati, Middle 
Tennessee St. and the host school, University of 
Louisville. 
"We showed that we can hang with the tough 
teams," Ross Said. "The only thing I ask of the girls is 
to be a little more consistent in their overall game." 
Overall, Eastern fared will against the rest of the field 
by having all singles and doubles players reaching the 
finals or semifinals of either the final or consolation 
round brackets. 
"We went down to Louisville to play good 
cmpetitions," Ross said. "Because of that, I was happy 
that we were in all of our matches." 
In singles action, Theresa Ramage lost in the No.1 
consolation finals by a score of 6-3, 6-1 to Ann Carlson 
of Eastern kentucky. In the No. 2 flight, smantha 
Wulfers was defeated in the consolation semifianl 
match by angie Green of Middle Tennessee St. 61,3-6, 
6-3. 
BY DAN FIELDS 
Tennis 
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Obadiah 
Obadiah Cooper has a foot-long scar running down 
the middle of this chest. It is a sign of his ability to 
overcome adversity, and is something he is, in fact, 
rather proud of. 
"I love this scar," he said. "It's my beauty mark." 
When he was just five years old, doctors discovered 
a hole in Obadiah's heart, and open heart surgery was 
performed. The procedure kept him out of his first year 
of school. 
His parents, worried about their son's health told his 
brothers and sisters not to play with him or get him 
riled up in any way. The youngster soon after 
developed asthma as well, and carried two inhalers 
with him at all times. 
Teachers at his elementary school in San Bernardino, 
Cal., were warned of his condition, and again, were 
told that little Obadiah was not to exert himself in any 
way. 
One wouldn't have thought this delicate little boy 
would one day grow up to be one of the fastest men in 
the country. 
Cooper was originally recruited to Eastern in 1992 to 
be a wide receiver on the football team. After his first 
season as a Panther gridder, in which he led the team 
in average yards per pass reception (22.9) and had the 
longest reception of 79 yards, he approached head 
men's track coach Neil Moore saying he would like to 
join the track team. 
He told Moore that while at San Beranardino Valley 
Community College he had recorded times of 10.31 
Cooper 
seconds in the 100-meter dash and 20.70 in the 200. 
Moore, who encourages walk-ons, took the "I'll believe 
it when I see it" approach, as only one Eastern sprinter 
had ever run faster for both dashes, but nevertheless 
told Cooper he could give it a try. 
"I knew what I wanted to do on my recruiting trip," 
Cooper said. "Once football season was over I said I'm 
gonna go ahead, run track, and break me some records, 
break them records on the board." 
Cooper had only a week to practice before the team's 
season opener at home, the Early Bird Invitational in 
December. Unbeknownst to most of the spectators in 
Lantz Fieldhouse that night, this was the first indoor 
track meet of Cooper's life. 
However, during his first race, the 55-meter dash, 
Cooper looked like an indoor veteran. In a blur he took 
the race unchallenged, equaling Claude Magee's 
fieldhouse record of 6.26. It was also the second-fastest 
clocking ever recorded by a Panther, and just shy of 
Magee's varsity record of 6.21, run in 1984. 
Next came the 200. Here his indoor novicity became 
clear, as he almost fell down after hitting the tight turn 
coming into the homestretch. He recovered his balance, 
however, and powered it home in first place with a 
time of 21.80. It was a new fieldhouse and varsity 
record, and was the first time a Panther had run under 
22 seconds indoors. 
So in less than 30 seconds of running, Cooper was 
the star of the track team. 
"That was one of the greatest debuts I have ever 
seen," Moore would later say. 
Cooper kept his winning ways throughout the regular season. 
In fact, he was beaten only twice in the 55. But these narrow 
defeats came only from nationally-ranked sprinters. One of them 
was Anthony Jones of Illinois, who was ranked fourth nationally 
in the 55. Cooper avenged an early season loss in defeating Jones 
in the 55 at the Illini Classic by a hundredth of a second. 
By early March, Cooper had three times run 6.23 in the 55, and 
had broken the 200 record three more times as well, eventually 
bringing it down to 21.13. Both times made NCAA qualification, 
the news of which was confirmed on his 23rd birthday. 
At nationals, under the Hoosier Dome at Indianapolis, Cooper 
won his preliminary heat in the 55 convincingly, but due to a bad 
start in the semi-final, missed advancement to the final by only 
one place. His preliminary time of 6.23 would have placed third. 
In the 200 heats, the top eight times advanced. Cooper was 
ninth. 
"It's exciting," Cooper said. "Those lights, and those people 
looking at you. The lanes were colored, it was really different. 
Everything was colorful. It was just like something special that 
they set up just for you." 
Outdoors he was just as stellar, losing only three 100-meter 
dash during the regular season. He led Eastern's fifth-place finish 
at the Central Collegiate Championships with a win in the 100. 
His season best in the event, 10.35, ranks second on Eastern's all-
time list. 
His season best in the 200 of 20.70, qualified for nationals. 
However, NCAA officials made a mistake and did not notify 
Moore of Cooper's qualification. So when his name was called 
over the loud speaker at New Orleans, site of the national 
Photos By: Jeff Culler 
championships, there was no response. His time, which would 
have placed him second, ranks second on Eastern's all-time list 
by a mere two hundreths of a second. 
Although it may seem to have been a frustrating year, it was 
gratifying to Cooper because it was really the first time he was 
able to test his abilities and see where they would take him. 
He was always fast. Like many kids, to his parents' dismay, he 
was always running around, racing other kids in his 
neighborhood, and winning. He joined a track club when he was 
eight, and competed all the way until high school. But at the 
beginning of his sophomore year Cooper injured his hip, thus 
canceling any hopes he had for that season. 
By then his parents were separated. Cooper began getting into 
trouble, and went to live with his father in Phoenix, Arizona. He 
went out for track his junior year, but quit. He told his father he 
didn't like it in Phoenix and went back to California. However, 
he could not compete in track his senior year because he was 19. 
He spent the next year and a half working, without any athletic 
competition. He still wanted to get a degree, however, and 
missed athletic competition. So he enrolled at San Bernardino 
Valley Community College. 
Now that he has seen his true potential while at Eastern, 
Cooper has hopes of making the 1996 Olympics, and possibly 
gaining an NFL contract after he graduates from Eastern, with a 
degree in Sociology, in 1994. 
"I'm still giving myself a chance," Cooper said. "I want to go to 
the '96 Olympic Games. I would encourage any other athlete if 
he's competing and he's serious about what he's doing, and 
wants to be better, to go all out, go all out." BY BRIAN HARRIS 
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Melvin Jackson 
Melvin Jackson, the Panther's senior starting flanker, 
has only one goal in mind for himself for the football 
season. 
"Catch everything thrown at me," he said. 
It sounds simple enough-catching a football-but it 
really isn't. There are many factors to consider for a 
wide receiver-getting off the line of scrimmage, 
running a route correctly, and concentrating solely on 
the ball with a defensive back or a linebacker barreling 
into at full speed. 
There are just as many factors to consider to truly 
appreciate the long road to success that Jackson has 
taken. 
"He very definitely is the most improved player in 
camp," said Panther head coach Bob Spoo. "He's 
worked hard. He struggled early in his career but has 
really come on and he's committed and resolved to this 
season." 
Jackson is a product of Orr High School on Chicago's 
West side, a rough inner-city area. 
"It's scary," said Jackson of his old neighborhood. 
"Every time I talk to my mother, she tells me someone 
got killed." 
Jackson played quarterback, receiver and a host of 
other positions at Orr, earning All-Public League 
mention for his utility work. Playing for a smaller 
public school with an annual losing record, he was not 
recruited to play college ball. 
"Not too many people would come out to scout in 
my area," Jackson said. "They'd look at the big 
schools-like Whitney Young and Lane Tech." 
Jackson believed he could play college football, 
through and after deciding that a Division I school 
might be a bit too big for him, and after falling in love 
with the campus, he enrolled at Eastern in the fall of 
1990. 
He planned to walk on the football squad as a 
freshman but was forced to sit out a year as a 
Proposition 48 student. A year later, however, Jackson 
went out for the team and opened some eyes. 
"He had very good quickness and speed," said 
receiver coach Mike Garrison. "He basically came out 
of nowhere, and since he played all over in high school, 
the only question was where he would play." 
It was decided that Jackson would be a receiver and 
he slowly became accustomed to Division 1-Aa football. 
"When I first walked-on," Jackson said, "we'd be 
sitting in a meeting and one of the coaches would be 
talking about something and my mind would be totally 
blank. The next year, he'd say the same things over 
again and it finally clicked. Basically I've matured with 
the system. Now it's all real easy." 
As Jackson worked hard to catch up mentally, he still 
had somewhat of a drawback physically-his size. 
Standing a mere 5-foot-8 inches and weighing 150 
pounds, he may appear a bit undersized to take hits 
coming across the middle on a pass pattern. Jackson 
more than makes up for his size with his other assets. 
He was timed running a 40 yard sprint in 4.4 seconds 
in high school, and "he can run by people," said Garri 
son. "Probably his greatest strength, though is his stamina, and he 
has gotten stronger-gaining muscle and mass. He looks like an 
entirely different young man." 
"Size to me makes you play harder," said Jackson. "Some guys 
say 'You're too small. You shouldn't be playing football.' I like 
turning heads-proving 'em wrong." 
Jackson started in eight games in 1992, catching 23 passes for 
280 yards and two touchdowns, including a 34-yarder on a "Hail 
Mary" on the last play of the half at Western Illinois. He also 
stayed in Charleston over the summer, taking part in the Father's 
vigorous off-season conditions program. Spoo feels that Jackson's 
dedication has finally paid off for him. 
"He's made great improvements in running routes and in 
catching the ball," Spoo said. "His turnaround has been so 
dramatic and he's focused on the season and on graduating. 
Everything'·s been full-go for him." 
Jackson, a physical education major, is scheduled to graduate in 
December and seeks a career in teaching and coaching. Garrison 
believes Jackson can probably do whatever he wants. 
"He sits down and wants to be the best football player he can 
be," Garrison said. "He likes to work hard at things he's not good 
at. I wouldn't be surprised to see his weaknesses become his 
greatest strength." 
"He didn't have the confidence then (when he walked on). He has 
that now." 
As far as the Panthers' season goes, Jackson is quite optimistic. 
"I honestly haven't seen us looking this good-ever," Jackson 
said. "The way we look, we'll be undefeated." 
Who knows what could happen it Jackson catches everything 
thrown to him. BY: M. K GUETERSLOH 
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T K • I m r u b a 
Big things are expected from Eastern volleyball 
senior middle-hitter Kim Traub this season. Then 
again, she expects big things from herself. 
After being named Mid-Continent Conference Player 
of the Week four times, Player of the Month for 
September and leading the team in hitting percentage 
(.309), kills per game (3.59) and blocks per game (1.20) 
last season, most eyes will be on Traub to lead the Lady 
Panthers to a second straight 20-win season. The 
problem is most defenses will look there as well. 
"We still have to use Kim, because no team wins 
with just one player doing all the work," said Eastern 
Coach Betty Ralston. "We need Kim to go out and play 
as well as she has, but with the defenses keying on her, 
we need some other players to step up and spread the 
defenses out." 
Traub also knows that everyone will be looking 
toward her on the court, but most of the pressure she is 
feeling right now is coming from herself. 
"I always put a lot of pressure on myself to play 
well," said Traub. "But then I also put a lot of pressure 
on the two senior sitters (Amy VanEekeren and and 
Shannon Casey) because they are responsible for 
running the team on the court like a quarterback," 
added Traub. "Right now I'm just trying not to think 
about the past and stats and just go out and play. It's 
also a lot more fun that way." 
Pre-season picks are leaning toward Traub as a 
leading candidate for Mid-Con Player of the Year this 
season-if she can reproduce her numbers from last 
season. She also has plenty of competition, with 
conference champion Northern Illinois returning five 
seniors, but Ralston said she feels Traub has a definite 
shot. 
"What hurt her last year was that she had been 
named player of the week so many times," said 
Ralston. "The Player of the Year is picked by the 
coaches and many of them took out their displeasures 
in some of the past choices on Kim. If she plays that 
well again though, she has to be right there at the end." 
Traub knows the opportunity is there as well. 
"I know people expect big things from me and that 
awards are nice, but what I want is to get back to the 
conference tournament," said Traub. 
"I think this team is coming together well and the 
freshmen, sophomores and juniors all really want to 
play. We have the potential to do well, so we'll just 
wait and see what happens at the alumni match this 
weekend and go from there." BY: M.K GUETERSLOH 
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NONTRADITIONAL STUDENTS: THE SECOND TIME AROUND 
Most EIU students return to their residence halls or apartments after classes to study, socialize, watch t.v. and nap; others may 
even work part-time. The typical traditional student does not have many responsibilities beyond that, that is, if they are lucky. 
However, as individuals go on their journey through life, some choose to postpone college for awhile or incorporate "real life" 
experiences into their college careers. A few students return to their apartments or houses after classes and work to continue 
another aspect of their day with a spouse, children, activities outside of campus and their homework. 
John Carlson 
Hup Two ... Hup Two ... Hup Two, Three, Four ... We're in the Army now! Well, O.K. not all of us are or will ever be enlisted in 
the Army or any other branch of the military, but John Carlson enlisted in the Army for three years after High school 
graduation. 
While most of us were picking out exciting classes, meeting new people and finding our way around campus, Carlson was 
surviving boot camp at Fort Jackson in South Carolina. 
He chose a path which led him to experience different cultures within the United States and in another country. Touring 
Korea for one year and being stationed at Fort Campbell in Kentucky helped prepare Carlson for anything. 
Once his enlistment with the Army was over, Carlson decided to further his education. This was not difficult financially 
because he was given a four-year Illinois Veterans grant and a G.l. bill for serving more than a year and half active duty. Both 
were given on the premise that he attend a state supported school. 
Carlson began his college career at Richland Community College in Decatur, Illinois. He attended the community college for 
one semester before moving on to EIU where he enrolled as a freshman transfer. "It only took a month or so to get into the flow 
of college life," Carlson said. He gave credit to the Army because it prepared him not only "financially", but it taught him to be 
"more responsible" and "punctual." In fact, he added, "I really don't want to be late for anything." 
Already experienced at being away from home, Carlson did not have any inhibitions when it came time to move into Carman 
Hall. 
He claims he is not the typical freshman who wants to go home every other weekend or go out every other night. Living in 
Carman can be challenging for the traditional student who must learn discipline, but Carlson appears to be an old pro at self-
discipline. 
Majoring in special education and minoring in secondary education with his area of concentration in Spanish, Carlson has 
quite a course load. 
Besides classes and studying, Carlson manages to work out at the rec center, play basketball, referee for intramural football 
three to four hours a week and occasionally watch a movie. 
The Army taught him how to budget his time, making Carlson an excellent example in self-discipline and time management 
that many of us should learn to follow. 
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Opposite page photos: John Carlson chose a path which led him to experience different cultures within the United States and in 
another country. Photo by Dawn Tessendorf. This page above: Sue Songer looks on as her daughter Rebekah, 8, reads out 
loud. Below: Sue in her home with her daughters. Photos by LaShinda Clark. 
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Eric Curry 
Commuting forty-two miles to Eastern three days a week Eric Curry manages to budget his time just as well as Carlson 
does. 
He insists it is, "out of pure necessity and responsibility" because he "can't be like a twenty-one or twenty-two-year-old" 
traditional student. 
Because Curry chose a different path in life, his college career contains a lot more that just school, work and homework. 
After high school graduation, Curry left Illinois to work in another state. He married Paula, an optician. 
A few years later their son, Phillip, came into their lives. 
Somewhere in the midst of his life, Curry was inspired to return to school to fulfill himself. "I've always wanted to be a 
teacher and a coach ... a positive influence," he said. 
With an "extremely supportive" wife, a son who "has been an inspiration" to him and the "original motivator, mom," 
Curry could not fail. "I would not be where I am today without those three people." 
Curry began his college career at Hill College, a community college in Cleburne, Texas. Much like a traditional student he 
was"very nervous" and confessed he "did poorly in high school and did not pay attention a lot." 
Because of his high school track record when he attended Junior college, he had "to work harder than the average 
student." Eric persevered and built up his confidence through hard work and dedication. 
Now majoring in English with teacher certification and minoring in physical education at Eastern Illinois, he is president 
of Sigma Tau Delta, works approximately 12-15 hours a week as the assistant football coach at Atwood-Hammond High 
School, is head basketball coach at the junior high and writes sports for the Atwood Herald. 
"I feel I have an advantage over most students [because of] my work experience and real life experience." Being an older 
student has helped Curry to "understand people, budget time and use it wisely." 
He added that his age and experience has been a definite plus in conversing with professors. 
Curry's life as a non-traditional student may appear to be busier than the traditional student's life, but he enthusiastically 
claims, "We (non-traditional students) can be an inspiration to the traditional student." 
Sara Michaels 
The average Eastern student believes that there are not enough hours in the day to go to class, read 3-4 chapters of text, 
watch soap operas, write a 6-8 page paper, socialize and maybe even work. Some students on campus have extra tasks they 
must work into their daily schedules such as: finding a babysitter, changing diapers, experiencing adventures in potty 
training and reading Grover Goes To Grandma's. 
Sara Michaels, a nineteen-year-old sophomore, has an added responsibility-her two-year-old daughter, Amanda 
Lizabeth. Balancing time is challenging for her because of her responsibilities as a mother, EIU student, and an employee in 
charge of advertising for J.C. Penny. 
In fact, when asked what she does in her spare time Michaels exclaimed, "What's that?" "Work, school and family" take 
priority in this busy woman's life. 
When high school graduation came around, Michaels did not hesitate to follow her dreams. Michaels simply explained, "I 
had things I wanted to do." 
Having Amanda has strengthened Michaels and taught her that there is "more to life than playing." 
Majoring in accounting can be quite time consuming especially when you work and have a child. "I make sacrifices for 
her, [but] you learn to think of somebody besides yourself," Michaels said about Amanda. 
Michaels admitted her life is different from the average EIU student. "I'm not saying this is something that everyone 
should experience, [but] some people could benefit from having a kid for a week." 
Raising a child is not an easy task, especially on a college campus, but having Amanda has helped Michaels to grow and 
appreciate the education she is receiving from Eastern. 
Sue Songer 
College life can be quite difficult and overwhelming at times. In the mist of our struggle to survive classes, papers, socials 
and a bombardment of other responsibilities or activities, someone comes along to inspire us to reach beyond ourselves. 
They inspire us because their struggle seems so much more difficult than our own and they manage to persevere. Sue 
Songer is one of these people. 
Christian Campus Fellowship, English Club, Sigma Tau Delta and Phi Eta Alpha sound like familiar student activities, but 
elementary school volunteer, PTA meetings, and interacting with a spouse and three daughters does not. Songer's path in 
life took a different direction although it may have started out the same. 
Songer attended a private Christian College for two years where she studied music. 
After two years, she decided to venture down a different path and left college to marry Roger. Until Rachel, Leah, and 
Rebekah came along, Songer worked full time. 
Once the girls entered school, Songer felt herself "wanting to prepare for a career" outside the home and start a "new 
phase in life." Finishing her education became her next goal in life. 
"I was scared I wouldn't make the grades," Songer reminisced about her reentry into the college scene. She admits feeling 
a little "awkward at first," but feels "a sense of belonging," now that she has established herself as an English major. 
Returning students tend to have a clearer sense of where they want to do and how to go about it. They often appreciate 
their educational experience more than the average student. "Education means more to me now than it did at eighteen," 
Songer vibrantly exclaimed. 
With sincere passion and concern for students and learning she added, "I wish all the college kids could take their college 
careers more seriously," because they are "blessed to have this opportunity." 
By Yvonne Wojnarowski 
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Above and below: Eric Curry, English major with teacher certification, in class with Professor Ruth Hoberman. Photos by 
LaShinda Clark. 
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Juan Williams teaching Media Coverage and Development of the Modern Civil Rights Movement, 1954-1993, a cross-listed 
course from the departments of journalism, history, political science, Afro-American studies, and sociology. Photos by Brian 
Poulter, student publications photo adviser. 
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POWER OF WORDS, POWER OF SPEECH, POWER OF MIND 
"Words have power," said National Correspondent, Juan Williams, when invited to Eastern as a guest speaker in the Spring of 
1993. His simple yet powerful and thought-provoking words have influenced the American public. Through his words he has 
motivated, influenced and added meaning to people's lives. 
"What excites and stirs my passion in circumstances is usually the sense that I am empowering people ... allowing people to have 
knowledge or insight so that they make better decisions," said Williams. 
Williams, the author of "Eyes on the Prize," a documentary of the civil rights movement, is also a political analyst for The 
Washington Post. In addition to his work for The Washington Post, Williams has appeared on CNN's "Crossfire," "The Me 
Neil/Lehrer Report" and "Washington Week in Review." He has articles featured in 13 newspapers and magazines. Currently, 
Williams is on leave from The Washington Post, writing a biography on former U.S. Supreme Court Justice, Thurgood Marshall. 
When Williams came to Eastern as a guest speaker, as usual, he made a powerful impact and influenced the Eastern students in 
his presentation. He was later contacted by Johnetta Jones, director of minority affairs, and John David Reed, chair of the journalism 
department. With his wealth of experience and knowledge, Williams came to Eastern as the 'Visiting Distinguished Professor' from 
mid-September for 10 weeks. He taught Media Coverage and Development of the Modern Civil Rights Movement, 1954-1993, a 
cross-listed course from the departments of journalism, history, political science, Afro-American studies, and sociology. 
Williams said that by being at Eastern, he realized that teaching stirred his "creative energy." He added he was "reinvigorated" 
by being with students willing to engage in discussions and debate. "It's been a wonderful tonic for the soul," said Williams. 
A habit Williams did not like amongst the students was "the tendency to withdraw from intense discussions." Although, he 
added, that students in his class were learning to overcome that hurdle. 
"We discussed a lot of issues society is afraid to speak about such as racial issues and gays in the military," said Evette Pearson, a 
journalism major, who took William's class. "He did not stand in the class and lecture, but the class went in their beliefs," she added. 
Williams' sojourn at Eastern has indeed been an interesting and a busy one. He met people from various fields such as the 
business school, political science, sociology, psychology and many classes in small groups. He attended the National Journalism 
Convention in Dallas, gave various presentations to the Coles County Historical Society and the freshman seminar students, and 
addressed the university on topics such as the 'Politics of the 90s', among many other such presentations. 
Ruth Hawkins, who teaches reading and study improvement, and the students in her class who re-took the opportunity to study 
after being academically dismissed were "the most interesting people, I met in a long time," Williams added. 
But the people who have shaped and influenced Williams' life were his mother and his mentors in the newspaper business. 
The late Herbert Denton, who was the city editor of The Washington Post, took Williams under his wings when Williams was 
unsure of himself. "He would reach into your brains and make you do your best work.... There is no way I can say enough about 
him," said Williams. 
Williams did not achieve success on a silver platter. He went through periods of tremendous insecurity and crisis. His "greatest 
opponents" were people who rejected his stories and would not publish them or give Williams an opportunity to speak. Williams 
said he sometimes did feel insecure as to how other people would react to his work. "As I get older now, I am starting to realize 
that's a waste of energy ... and that I have to keep a sense of confidence," said Williams. 
Although Williams is a public person, and often people recognize him, Williams admits he does not have many friends. "I tend to 
work a lot, and I don't make the calls to keep up with people," he said. "I work and sleep. And, sometimes watch basketball on 
television." Williams described the job of a journalist with horror stories one hears of Halloween: of demons and goblins during 
childhood. And although as a child, one enjoyed those scary stories, one also learned how to avoid bad situations and trouble 
through those stories, he said. Hence as a good journalist, it's important to tell a story in such a way that people understand what 
happened so that they are able to make better decisions for themselves, their families, companies, cities and the nation, said 
Williams. 
What secret or magic key should one use to make words flow? "When words come slowly," Williams said, "it is important to 
remain focus(ed) on work and harness your thoughts." He added, "If your thinking is good, your writing will be good." 
Among the varied experiences that Williams has had in Charleston, one was being ticketed by our ticketing-cops in a traffic 
accident that occurred behind Williams' car. And he missed having "iced-tea in the vending lounge." Williams also missed spending 
Halloween with his two sons, 13 and 5, and a daughter, 12. His wife does social work providing medical therapy for young children. 
What would have Williams been, had he not been a journalist? "Maybe a 'modern philosopher'," said Williams. But then with an 
inflection in his voice that is so typically his, Williams asked, "How would you get a pay check as a modern philosopher?" And he 
continued, "For most people it would be that you are a novelist, or a priest, or maybe you are a therapist, like the psychiatrist, and 
you teach about life and how to cope." By Farida Kapasi 
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LIVING TO THE BEAT OF A DIFFERENT DRUMMER 
For the majority of Eastern students, Spring Break 1993 was a time of endless parties, but for environmental biology major Cari 
Golden it was an adventure spent in a world where time stands still. 
The World Wildlife Fund of Denmark gave forty people, aged 20 to 77 (Cari being the youngest), the opportunity to explore and 
research canopy life in the rain forest in order to see if the WWF wanted to contribute to the projects in the area. 
Cari's journey began in the city of Iquitos which is located near the base of the Andes Mountains in Northern Peru. From Iquitos, 
Cari and the group traveled six hours down the Amazon River by boat and hiked an hour into the rain forest to their remote and 
primitive camp. It was there in the rain forest that Cari spent eight of the most memorable days a spring break could offer. 
Every morning the group was awakened at 6:30 to the beating of jungle drums, summoning them to a breakfast of papayas, 
mangos and cohona juice. After breakfast their day would truly begin as the group hiked for an hour to reach the rain forest canopy. 
They observed the morning wildlife from elaborate raised platforms and rope bridges that extended 180 feet into the air. From the 
top of the canopy a entire wonderful world was exposed, making one feel a high of beauty, unimaginable to anything in the modern 
world. Cari said she saw "monkeys of all kinds, macaws and toucans, huge blue butterflies and insects with such bright colors you 
could never believe how beautiful they were .... The more colorful the insects were the more deadly they were." One of the guides 
had made the comment that "the more beautiful the being the more dangerous it would be." 
Golden also described philadeandrons and exotic ferns with huge leaves, some even bigger than an average human. 
A few hours of free time followed before the drums would again summon them ... this time for lunch, usually consisting of fish, 
water buffalo, pacau (local rat) and fruit. 
The group's afternoons varied between outings to unique local points of interest. 
They visited Black Lake, where the water lilies reach five to six feet in diameter and took a boat down the Amazon to search for 
caiman and piranha. 
Several from the group swam daily in the Amazon. Once, a pink freshwater dolphin swam alongside them. "They'd come up to 
the boat, but when we were swimming they usually didn't get quite as close," Golden said. 
Cari's most amazing adventure was visiting the Yagua village, the home of a tribe of Peruvian peoples. Many of the natives 
dressed in grass skirts and painted their faces with a red pigment. 
Money is of no worth to the natives. They would offer to trade goods for such things as t-shirts, old running shoes and other 
pieces of clothing because clothes are hard to come by. 
For hunting purposes the natives used poison blow darts. A few people from the group were given the chance to try blowing the 
darts. Cari was the only person from the group to hit the target posted, which was about 3 inches in diameter. 
Cari said that she "felt as though I stepped into National Geographic." 
The WWF wanted to see if this would be a good area to begin a five year project to teach the natives about birth control, sanitary 
wastes, plus plant and soil resource management, said Golden. The WWF also wanted to set up a turtle hatchery to repopulate a 
species of turtle into the rain forest, she added. 
Golden considers the rain forest her biggest passion. For this EIU student, a trip into the rain forests of South America proved that 
environmental biology was definitely the field she wants to pursue. Golden said she hopes to continue studying the amazing life 
within the rain forest canopy and to eventually research and work in a rain forest. 
By Sarah Elizabeth Drury and Kimberly Fox 
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Opposite page left: A macaw in the Amazon. Middle: The market in lquitos. Right: A Peruvian mother and her children This 
page above: The Peruvian peoples used poison blow darts for hunting. A few people from the group were given the chance to 
try blowing the darts. Cari was the only person from the group to hit the target. Below left: Cari and a friend swimming in the 
Amazon River. Middle: A water lily in Black Lake, where the water lilies reach five to six feet in diameter. Right: A Peruvian 
man in the Yagua village. Photos courtesy of Cari Golden. 
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Above and below: Catherine Degraaf (left) and Mindy Glaze, editors of the 1993 Vehicle, discuss the flier that will be posted 
around campus about submissions to the Vehicle. Photos by LaShinda Clark. 
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POETRY, SHORT STORIES, ARTWORK, PHOTOGRAPHY 
Varoom! Varroornrn! Here comes the Vehicle heading your way! 
The Vehicle is a student literary publication issued each semester by Sigma Tau Delta, the International English Honors 
Society. 
Mindy Glaze and Catherine DeGraff are the editors of the 1993 magazine. 
"To be an editor, you must be in Sigma Tau Delta," DeGraff said. Editors are nominated by the advisor of Sigma Tau Delta, 
interviewed by the advisor of the Vehicle and then forwarded to publications for approval. 
Dr. Ringuette, the advisor for the Vehicle, claims he is just a "link between the students editing and the journalism 
department." He supplies Mindy and Catherine with information about the resources on campus and answers any questions 
they may have about editing. 
Putting together the schedule, making deadlines and "calming them down (the editors)" when things get hectic are also part 
of his duties as the advisor. 
Mindy and Catherine do not edit the submissions themselves. Individuals in Sigma Tau Delta automatically become part of 
the editorial staff of the Vehicle, if they choose to participate. 
The editors usually invite members of the English club to be a part of the editorial staff. All those involved in the editorial 
staff judge the submissions through a numerical system over a period of three to four days of intense reading. 
Submissions for the Vehicle are taken about a month or two after the semester starts. Submissions include poetry, short stories, 
artwork, and black and white photographs. 
"People should write for the Vehicle because it promotes creative spirit," Glaze said. "Any student may submit as much of 
their creative material as they wish." 
Encouraging students to submit their work to the Vehicle is done by the editors and the English department. You do not have 
to be a english or art major to submit to the vehicle, it is open to all. 
The Vehicle is "the only student literary magazine at EIU," and it "provides a vehicle for student writing, editing and art," Dr. 
Ringuette added. 
The magazine makes its debut during the last month of each semester. Approximately two thousand copies of the forty page 
booklet are made and distributed in Coleman hall. 
Each year the Vehicle and the English Department sponsor five awards which are given for the best pieces submitted to the 
magazine. A committee from the English Department judges those pieces printed in the Fall and Spring issues. 
The Winnie Davis Neely award is the top award given to the overall best piece. Sigma Tau Delta established the Winnie Davis 
Neely award in memory of Winnie Davis Neely who was a member of the English department from 1934 to 1952. 
Even those who do not win one of the five awards get the honor of having their piece published in the Vehicle. Publication is a 
reward in itself. 
By Yvonne Wojnarowski 
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The Life and Times of the 
Mediterranean Fruit Fly 
He said it was life 
clasped in his hand 
a test tube sealed 
holding eggs of fruit flies 
Beasts-crawled from the depths 
sprouted wings and flew 
humming in the sublime freedom 
of their finite world 
as skies grew crowded 
and lines were drawn 
daughters had daughters 
that gave birth to sons 
in feces and disease 
the brothers fought brothers 
for the last apple of the garden 
gasping the last breath 
their eyes caught our eyes 
we- few and Gentile 
red, black, and white 
stared gravely at the teacher 
as the tube dropped 
stepped on by size 11 D's. 
Joe Tucker 
Opposite page and above: A sign on the front of the Dudley House stating that it "has been placed on the National Register of 
Historic places by the United States Department of the Interior 1892." Below: Some of the antiques that can be found in the the 
Dudley House. Photos by Lara Labajian 
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EMOTION AND BEAUTY FROM DEEP WITHIN 
What is poetry? Is it simply rhyming sounds or making a sing-song pattern? Or is it something more ... something that comes 
form the poet's heart and shows emotion and beauty from deep within? 
According to senior philosophy major, Joe Tucker, "being a poet is a way of life- a way of experience." 
Tucker has been writing since he was a child, but never took it seriously, until recently, because he said he didn't think that he 
was very good. 
He was interested in pursuing a writing career and had been told that his creative talent was above average, so to better 
himself he kept up on his writing classes. 
Tucker's poetry writing class with Dr. Bruce Guernsey helped him to decide to stick with writing poetry. 
Poetry, he discovered, gets to the heart of an idea and, if it is said well, the idea will remain with the reader ... that is when 
poetry becomes art. 
Tucker wants to become a poet philosopher who is searching for the truth. 
His favorite philosopher is Miguel De Unamuno, who also has written poetry. Other favorites include William Stafford and 
D.H. Lawrence. 
In seeking to improve and enjoy poetry,Tucker often goes to the Dudley House where poetry readings take place on the first 
5day of every month. 
The Dudley House is an enjoyable place to listen to the wide range of poetry of a diverse group of other people. The Dudley 
House is not limited to Eastern students so the whole Charleston community can become involved, leading to an interesting 
blend of shared poetry selections and styles. 
The antique setting of the Dudley House creates an inspirational environment in which to read poetry. The podium, antique 
chairs and stained glass windows all contribute to the house and make it more of a special place for reading poetry. 
Often, the first part of the reading is designated to a featured reader, while afterwards, anyone is welcome to participate. 
Because he is very shy, Tucker just listened to other's poetry at first. 
After attending a few readings, he gained enough courage to read selections from some of his favorite poets as well as some of 
his own original works. His poetry was so well received that he was invited back as a featured poet on October 5, 1993. 
Tucker read three of his original poems, titled "Three Arguments for the Existence of God," "Ode to Judas Iscariot," and "The 
Life and Times of the Mediterranean Fruit Fly" were featured, as well as an untitled poem by Miguel De Unamuno and a poem 
called "Ship of Death" by D.H. Lawrence. 
In order to get a better idea of the type of poetry Joe writes, it is best to see it first hand. 
Poets provide people with the means to feel, understand, and see the world differently, Joe Tucker said he believes. 
By Stephanie Franzen 
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STU-DENTS TRY LIFE UNDER THE "SEA" 
Imagine scuba diving in the ocean far below the surface passing by plants and schools of fish where all that is present is you, the 
water, and nature. Although students can't practice in the ocean, Eastern offers a class to those who wish to learn how to scuba dive. 
Ray Padovan, who teaches scuba diving at Eastern, says the class teaches students the technique of skin and scuba diving. The 
class, which is offered twice a semester, and teaches the skills and safety measures of the sport. Students who take the class must 
pass a pretest to show they have basic swimming ability. They must swim 90ft. underwater and they must do a 10 minute prone 
swim. 
Padovan said each students pays $15 for all equipment including tanks, fins, and air. A student also has the choice to receive 
certification, Padovan said, which is not required by the university. In order to receive certification, the student must pay $65 and 
accomplish five dives at a location outside the university. 
The course is a technique and theory course for physical education majors. It explains what skills are involved to scuba dive and 
how to teach the sport. Some students who take the course are botany and marine biology majors who may use the skills for their 
profession. The course, however, is also recreational in nature, and "a majority of the students want to experience what scuba diving 
is," Padovan said. The class consists of lectures as well as practice in the pool, Padovan said. Students spend one hour in the 
classroom, and quizzes are given every meeting. They also have two-hour pool water sessions. A new skill is taught at each pool 
session and accomplishing these skills counts as one-half of the student's grade. If a student lacks a skill or does not accomplish the 
skill, the student has the chance to work on it. 
The course teaches many skills as well as safety precautions. Some skills that a student learns are rescue, resuscitation, mask and 
snorkel clearing, tank drills and buddy breathing. If the student is put in situation where something is wrong, he or she will know 
what to do, he added. "The student develops a respect for the sport knowing what you should do and what you should not do," 
Padovan said. 
Kimberly Shaw, a junior environmental biology major, said she has learned how to be comfortable underwater. "It is a weird 
feeling to know you can still breathe while you are underwater," she said. 
Brian Sasso, a senior zoology major, said he has learned how to hook up the apparatus such as attaching the regulator to the tank. 
He also learned how different factors such as temperature and pressure can affect the body underwater. "It is a dangerous sport but 
it is safe as long as you know what you are doing," he said. 
Most students who join the class, Padovan explained, are excited because scuba diving is a new experience. However, some 
students may also be nervous because "the skills are designed to make them nervous .... (The class) forces them to think underwater 
in a non-normal situation. They are thinking in an alienated environment." Some people get overly anxious before practicing 
something, Padovan added. "Scuba diving is 50 percent physical and 50 percent mental, and people eventually learn to react to a 
situation instead of panicking." 
Aaron Lenaghan, a senior English major said he felt nervous when he first started the class. He explained he could not complete 
the underwater test the first two times but felt more confident after passing it the third time. "It is a real neat experience to go 
underwater for longer than you can hold your breath," he said. 
Sasso, who said scuba diving has been one of the most interesting classes he has taken at Eastern, said he plans to get certified by 
the university towards the end of class. "Certification is something you have for the rest of your life," he said. 
By Abby Krakow 
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Scuba students practice in Lantz pool. Some skills that a student learns are rescue, resuscitation, mask and snorkel clearing, 
tank drills and buddy breathing. Photos by Dawn Tessendorf. 
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Bob Sonderman 
Just as students leave Eastern to enter the "real world" and start new lives, some faculty also leave Eastern to start their own 
new lives and new adventures. 
Faculty who retire from Eastern have time to concentrate on activities they've always wanted to do. Some faculty return to 
Eastern to work in a different department or in athletics. When faculty members retire, they have time to reflect on memories of 
when they worked at Eastern. 
Bob Sonderman, who worked in the department of technology, retired in 1990 after teaching at Eastern for 34 years. 
Sonderman taught classes such as technology education and the history of technology. 
"I liked it better when I taught in the fall, spring and summer," he said. "I seemed to lose continuity when I left in the 
summer." 
In addition to teaching, Sonderman worked as a football official for 30 years. Now, because his legs are not as good as they 
used to be he says he can no longer run the field. However, he hasn't given up working in football. 
Sonderman now works as an observer for the Gateway Conference. 
An observer sits in the press box to observe and evaluate officials and record penalties. The information goes to the coaches 
and a copy also goes to the Gateway Conference. 
One thing he said he enjoys to see is officials who he trained working in different areas. "I feel proud that two fellows I broke 
in work in professional ranks and several work in the Gateway Conference." 
His son teases him and asks him why he never made it big. 
"I was quick but not that fast. I never dazzled anybody." 
In addition to observing the games, Sonderman and his wife work in a hospice to help those who are terminally ill. He said 
some patients he visits three days a week and others he will see five days. For a couple hours, he says, he gives people who take 
care of the terminally ill a chance to get out. 
After spending several hours with a person, he says you get acquainted with the person. "Patients have to feel comfortable 
with you." 
Sonderman and his wife receive special training and go to educational programs every few months to work there. 
It is sad to care for a person three to six months and then see them pass away. "When they pass away, we follow-up with the 
family," he said. He still visits the wife of a man he took care of who died at 85 years of age. 
One of the greatest joys he has is coaching little league. Sometimes the coaches would abuse the players mentally more than 
physically. Sonderman would be asked to coach the team. 
One event he remembers most while working at Eastern was when President Rives asked him to make the mace for the 
graduation ceremony. 
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In addition to teaching technology courses, he also taught woodworking. However, with few resources and skills which he 
felt weren't enough, he gave the job to his wife saying she would do a better job. 
With his son living in Tuscon, Sonderman said there's one thing he knows about kids: "The quicker they leave, they 
farther they go." 
y arm 
Another Eastern faculty member who retired is Betty Campbell, who worked for the Lumpkin College of Business. 
Campbell, who primarily taught Business Education, worked at Eastern for 23 years. 
Some courses Campbell taught were business communications, education and secondary education, business report 
writing, and keyboarding, which is no longer taught here. 
Campbell worked as student teaching coordinator in business education. 
She would travel to the high schools and watch education majors teach. Then she would give the students suggestions on 
how to improve ways of teaching, apply things they learned and use supplemental materials. 
While teaching in the college of business, Campbell enjoyed attending professional business meetings on and off-campus. 
She also attended the Illinois Business Education Association Fall conference. At the conference, she would meet former 
students who are now teaching. 
Campbell said she enjoys meeting former students and seeing how they apply what they've learned in class to their jobs. 
In Anapolis, she met a former student who now lives in Philadelphia and is working in business. He explained to her how 
he uses what he learned in class to his job. 
In addition to working at Eastern, Campbell has taught in schools for 35 years. She worked in public schools in Illinois 
and Albuquerque, New Mexico. 
Campbell said since retirement she now has time to redecorate the house. 
She's also done a lot of travelling with her husband, Cal, who also retired from Eastern. 
The couple has taken three short trips to Northern Indiana, Southern Michigan and Kentucky. They have also gone to the 
Navy football game, traveling through 12 states before the game. 
Since retirement, Campbell has more time to spend with her mother, who is now 88 years old. She also works in the yard 
with her flowers. "I have no trouble finding plenty to do," she said. 
Campbell still keeps in touch with other faculty members who have retired. She writes and visits one friend from 
Arkansas and also keeps in touch with a friend in Florida. 
People from ROTC who now live in foreign countries also keep in touch with her. 
After graduating from Eastern with a bachelor's degree, Campbell still enjoys attending Homecoming to see returning 
former classmates. 
She also enjoys seeing friends she knew receive awards. One friend, she said, received an award for atheletic 
contributions. 
Cal Campbell 
Cal Campbell, Betty's husband, has also retired from Eastern. 
Campbell retired as director of the Academic Assistance Center in 1993. He came to Eastern in 1966 to work as an 
assistant registrar. In 1968, he worked for the Academic Assistance Center, which was then called the Academics 
Advisement Center. 
On July 1, 1977, he was given position of director of the center. 
Campbell worked at Eastern 27 years, 16 years as the center's director. He said, however, he has worked in education for 
32 years. 
Before Eastern, he worked as a high school guidance counselor. 
As the director of the Academic Assistance Center, he was in charge of the center's staff and had to maintain a staff 
relationship with all advisers on campus. He said he would train and design workshops to train the advisers. 
As director, he said he enjoyed helping coaches explain the academic requirements to students. 
Campbell did this until an atheltic adviser was hired at Eastern. 
Campbell didn't stay away from Eastern long, though. 
He now works for the College of Education working with undergraduate elementary and junior high education majors. 
He said his job is to certify when the students meet their graduation requirements. 
When he first took the position, he said he thought his job was to work with students who received their degree in a 
certain major but decided they wanted to teach. 
Campbell decided to take the job because he "needed structure in [his]life." He also said, "I would miss contact with the 
students." 
Working part-time now, Campbell said his new job is more flexible. He explained he has fewer responsibilities without 
the staff to direct. 
Since his retirement, he said he has done more traveling with his wife. 
They plan to take a trip to Missouri as well as a trip to San Diego. 
In San Diego, he said, they plan to attend a school for individuals 55 years old and older. Campbell and his wife plan to 
take classes studying dolphins for ten days. 
One memorable moment for him was when the Academic Assistance Center received an award from the National 
Academic Advising Association in 1984 as the best center in the nation. 
The same year he was nominated by Eastern's president and received an award for his advising capabil.i.ties. 
In addition to working as director, Campbell also served two terms on the National Academic Advising Association. 
He said he was also with the Apportionment Board, Intercollegiate Athletics, and worked with many search committees. 
By Abby Krakow 
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Above: Betty and Cal Campbell. Below: Cal Campbett. Photos by LaShinda Clark. 
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A N D T H E VERDICT s 
And the verdict is ... 
This is what Eastern students waited to hear during the February 18 mock trial held in Coleman Hall. 
The mock trial, which was the only mock trial of the year to be held in the presence of the general public, was an assignment 
of Political Science 2511. 
Political science students received credit for the mock trials by participating in one of the two groups that argue their 
respected sides during the mock trial, said Dr.Peter Leigh, political science professor. 
Each group consists of six individuals: three attorneys and three witnesses. The individuals participating in these groups 
switch sides at each new trial. 
The trials are judged by practicing attorneys. 
During one trial in particular, which was held at the Coles County Courthouse, an acting judge judged the trial. 
Students are expected to travel to other universities for competition with other participating schools. 
At the end of the competition, awards are given to outstanding performances by the competing schools, as well as, to the 
individual participants. 
Leigh said he was excited to announce that Eastern students returned from their March 13 competition with a trophy for best 
attorney and ~ trophy for best witness. 
Eastern's political science students competed against 30 universities held at the University of Wisconsin for their trophies. 
At each of these competitions, the students argue the same case. 
The case is called "Midland vs. Reverend Bobson." This fictitious trial consists of over 60 pages of information. It is hard to 
condense into general terms what this case is about, but basically the story of the trial is about a minister who is accused of 
persuading his followers to burn the sacred artifacts of the midland indians, Leigh said. 
Although the trial is the same at each competition the verdict can differ because each team that argues switches sides so there 
will be new individuals battling each side. Also at the end of each year the trial changes and the class for the following year will 
debate a new topic. 
This process of ongoing trials has been a part of Eastern's academics since Dr. Leigh joined the staff back in 1985. 
If this sounds like something you might want to try you had better be prepared for some interviews before gaining entrance 
into the class. 
Since the students of 2511 represent their school in competitions entrance into the class is monitored by Dr. Leigh and 
applications are looked over by the Pre-law Association. 
So the verdict is that Political Science 2511 is a course for the determined law student. 
By Keri Lanning 
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s 0 y 0 u WANT T 0 B E A S T A R ? 
So you want to be a star? 
The life of a performer is never all spotlights and applause; it involves hard work and study to master the numerous accents, 
mannerisms and costume and makeup styles that constitute a character. 
The classes a theater major takes prepares them for all the responsibilities they will have as a professional performer. 
A stage makeup class is an essential for most theater majors because, in general, actors in movies and television are the only 
performers whose makeup is done by a professional. 
"For the most part performers end up doing their own makeup," said Jean Wolski, a theater professor. 
According to Wolski the class emphasized how the use colors on the face to portray health or a lack of health, emotions, age, 
gender and ethnicity, among others. 
Wolski's approach to the principles of stage makeup is one that concentrates on artistic design and color theory. 
Her students begin by studying highlights and shadows through exercises with various 3-0 geometric shapes. They observe 
how light falls on these objects and attempt to sketch them. 
The students then move on to apply this basic knowledge to the human face by using makeup to emphasize the natural 
highlights and shadows cast by facial bone structure. 
A period of experimentation follows. 
In the class's first exercise, Wolski asks the students to choose a piece of abstract art and bring a picture of it into class. The 
students must then use face paint to transfer the abstract artist's rendering of the human face onto their own faces . 
The students also make themselves up as a cartoon character and as the animal of their choice during later projects. 
Following these is the anything goes assignment, which allows the students to experiment and see what results. For the 
spring semester class, this day turned into an experiment in monster makeup. 
The class then falls into a more realistic vein. 
Topics such as how the face ages, temperaments and character analysis are explored. A gender bender exercise in which 
students must work with the makeup to emphasize the characteristics of the opposite gender on their own face is done, said 
Wolski. Ethnicity is also explored in another assignment. 
The Principles of Stage Makeup class uses only flat paint to master the different characteristics a human face can demonstrate. 
None of the complex masks or other 3-0 makeup additions to the face are explored in this principles class. 
The theater students enrolled in this class use it to gain an understanding of facial structure and how to alter that structure 
while gaining skills in the application of makeup, said Wolski. 
So you want to be a star? It's a lot of hard work in many areas that seem to be completely unrelated to entertaining and 
standing in that spotlight, but each class or lesson that you participate in gives you valuable experience on your way to stardom. 
By Sarah Elizabeth Drury 
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LEARNING THROUGH THE LENS OF A TELESCOPE 
" ... I quickly found that the fundamental lesson of science is that by careful observation and thought we can reach 
beyond ourselves and understand how the universe works ... " -Galileo 1610 
Galaxies ... moons ... stars .... 
In Eastern's astronomy course 1054-C, students get a chance to explore the universe through class discussions and the lens of 
a telescope. 
According to Keith Andrew, an astronomy teacher, the reason that the course number is 1054 is because "that was the year of 
a Nova explosion." 
The course outline contains four main points: historical, planetary, stellar and cosmology. 
In the historical section of the course the focus is on past scientists and their theories about the universe. 
From the ancient greek philosopher, Zeno, who proved to himself that there was no such thing as motion to Einstein's theory 
of general relativity, hundreds of years pass in a few weeks during this course. 
The sun and the Milky Way Galaxy are explored in-depth in the stellar section of the course. 
Students te in that involve at how move across the sun and 
stars and constellations. 
The best time for observations occur on a clear night, said Andrew. The students take their telescopes to the roof of the 
physical science building and attempt to get a close up view of objects in the night sky. 
If students don't get a chance to do the experiments outside, indoor labs with prepared data is the alternative. 
This semester students were involved in a project to measure the diameter of the moon by closely observing its movements 
over a short period of time. 
The students also determined the masses of the planets through calculations. 
In the final section of the course, cosmology is studied. 
Cosmology is the "history and evolution of the whole universe," said Andrew. In this section students make a time line of key 
historical events. 
One particular area of interest this semester, according to Andrew, is a comet that is due to collide with Jupiter in June. 
From Earth, the collision will not be seen because the comet will collide on the side of Jupiter that does not face the Earth. 
When Jupiter rotates to face the Earth, then it will be possible to see the effects of the collision. 
Some scientists feel that a collision of this sort is what might have caused the extinction of the dinosaurs millions of years ago. 
By Diane Schmelzel 
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Opposite page and this page: Several of Diemer's vocal arrangements were performed by the EIU Chamber Singers and 
Concert Choir. The works ranged in complexity from the minimalistic "I Sing" to the more difficult "Madrigals Three." 
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COMPOSER-IN-RESIDENCE: EMMA LOU DIEMER 
Keeping with the theme of Women's History Month, Eastern was visited in March by the famed composer Emma Lou 
Diemer. 
Diemer, who has spent many years as both a composer and a teacher, has earned the distinction of becoming one of the most 
renowned composers of our time. 
Diemer gave Eastern the honor of being the school's composer-in-residence from March 2nd through March 4th. 
After arriving on campus Tuesday, Diemer prepared herself for the busy week ahead, spending time with the students and 
faculty of Eastern and Charleston and Mattoon public schools. 
Diemer's schedule of events for the week included open discussions with Eastern students. She spent time rehearsing with 
several of Eastern's musical performance groups in preparation for concerts of her music. Diemer also gave music history 
students a little information on the background of her style and her role as a composer in today's world of music. 
Karen Sanders, who spearheaded the operations to ensure Diemer's visit, reflected on Diemer's feelings on the role of a 
composer. 
"A composer can't just isolate herself. She has to keep in touch with everything outside," Sanders said. 
Diemer's style of composing is a unique one. She has written music for various types of instruments, from marimba to piano 
to pipe organ to the human voice. 
Diemer has also written multi-instrumental tunes like "La Rag," which was performed by EIU's Symphonic Winds at 
Thursday night's concert. 
Several of Diemer's vocal arrangements were performed at Friday night's concert by the EIU Chamber Singers and Concert 
Choir. The works ranged in complexity from the minimalistic "I Sing" to the more difficult "Madrigals Three." 
Diemer received her bachelor's degree from Yale in 1950, and her doctorate from the Eastman School of Music. 
Just recently Diemer retired to be able to spend more time doing what she loves: composing and speaking to young people on 
campus's everywhere. 
A grant, worked for by Sanders and Sigma Alpha Iota Philanthropies, Inc., made this residency a reality. 
Why Emma Lou Diemer? 
"When I had the idea for this grant, I narrowed my possible composer choices down to a few people," said Sanders. "I 
investigated their music, their output... I was looking for a composer whose music I thought would be, first of all, representative 
of many genres, including large and small ensembles and soloists and vocal and instrumental." 
Sanders said she was "also looking for a composer whose music ... would be accessible to the students .. . but also to the 
audience members." 
On Thursday and Friday evening Emma Lou Diemer's music was showcased in concerts given by various performing groups 
within EIU's music department. 
Diemer began both concerts by performing one of her selections, "Fantasie," on the organ and then sat back to relax and enjoy 
the performers renditions of her works. 
By Brian Shamie 
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STUDENTS LEARN THROUGH HANDS-ON EXPERIENCE 
In the midst of the environmental age, there exists a club at Eastern that has inadvertently been en vogue for over fifty years. 
Begun in 1940 by Robert Buzzard (of Buzzard Building Fame), the Gamma Theta Upsilon Chapter of the International 
Geographical Honor Society is an organization dedicated to the earth; the members strive to learn about the it and discover how 
humans use and abuse it. 
Buzzard, who was a geographer and an instructor at Eastern before becoming its president, started the program at Illinois 
State University. Eastern became one of the earliest chapters. This international organization now has more than 200 chapters in 
the world. 
The Eastern chapter presently consists of twenty members. Students in any year and major can become involved, and they do. 
From history to environmental biology majors, any student who has taken at least three geography classes and passed them 
with a grade of B or better can join. Students in introductory level courses are also invited on trips the club takes to learn about 
geography. 
The various trips that the chapter takes throughout the year serve as learning experiences for the members. Trips are taken 
over Spring Break which last half of the break, and they also hold weekend trips over summer for the students who are still in 
the area. 
In January of 1994, the society went cave mapping in Spencer, Indiana, and are now processing a map for the cave, which had 
never been mapped before. 
The society had a midwinter campout in northern Illinois at Starved Rock during the 1993-1994 winter season. They spent the 
weekend in subzero temperatures and had the chance to see frozen waterfalls. 
In the spring of 1994 the society will travel across Tennessee for the third time. 
In past experiences, the group studied the Smokey Mountains and the Cumberland Gap. 
The group has also been to Big Ben in Texas and have collected minerals in Arkansas. 
The society also keeps busy by having two to three speakers a year and sponsoring a speaker during Earth Week each year. 
They hold fundraisers to raise money for trips and for equipment in the classrooms. 
According to Vince Gutowski, the society's adviser of ten years, the members go repelling (dangling from the earth) and 
spelunking or caving (which is done under the earth). 
When speaking of the Gamma Theta Upsilon Chapter, Grace Markwell Meier is another name worth mentioning. This woman 
is an original member of the chapter and still comes to Eastern once or twice a year to speak. She is an extremely involved 
alumni who taught at Eastern for approximately forty years. Meier donates money which is used for scholarships, and drawing 
prizes such as atlases. 
The Gamma Theta Upsilon Chapter of the International Geographical Honor Society is a successful program set up to teach 
students in a fun way. It allows members to get hand-on experience by taking trips to different parts of the earth and to 
accommodate the information they learned into their daily lives. 
The society, started long ago, has prospered through time and continues to do so on Eastern's campus. 
By Amy Sciaccotta 
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Opposite page, above and below: Club members spelunking in Buckner's cave. Photos courtesy of Vince Gutowski. 
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Opposite page, above and below: Club members spelunking in Buckner's cave. Photos courtesy of Vince Gutowski. 
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Opposite page and this page: Members of Historia putting it all together. Photos by Sandra Armitage. 
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HISTORICAL RESEARCH IN PRIN T 
It's back! 
Historia, Eastern's history departmental student journal is up and running for its third consecutive year. 
By publishing the works of Eastern's amateur historians, the journal seeks to reveal the too often overlooked scholastic 
potential walking the halls of Coleman. Conceived by history major, Mark Schmeltzer, in 1991, Historia selects papers written to 
fulfill classroom assignments, including non-history papers providing that they are rooted in historical foundation. 
This kind of flexibility, according to history professor Dr. Anita Shelton Historia's faculty adviser, makes it an excellent place 
for students to showcase their work. "I like the direction the editors took by including students from all academic fields," 
Shelton said. 
Furthermore, she believes that the journal offers an added incentive for prospective students as it would give future staffers 
experience in editing and producing a quality publication. 
With campus distribution (copies can be found in the history office) quality students earn reputations with Eastern's faculty 
and fellow students. 
By presenting the accomplishments of historical research in print, the journal had indeed enhanced the status of Eastern as a 
center of higher learning across the area. 
An acknowledgement of success had echoed from institutions across the state, thanks to distribution at the annual Phi Alpha 
departments in 
As long as Historia continues with the vigor and enthusiasm present in its staff and its contributors, Eastern's reputation for 
eduction in the field of historical research can only flourish. 
But giving birth to this publication was a difficult task. Two years ago the founding staff consisted of four history majors: 
Mark Schmeltzer, Vernon McGuffee, Jeanine Reardon and Cheryl Munyer. These determined individuals worked together to 
select, edit, copy and bind the premier issue. 
Since then, the staff number has risen to ten, and the history department intends to largely absorb the cost of producing the 
upcoming issue. Thus, though the road trodden by these amateurs has been a rough one, they have indeed ventured a long way. 
Historia's staff recognizes the need for continuing support from its history students. Popular interest in staffing or submitting 
to the journal has become the cornerstone of generating the momentum needed to create a self-sustaining publication. It is this 
reservoir of knowledge and ability that Historia seeks to tap. 
To whoever is interested, Historia declares, "come one, come all!" 
And remember the motto: "Life must be lived forward, but can only be understood backwards." 
By Jennifer Cunningham and Sarah Drury 
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Above and right: Netherton 
won Best-Of-Show for his 
painted wood sculpture, 
Carnal Torments (The Rape). 
Opposite page above left and 
below: Netherton with his 
steel sculpture i. Opposite 
page above right: Netherton 
holding bronze sculpture 
Round Fungus Beetle. Photos 
by Rachel Corbett 
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Right: Collins with ink pen, 
pencil, marker and oil pastels 
drawing, My Granny, which 
won an Honorable Mention in 
painting. Above and above 
right: Collins with mixed 
media sculpture Spectre 
Glances and All I Want is Out. 
Photos by Rachel Corbett. 
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This page: Porter with steel and oil paint sculpture, Wall Flower, which won an 
Honorable Mention in sculpture. Photos by Rachel Corbett. 
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Above and right: Gutowski 
won a Merit Award in Crafts 
for her ceramic Teapot. Photos 
by Rachel Corbett. 
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Left: Smith with aluminum Courtship 
Chalice 1. Top: One of two raku Celestial 
Goblets 1. Above: Smith holds her raku 
Thawing after the Freeze. Photos by Rachel 
Corbett. 
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Above: Patience next to 
her acrylic and ink Fetal 
Positions. Right: 
Patience's natural fibers 
Clerical Stole II. Photos 
by Rachel Corbett. 
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STUDENT ART SHOW AND AR T ENRICHMEN T 
Eastern's 1994 All-Student Art Show is characterized by the diversity of the students' work, the Tarble Arts Center director 
said. 
The annual show received 269 entries from 80 students - about 70 more than usual. A total of 134 entries from 66 students are 
in the show, which features artwork from eight different categories. 
The fact that individual students have entered more than one medium of art more than they have in the past has changed the 
show, Tarble Director Michael Watts said. 
"Though they have entered different mediums, there is a same sense of style among their works," Watts said. 
Awards were given in wood, painting, crafts, drawing, printmaking, and graphic design. The jurors refrained from selecting 
winners in the categories of photography and 3-D design citing an insufficient number of entries. A $200 award was given to the 
Best-Of-Show and Merit Award winners in each category were given $50. 
"The purpose of the show is to showcase artwork students on campus are producing," Watts said. "It also serves to give 
representation to the quality of the studio art program." 
The show is a competitive exhibition co-sponsored by Tarble Arts Center and the art department. 
Entrance into the show was open to any undergraduate student who has taken at least one studio art course this or last 
academic year. 
Carey Netherton, a sophomore studio 3-D art major, said he entered the show just to get some feedback on his work. 
Netherton was awarded best-of-show for his painted wood sculpture "Carnal Torments (The Rape)." 
"I entered because it's a chance where students can exhibit their work and get a response," Netherton said. "That's all an artist 
really wants to do. That's why some students were upset about not getting their work in the show." 
Netherton added though winning was a good thing, that wasn't his reason for entering. This was Netherton's first student 
show. 
"I just wanted to get some work out so people can begin to see who I am," Netherton said. "If you don't get your work out, 
you won't get anything accomplished." 
Winners were chosen by a jury of Vic Conner, art instructor at Olney Community College; Robert Dixon, art professor at 
Sangamon State University; and Milburn Smith, a retired art educator. 
The Merit Award winners included Eric Reckling in Painting for Untitled #2, Brett Evangelista in Sculpture for Unchained, 
Jennifer Gutowski in Craft for Teapot, Wendy Eilers in Drawing for Colored Man, Pascale Pinter in Printmaking for Nude and 
Jesse Klizing in Graphic Design for Complete Poe. 
By Stephanie Carroll 
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Students enrolled in 3410 Secondary Art Education had a new requirement for this year's spring semester. The five students 
enrolled in the course had the opportunity to teach and assist in the new Spring Art Enrichment Program. 
The program is one of two that Tarble Arts and Eastern art students participate in together. Dr. Nancy Carli, a teacher in the 
Art department, and Kit Morice, Acting Curator of Education for Tarble Arts took the Eastern art students through exhibits 
pointing out important facts and information. 
Letters were sent out to area art teachers explaining the program and giving dates and projects available. Morice took care of 
all the scheduling and said that the fifteen available slots filled up quickly. 
The spring program is geared toward area middle school and high school students. The students came to Tarble and 
participated in EIU student-led tours of an exhibition. The tour is broken up into two parts: the actual tour and an activity 
session. 
Throughout the tour students stopped at selected works to discuss and interpret them. During this time the guides answered 
questions from the students. After the tour is over, the visiting students work on a related studio project. 
The project is a hands on activity that strives to involve the student. From the students' perspective I think the studio activity 
was the best part of the tour, said Morice. It helps the student to make individual interpretations and to help them understand. 
Both area students and Eastern students equally benefitted from the program, Morice said. The program worked out very 
well and they plan to continue it. 
By Jam Bagwanedee 
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ANSWERING QUESTIONS NEW STUDENTS MAY HAVE 
"I don't know where anything is-I'll get lost!" 
"I was worried that I wouldn't have enough money." 
"What if I miss my classes?" 
"I really miss my family and friends." 
"I'm afraid that I won't fit in with anybody else." 
These were only some of the concerns expressed by freshman at Eastern Illinois University. For freshmen enrolled in the 1994 
school year, though, there was a class that helped students deal with school problems, a class that taught students practical skills, a 
class that helped students understand their relationships with the society around them. 
What was this all-powerful, all-knowing class that solved problems that have plagued freshmen for generations? Freshman 
Seminar, of course. 
Freshman Seminar was taught by several professors from several different departments. In the nine weeks that the class ran, 
Seminar incorporated many of the fears students have and helped the students alleviate them. 
Covering sections ranging from "Getting Acquainted" and "Choosing A Major" to "Managing Money" and "Coping With Stress" 
to "Relationships" and "Cultural Diversity on Campus", Seminar "helped make the conversion a little easier," said freshman 
Melanie Alloway. 
One Freshman Seminar class, led by Dr. Kip McGillard, tried to stay away from generalizations about freshmen. 
Focusing on individuals and how they react to their environment, Dr. McGillard distributed numerous surveys on topics from 
Fears of Freshman to Time Wasters to Values. 
After compiling class results, Dr. McGillard would then individualize the surveys by leading a discussion on why certain people 
felt the way they did. 
"I guess one of the main goals of Freshman Seminar was to get people to communicate," said Seminar student Brian Shamie. "We 
were rarely lectured. Most of the time, the class was one big discussion group." 
Possibly, some of the most important lessons that students learned had to deal with relationships, whether with teachers, family 
or peers. 
One student agrees. "One of the most important things I learned is that professors are not people you can't approach. You can go 
to them for help and they'll be there." 
Another student said that going away helped her to appreciate her family that much more. 
Freshman Melanie Alloway said, "It helped me meet people, to find a way to fit in." 
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By Brian Sham,ie 
Opposite page and below: Amy Rupiper does as an exercise to learn how to use the school catalog. Above: Brian Shamie doing 
a directory. This is an exercise so freshmen can discover what's in each campus building. Photos By Keri Lanning. 
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IN-DEPTH AND CHALLENGING ACADEMIC EXPERIENCES 
Jello twister .. .ice cream socials ... priority registration ... intellectual stimulation ... 
Only one campus organization offers all these fun-filled activities and more, Eastern's honors programs. 
The honors programs ar Eastern are designed to meet the needs of the student looking for a more in-depth and challenging 
academic experience. 
According to Margaret Messer, the Honors counselor, the purpose of the Honors Programs is "to provide academic 
opportunity for the advancement of exceptional students." 
"The uniqueness of the program from a student's perspective is the sense of community ... of belonging," Messer said. 
"Students can meet with other students who have similar academic goals. 
"The most beneficial service we offer to students is the opportunity to excel and receive recognition for excellence." 
Numerous students in the program agree with her. 
"In honors classes you become close and comfortable with the other students," said Megan McManus, a freshman. "You 
strive to learn." 
According to sophomore Rebecca Ross, the "unique bond" that forms between the students in honors classes is one of the best 
aspects of the program. 
The offices of the Honors Programs are located in Booth House, across 4th Street from Pemberton Hall. 
Between thirteen and fifteen students run the organization; Dr. Herbert Lasky is the director of the Honors Programs. 
In addition to the administration offices housed in Booth house, there is an honors study center. The study center has 
computers, printers, areas for group study, and individual study carols for student use. 
Its hours vary according to need. Most weeks the hours run Monday through Friday 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. and Sunday through 
Thursday from 7a.m. to 9 p.m. but during midterms and in the two weeks prior to finals the hours are extended. 
Two honors programs are offered at Eastern, University Honors and Departmental Honors. According to the Honors 
Programs brochure, both programs are open to students who satisfy ar least two of the following requirements: 
-ACT composite of 26 or higher or SAT (combined math and verbal) of 1100 or higher. 
-Upper 10 percent of graduating class. 
- 3.5 GPA (on a 4.0 scale) for at least 12 hours of EIU coursework. 
Beginning freshman start in the University Honors Program, taking a minimum of 25 hours of their general education classes 
through honors courses. 
All eligible students, including transfers, can enter into the Departmental Honors Program, which requires a students to take 
at least 12 hours of departmental honors credit. 
Honors courses move at a faster pace than the regular classes, covering more in-depth material. A research paper, termed an 
honors essay, is required for each class taken. To remain in the Honors Program, students must also maintain a certain GP A. 
However, the aspect of the Honors Programs that its students value the most is the small class sizes, with no class having 
more than fifteen students. They appreciate the smaller class sizes because of the "relaxed" "homey-feeling" and the possibility 
for more contact with the professors. 
Besides all the academic pluses associated with the Honors Programs, an opportunity for socialization exists through the 
Association of Honors Students (AHS). 
Christy Shannon, a freshman honors student, believes the most unique aspect of the Honors Programs is AHS "because 
honors students can get together and go out and have fun. It helps relieve some of the pressure." 
AHS meets twice a month and plans a variety of social activities for honors students. In this school year picnics and trail hikes 
at Fox Ridge, jello twister, ice cream socials, trips to musicals and plays, and card games, among other activities, have been 
planned. 
Whether its intellectual or social stimulation that the honors students of Eastern desire, the Honors Programs are ready to 
fulfill their needs. 
By Sarah Drury 
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The honors study center. The study center has computers, printers, areas for group study, and individual study carols for 
student use. Its hours vary according to need. Above: The Booth House staff. Photos by Keri Lanning. 
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LEARNING THROUGH FIRST HAND TEACHING EXPERIENCE 
Do you remember when you learned for fun, not to save your future? Do you recall when career choices were simple? Everyone 
knew they would be ballerinas or army men or, of course, teachers. 
Teachers are the givers; students are the receivers. Student teachers are a little bit of both. Student teaching requires the classes 
and the preparation of a learner, and at the same time it requires the communication and the professionalism of a teacher. Is it really 
all that tough? According to three future teachers, it is definitely worth the effort. 
Cindy Beason, a physical education major, did not always want to teach. She began her first semester at Eastern with a business 
major, and after having so much fun in her gym classes, changed her major to physical education second semester. Spring semester 
Beason is focusing on her minor, home economics. 
In the Fall semester of 1994 she will begin to student teach at Atwood Elementary School. This senior has already had experience 
with children while coaching the Charleston Junior High School track team and girl's basketball team. Beason is unsure of where 
she wants to teach, but she would love to coach any sport at the junior high school level. She said that she sees herself as an open-
minded person and looks forward to learning more about the responsibilities of the job as she teaches children. 
Kate McBride, a special education major, feels that although classes here have definitely prepared her for teaching, "nothing's like 
the real thing." 
Graduating in the spring semester of 1993, McBride is finished with required classes. She now concentrates solely on student 
teaching. With experience of student teaching seventh and eighth grades at Mattoon Junior High School, McBride only recently 
began to do what she calls "really teaching." 
After graduating, her degree will enable her to teach kindergarten through twelfth grade. The type of children McBride will teach 
are Educably Mentally Handicapped, she describes them as self-contained. When McBride decided she wanted to teach she was an 
elementary education major. This senior laughingly admits that there is a better job market for special education teachers. 
But in all seriousness, McBride has a goal to achieve. She says of the children, "all their lives people have been telling them they're 
doing things wrong. I want to show them they can succeed ." 
Finally, Krista Kuhn, a graduate of Eastern, has just finished her student teaching and her schooling, and already has a job. Her 
early childhood development degree enables her to teach preschool through third grade, but she says she would like to go back and 
get her second certificate in elementary education w hich would enable her to teach through ninth grade. 
Kuhn taught for five weeks at Project H .E.L.P. (Help Educate Little People). She also student taught for seven weeks at Powers 
Elementary School in Sullivan. When the teacher took a leave of absence, Kuhn started teaching the same second grade class she 
taught when she was student teaching. 
Although Kuhn believes that college provides more book work than what is actually needed to teach, her expectations on what 
she would learn from teaching were fulfilled. 
This young teacher says she has wanted to teach since she was a little girl. 
"In college, you could find me babysitting more than you could at the bars," says Kuhn. 
Teachers are the building blocks of all understanding and ideas. Cindy Beason, Kate McBride, and Krista Kuhn are three of the 
many future teachers in the world. It is good to know tha t there is a program such as student teaching where young adults have the 
opportunity to get first hand teaching experience in addition to their classroom work. 
By Amy Sciaccotta 
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Opposite page and this page: Krista Kuhn teaches second grade at Powers Elementary School in Sullivan. Photos By Britta 
Albrecht. 
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· Above and below: Rashida and Asif Kadiani with their one-year-old son. Photos by Britta Albrecht. 
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WORLDS OF HTREMENDOUS EXPERIENCE" 
Imagine attending school thousands of miles away from your family and friends. When international students come to Eastern, 
they need to make many adjustments in their lives. 
Jean Tang came to Eastern after living in Taiwan for 25 years. Tang applied to Eastern's graduate school after her mother 
recommended Eastern. She is studying environmental biology, and plans to finish in one year. After Eastern, Tang plans get her 
Ph.D. from another college and then go back to Taiwan and work on water treatment. 
The admissions process to go to college is much different in Taiwan than at Eastern. In Taiwan, students must take a test their 
senior year of high school before applying for college. The grade the student receives on the test will determine what level of 
college he or she will attend. Students in Taiwan study English for six years, three in junior high and three in high school. Courses 
are held from four to six hours a week. The students learn how to read as well as speak the language. So when Tang came to the 
United States she already understood English. 
Tang said she noticed many differences from living in Taiwan to living in Charleston. She explained Charleston is more peaceful 
and not as crowded. Taiwan is two-thirds the size of Illinois, yet 20 million people live there. "It is hard to see anyone you know on 
the street there," Tang said. She added that Charleston is almost too quiet for her. After the first two weeks she attended Eastern, 
Tang felt homesick. "I felt lonely all the time because there was not too many people around," Tang said. As the semester went on, 
her courses got harder and tests kept her busy, so she didn't have time to think about being homesick. Another difference between 
life in Taiwan and Charleston is the people in Charleston are more patient, she said. "In the big city, the people don't have time and 
not much patience," Tang said. When not attending classes she enjoys sports such as swimming and badminton. Although 
badminton is popular in Taiwan, Tang can't find badminton racquets anywhere in Charleston. She also enjoys walking around 
Charleston. Without transportation of her own, however, she doesn't get much chance to go out unless her friend who does have a 
car goes out with her. 
Tang said she probably won't be going home anytime soon. The cost to travel is too expensive. Winter break wouldn't be long 
enough to spend time back home. She said she writes letters once a week and calls home, which results in high phone bills. 
After attending Eastern, some international students decide to stay in the United States to pursue a career. Asif Kadiani, 
originally from India, came to Eastern to get his masters in business education. He now works as a mechanical engineer for a 
company in Springfield while his wife, Rashida, finishes her senior year at Eastern. 
One main reason Kadiani decided to attend Eastern was the foreign assistance the school provided. "Most who come from 
foreign countries look for foreign assistance," Kadiani said. For Kadiani, it was a major decision to break away from his job and go 
on financial assistance. Kadiani said getting his MBA "was only a tool for his career." Kadiani's profession was mechanical 
engineering, and his degree in mechanical engineering would determine the job opportunities he would focus on. 
After Rashida graduates in May, Kadiani said they are not sure whether they will stay in Illinois. Their decision also depends on 
whether or not his wife will pursue her CPA. Rashida may take one year off from her career to take care of their one-year-old child. 
Several of Rashida's instructors have given her advice saying it is too difficult to balance the job and the family. 
While living in an apartment in Springfield, Kadiani visits his wife and child every weekend. Rashida and their child live in 
married housing off campus. Kadiani said, "I look forward to get home to my family, and with the child, I have added reason to be 
home with the family,". 
Before coming to the United States to attend Eastern, Kadiani lived in Muscat, Omar, working as a mechanical engineer. Once a 
year, he would travel back to India to visit his family. Kadiani said he met his wife during one of his visits back home. 
Kadiani said he noticed many differences between India's and Eastern's school systems. In India, the colleges are associated with 
one university. The course curriculum and the exams students take are fixed by the university. Degrees that students receive come 
from the university and not from the separate colleges. The professor's emphasis in the classroom is to teach, Kadiani said. They 
prepare their students for tests that are designed by the university. Kadiani explained, "The college's reputation is based on the 
performance of students (on their tests) ." In the United States, college admission is determined greatly by the student's ACT and 
SAT scores, Kadiani said. However, college admission in India is determined by looking at the student's overall academic 
achievement and overall abilities. The colleges will invite the good students to join their college, Kadiani explained. 
Kadiani said he needed to make several adjustments after coming to Eastern. "I experienced different cultures, different people 
and different ways of doing things," Kadiani said. One adjustment he didn't have to make was trying to learn English. Kadiani said 
English was taught in classes in India. Many schools in India, he said, are run by Catholic jesuits and nuns who emphasize 
education. 
Kadiani said the past four years living in the United States has been a "tremendous experience." He said he has learned a lot 
about American culture and the American way of life. 
By Abby Krakow 
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GROUPS 233 
Association of Childhood 
Education International 
Row 1 Amy Gossett Secretary, 
Sonya Holtz Vice President, Debbie 
Foote President, Dr. Carol Helwig 
Advisor 
Alpha Epsilon Delta 
Row l Ken Krause, Scott Abbott -
Treasurer, Tracy Hutton, Amy 
Peters Row 2, Andy Novinger, 
Rodney Bailey- President, Ted 
Trveblood, Christie Benedict, 
Mason Connolly 
Row 3, Lynn Anderson, Cristy 
Elving, Richard Funk- Faculty 
Advisor 
Karina Volodka 
American Chemical Society 
Row 1, Nanci Anne Rich President 
Amanda Zrout Vice Pres., Heather 
Camren Secretary, Carol A., 
Deakyne Sponsor, Row 2, Cara 
Eyer, Craig French, Brad Togsdon 
Phillip Hayes, Row 3, John Shriver 
Travis Harris, Matthew Daniel, 
Chris Liberatore 
234GROUPS 
Association of Honor 
Students 
Row 1, Cindy Romholtz Secretary, 
Cynthia reynolds Vice President, 
Jacki Urquhart President, Jerrimy C. 
Nacke Social Chair, Tamara Morris 
Treasurer, Jill Boehm, Row 2, April 
Livingston, Scott Meyer, Julie 
Henry, Maureen Cerven, Sxott 
Sudkamp, Kristin Meiser, Lori Vail, 
Lelia Cox, Jason Bennett, Joe Nolan 
Row 3, Jeff Walk, Michelle 
Buchanne, Jenny O'Brien, Anna 
Marisa, Kelly Meisner, Tim King, 
Katie Schmeid, Heather Stace, 
Deanna Bhear 
African Amerca Studies 
Association 
Row 1, Cary Durham 
Parlimentarian, La Shawanda 
DeBose President, Vontonia Preyer 
secretary, Latrice, Smith Vice 
President, Ross R. Martin Treasurer, 
Row 2, Janette Kibble 
Yolanda Williams, Kellie Shannon 
Patryce I. Sheppard, Eunice L. 
Lanny, Charese M. Eggleston, 
Kimberly A Carter, Vinram s Wade 
Bey 
Beta Gamma Sigma 
Row 1, Ted lvarie, Adam 
Silbernagel President, Tricia Hartke 
Vice President, Brian Kern sergeant 
at Arms, Mike Wilson Sec 
Treasurer, Advisor, Row 2, Connie 
Helton Stacia Jill Hellring, Lin Volz, 
Ronae Schuer, Katrina Brown, 
Michelle Serogum, Becki 
Underwood, Row 3 
Jason Musgrave, Chad Holthaus, 
Jack Shupe, Douglas Kruse, Brian 
Patton, Brent Heminghaus, John A. 
Walker, Tim Davis 
GROUPS 235 
Black Greek Council 
Row 1, Kimberly Purham, Krista 
Stringfellow, Nicole Stewart, 
Yolanda Williams, Tinisha Murphy, 
Row 2, Linian Marks, jackie Scott, 
Yvette Albritton, Andrea Turner, 
Row 3, Terrence Trimuel, Medina 
Ellis, James Tate, A ronda 
Spearman, Tonya Barber 
Black Greek Council 
Row 1, Angie Yarborough -Vice 
Pres, Rosunda jones, Monica 
Martin, Cawanna Wright, Kristin 
Buford, Row 2, Patrica McClure, 
Alice Harper, Evette Pearson-
President, Dione Mo Hall, Row 3, 
Tasha Johnson, Aaron Bell, Lakye J. 
Franklin, Shannon Ford -Treasurer 
Black Student Union 
Row 1, Medina Ellis - Secretary 
Ebony Sherman -Treasurer, 
Shannon Ford - President, Deresse 
Parram- Parliamentiarian, Latisha, 
Hoskins - Admin Asst, Row 2, 
Kirstin Buford, Ross Martin, Misty 
Williams, Gillian John-Charles, 
Shari Washington, Denise 
Robinson, Lueiana Goldstein, 
Kimberly A Carter, Deanna 
Blackwell, Patrica, McClure, Row 3, 
Byron Barnes, Angela Harston, 
Anika Moore, Jeannie Woods, 
Nicole Woods, DeMarcus Johnson 
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Row 1Vennita Shepherd, Ursula K. 
Gordon, Darvel Lewis, Sherese 
Gilmore, Angela Grimes, Row 2, 
Yolanda Williams, Sina Martin, 
Mikole Rankins, Tanisha Moore, 
Ramike Wright, Roshanda Gilmore, 
Row 3 Merissa Yeates, Derrick 
Jones, Jonetta kibble, Kevin Evans, 
Larry K. Barnes 
Cheer Team Junior Varsity 
Row 1, Diedra Brinkman, Tricia 
Senior, Barbie Stumpf, Row 2, 
Leslie Merriman, Caylee Anderson 
Kristen Tilley, Tracy Shunt Co-
Captain, Row 3, Dan Rizzo Coach, 
Kevin Fatland Co-Captain, Billy 
The Panther, Andrew Voris, Joe 
Bergen, Shannon Barber Coach, 
Row 4, Steve Jansinski, Craig 
Colson, Brian Svehla, Bryan 
Michael Rouse, Row 4, Tony 
Haney, Lance Foresberg, Shawn 
Timmerman, Randy Hundley 
Cheer Team Varsity 
Row 1, Mary Suthard, Amy Ragusa 
Abby Hinkle, Row 2, Brenda 
Broniec, Christy Mercer, Amy 
Hershey, Angie Knotts, Row 3, 
Chris Fruehling Coach, Troy 
Pilcher, Billy T. Panther, Andy 
Fowles, Donnie Largen, Row 4, 
Tony Haney, Lance Foresberg, 
Shawn Timmerman, Randy 
Hundley 
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Colligiate Business Women 
Row 1, Brooke RobertsTreasurer, 
Kim Weaver President, Lola 
Dudley Faculty adviser, Row 2, 
Rhonda Black Vice President 
Christian Campus 
Fellowship 
Row 1, Cheryl Curtain, Suzanne 
Whalen, Christine Papazaglou, 
Jackie Greenwood, Karra Gullett 
Erika Klos, Donna Ozborn 
Row 2, Kim Roberts, Jennifer 
Browning, Sue Janes, Barbara 
Bruner, Kelly Gregg, Joel Carter, 
Stephanie Carroll, Row 3, Amy 
Sinkler, Darla Godbey, Jonathon 
Moore, Julie Barrett, Tawnya Ridlen 
Andrea Witter, Row 4, Matthew 
Lagemann, Tory Potts, Chris Gerber 
Eric Zorns, Tim Clavk 
Delta Sigma Pi 
Pledges 
Row 1, Wendy Eilers, Connie 
Dziubczynski, Kara Bolt, Sarah 
Lackey 
Kim Tarter, Row 2, Gwynne 
Chapman, Heather Noll, Erin 
Reisbich 
Cathy Y Caulk, Michelle Dudek, 
Row 3, Ron Broccardo, Moses 
Movsessian, Amy Stepp, Ian 
Watson, John Creamer 
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Delta Sigma Pi Actives 
Row 1, fohn L. Collins Jr, Jason 
Ground Chancellor, Thomas D. See 
Anthony L. Zahrn, Michael Delg, 
do, Matthew T. Yegge Jr, Tim 
Creech President, Kow 2, Katie 
Magoon V.P. social Activities, Lori, 
Glaoson Historian, Stephanie 
Richter, Wendy Stofferahn 
Secretary, Helen Thornton, Michelle 
Wade, Anne Watson, Carrie 
Wiedenhoeft, Leslie Finkel, tina 
Venters, Deana Holliday Treasurer 
Row 3, L)'l} Volz V.P Professional, 
Activities, Dori Hansem, Cynthia 
Boswellt. Melinda Thurm~fl, Holly 
C. Birt, 1Jeggy Schneider, MarcY. 
Guither, K'elTie McMurtry, Sanay 
Schaefer ChaRter Accountant 
Tom Minard, Row 4, Patricia 
Hermach, Diane Meyer, Tara Miller 
Stacx Raym9nd, Laurie Mahlman 
V.P. for Prof Activ, Jill Kesman, Eric 
Brunk, James Flinn, James 
BargerMark Koon, 
EIU Dancers 
Row 1, Cyndi Flowers, Susie 
Alvarado, Andrea Pluto, Luciano 
Goldstein, Kim Brummett, Shannon 
Crowley, Row 2, Jennifer 
Harshbarger, Melissa Pinkoski, 
Kristen Platt, Amanda j. ellington, 
Kate McBride, Christina Y. 
Gonzales, Row 3, Wendi Goebel, 
Paige Wright, Diane Luneckas, 
Christine Krashak, Robyn Marra, 
Cindy Buttgereit, Karen Bartosiak, 
Betsy Cole 
EIU LaCrosse Club 
Row 1 Ryan Eisfeldt, Tom Minard 
Vice President, Captain, Craig 
French, captain, Row 2 Erik 
Chaffer, Buck Satan, John Palsir, Jeff 
Fortman Row 3 John P. Walsh, John 
Mercer, Scott Buziecki President, 
Michael Sullivan,Row 4 ]. Theis, 
Adam Menaker, Todd Rosko, Doug 
Konrath 
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English Club 
Row 1, Gretchen Neddenriep, 
Carolyn Magdziasz Treasurer, 
Yvonne WoJnarowski Treasurer 
Sara Kirchner, Row 2, Kelly Bergin 
Nada Milanovic, ~ynette 
Goblemann, Kim DePatis, Row 3, 
Leeann Bingham, Ami Krurey, 
Aimee Bird 
Michelle Warner, Peter F. Essig Vice 
Pres, Jennifer Page, Row 4, Chlis 
Jorgensen, Laura Klepzig, Brett 
Wilhelm, Not Pictured, Frank, 
Kuzniewski Secretary, Dave Bargiel 
Steve Bein, Kelly Bergin, Cheri BOyce, 
Martin P. Britt, jenn Bursaw 
Cynthia Fellner, Wendy Field, 
Stephanie Franzen, Lynette 
Gobleman, Jon Wanski, Sarah 
Antrim, Monk, Glenda Hunmann, 
Laura Klepzig, Bryan Levek, Qylan 
McNeil, Martanne Navickas, Bridget 
Olist Sue Ellen SoQger, Jack Thursfon, 
Anarea Veltman, Traci Williams 
Financial Managment 
Association 
Row 1 Brian Patton D.A., Brian 
Vogel, Kevin Clark, Row 2, Debbie 
Heap, Julie Anderson- President 
Dan DiSabato- Deans Advisory 
Board Rep, Ann O'Neill, Row 3 
Randy Burleyson, Kari Horsman-
Tresurer, Brian Binder - Vice 
President, Mark DeGrazia 
Graphic Design Association 
Row 1 Brett Tate, Carrie White, 
Kathleen Duffy, Amy Saunders 
Treasurer/Secretary, Karri Maddox 
Vice President, Row 2 Todd Crull 
Christine C. Jones, Candy R. 
Wilson, Nicole Wiles President, 
Row3 
AI Grivetti Advisor, Bob Young, 
Brian Di Crescenzo, Matthew 
Havnar 
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Hlistory Club 
Row 1, Mary Purtell- Treasurer, Jo 
Jynn Gergeni- President, Row 2 
Julie Anderson, Robert Ogden -
Vice-President 
Association of International 
Students 
Row 1 Gordana Bosni<;t Tao Li0Kae Fujii Ruey-Ting Tan_g, ;:,anhita atta 
Yan L4,Kui'Wang, Claudia Niessing, 
Nana 1atsurni, YUsuf Anwao 
Manhule Khandakar, Row ~. Tufail 
Ahmed, Asako Takao, Nanaitha 
Balasubramanian, Ayako.~ 
Yamashita Tasneem Ars1walla-
PresidenCtutta Kraemer, Birgjtta 
Walisch, Weiying Lin, Hom~ Jiat)_g, 
Kamlesh Parwaru Lutful KfiandKer, 
Row 3, Gwynne Chapman Fahim 
f:j~u, Jun Yuan, Lifeng XutJ< A . 
Kmgrley Nama ~yeame 1\.wesi, 
Cormna Wernet, ffarbra Newton, 
Loke Lee, Hung Chiun Ju, Brijitte 
Cheu - Advisor, AmanMehra, 
Rid wan Rahman, Lei Cheng, Row 4, 
Noriko Tsunoi, Taeko Shi.nmei, 
Yoshiko Suwanai, Takako lida, 
Mandy Arnin, Mark 
StegmayerMeg1..1ffii OnozakiKayoe 
Koihiyama Emi Chiba Hiroko Hataq~, Hong Guae, Xing_ Lee, Hui 
Zhon vvenzhong Qui, He1:'ing Cheng 
Junior Panhellenic Council 
Row 1 Mindy Laczynski President, 
Michele Eidson Delegate, Laura 
Klepzig Delegate, Row 2 Aimee 
Berman Money Making, Melissa 
Hard Delegate, Kristin Roy 
Delegate 
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Row 1, Dr. Dale Downs- Advisor 
Dr. Linda Reven- Advisor, Dr. 
Richard White- Advisor, Row 2, 
Tony Strahanoski, Cynthia Atkins 
Stephanie Seiler, Nikki Andreina -
President, Betty Smock- Program 
Chair, John Stewart- Foundation 
Chair, Row 3, Ami Krumrey, 
Suzanne Whalen, Tara Davidson -
Social Chair, Lisa Alberson, 
Amanda Hiller- Treasurer, Amy 
Luker 
Kappa Mu Epsilon 
Row 1, Jennifer Brennan - Secretary 
Angie Cothron - President, Laura 
Tougaw- President, Jane Geier-
Vice President, Row 2, Amy 
Dahnke, Tony Strahanoski, Allison 
Bushu, Row 3, Wendy Coplea, 
Melissa Welch, Not Pictured: 
Stephanie Seiler - Treasurer 
Latin American Student 
Organization 
Row 1, Myndi Funes, Kari Bustus 
secretary, Tina Bobe', Melisa 
Gonzales Historian, Mara Cornejo, 
Delia Bazan Historian, lrme Perez 
Treasurer, Row 2, Rosadelia Perez 
Celestina reyes, Diana Ponce, Eva 
Magallanes, Fidel Rios, Anthony 
Perez President, Row 3, Victoria 
Stout, Ivan A. Adames, Alonso, 
Balderas, Mrs. Jill Martinez, 
Jancinzo C. Martinez, Bob Garcia 
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Math Club 
Row 1, Amy Dahnke, Angelle 
Purnell- Treasurer, Tony 
Straharoski - Vice President, Chris 
Cullop- Secretary, Row 2, Wendy 
Coplea, Jane Geier, Laura Tougaw, 
Julie Lu 
Row 3, Shelia Simmons, Angie 
Cothron, Jennifer Brennan, Not 
Present, Steve Trepachko -
President 
MBA Association 
Row 1, Krista Walsh, Yan Li 
Advisor, Susan Price, Dino Raso, 
Row2 
Paul Hard Treasuser, Jutta Vraemer 
Birgitta Wlisch, Troy Skoog Comm. 
Officer, Tasneem Arsiwalla, Row 3 
John J. Alberts, Jon A. Rosenberg 
Gary C. Robb, Michael C. Nibbelin 
Advisor, Clarence E. Richey, Mark 
Stemayer 
Mortar Board 
Row 1, Laura Draughan, Amy Hall 
Jenn Gutowski, Lori Vail, Row 2 
Julie Roberts, Michele Culumber 
Angie Collier, Amy Krumrey, Eric 
S. Davidson, Vice Pres, Row 3, 
Craig Tafel, Jeff Waldhoff, Darrell 
Rennels, Jeff Walk 
I 
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Muslum Students 
Association 
Row 1, Tufail Ahmed, Khanieta 
Edwards Ooint Sec), Mahbub 
Khandakar, Lutful Khandker, Row 
2 
Ridwan Rahman- Treasurer, Fahim 
Ejaz, Muhamood Bult- Advisor 
Yusuf Ammus- President 
NRHH 
Row 1, Cheryl Boyce, Angela 
Churchill, Maggie Kossman, Kathy 
Scully, Row 2, Beverly Studzinski 
Michelle Steger, Christine 
JonesTracey Whalen, Row 3, Cory 
Yarmuth, Jeffery Alexander 
Waldhoff, Mason Connolly, J. Scott 
Rollinson, Joe Cantona, Jim 
Gregory 
NSSLHA 
Row 1, Laura Burdeau, Lisa Probst 
Michelle Uchreiner, Jocelyn Clark 
Nancy Stukenberg, Kelly 
Winterrowd, Melissa Pinkoski, 
Angie Fields, Kathleen Mee, Leslie 
Skelly 
Row 3, jean Smitley Advisor, 
Jennifer Radcliffe, joanna Pacocha 
Program Coordinator, Keesha 
Compton, Erin Smith, Jill Johnson, 
Row 4 
Stuart Kaeding Secretary, Kimberly 
Klooster Vice Pres, Angie Collier, 
Jerry J. Ruzzo, Melissa Folkers 
Treasurer 
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Newman Catholic Center 
Row 1, Bob Meyer, Holly Walters 
Malcom McCallum, Roy Lanham, 
Geri Lanham, Sherry Lanham, 
Steve Epperson, Row 2, Kelly Nee 
Jessica Mayszur, Jolene Scheirer 
Nancy Stukenberg, Kim Szcinski 
Jennifer Toohill, Michelle Howell 
Row 3, Nicole Mark, John Murphy 
Shelia Simmons, Jennifer Brennan 
Kevin Miemerg, Amy Gries 
Behind every face is a story. A 
story which weaves a rich tapestry of 
friendship, sorrows, joys and dreams. 
The names for the most part begin to 
fade with the years, but every time we 
see the faces of those who touched our 
lives, if only for a moment, the cynicism 
and the bitterness of our world take a 
back seat to hope and to the playful 
spirit. Our memories invute us once 
again to drink deeply from the river 
which connects us all. For it is true: The 
eyes are the window to the soul. 
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Order of Omega 
Row 1 Shelly White, Megan 
Targonski, Kirsten Buford, Michelle 
Sabin Kari Dabrowski Secretary 
Sondra Svatos Row 2 Luciana 
Gomes, jennifer Watson, Rachel 
Gudeman,Laura Anderson, Robyn 
Christopherson Row 3 Erin Sanders 
Vice President, Karen Lambke 
Jenny Derouin, Shannon Casey, 
Kevin Lipke Row 4 Craig Tafel, 
Brent Cage, Kelly Willis, Kevin 
Muller, Brad Winn Row 5 Kevin St 
Angel President, Darrell Rennel, 
Sean Gillian, chad Bandy, Ron 
Hornsey, jeff Scott 
Panhellenic Council 
Row 1, Sondra Svatos- Delegate 
Kristin Zozaski -Delegate, Holly 
Hawkins- Delegate, Kellie Cutler-
Delegate, Stephanie Crase-
Delegate, Row 2, Kendyl Kinshaw 
-Community Service , Mary La 
Rock I FC Liason , Robyn 
Christopherson lntramurals, Kelly 
McKeown -Natural Ties, Tamera J. 
Walker- Delegate 
Panhellenic Council 
Row 1 Tracey Rubach 3rd Vice 
President, Colleen Murphy 
president, jenny derouin 1st Vice 
President Rush Row 2 Karl 
Dabrowski Scholarship, Kellj Scales 
2nd vice President, Maureen Leary 
1st Vice President, Rachel 
Gudeman Treasurer 
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Peer Helper 
Row 1, Rhea Sickman, Maureen 
Ancheta, Carolyn Magdziasz 
Krista Stringfellow, Tina Bobe, Row 
2, Jason M. Brown, La trice Smith 
Vinram S. Wade Bey, Sina Martin 
Kenya Douglass, Sherell G. White 
Row 3, Anthony Perez 
Madinah ellis, Anthony Jarrett, 
Aaron Bell, Mona Davenport 
Advisor, Not Pictured David 
Brooks, Dionne Brown, Tonya 
Cannon, Melika Embry, Dione Hall, 
Felcia Hollivay, Tasha Johnson, 
Rosunda Jones, Carolina Melo, 
Shahari Moore, Jerry Taylor, 
Reynaldo Vargas, Angie 
Yarborough 
PhiGammaNu 
Officers Seniors 
Row 1, Chris Doehring President 
Kimberly james Pledge trainer, 
Kathy Bracken Secretary, Michelle 
Herron, V.P. Of Rush, Kari Larkin, 
Treasurer, Karen Lipinski, Pledge 
Trainer Row 2, JesstCa Carlson 
Nikki Groth, Jane Nixon, Mary 
Purtell, Melanie Miller, Debbie 
Heap, Row 3, Valerie J. Simpson 
Mendi M. Pfister, Shelley ~ughes 
Kristie Zollner, William G. Lange Jr. 
Ginger L. Hendricks, Row 4, 
Brandon Goble, Adam Silbernagel 
III, Brian Quitno, Not pictured, 
Kristin Meisner V.P of Prof Affairs, 
Erik Howe, Sheri Muerder, Kelly 
O'Neill Jami Payne, Melan ie Isaacs, 
Julie Meyer Editor, Kim Hartrich 
Phi GammaNu 
Row 1, Pam Mcnamana, Neely 
Doubet, Moureen Ancheta, Krupal 
Swami, Victoria Sommese, Deborah 
Suzewits, Julie Hale, Row 2, 
Jennifer Baum, Janna Henry, Lisa 
Johnson, Holly Foglesonger, 
Heather Ulrich, Michelle Myers, 
Row 3, Amy Lyle, Jessica Shepard, 
Emily Pritchett, Tricia Hartke, 
Carrie Sims 
Michael Biester, john Huber, Row 4 
Dana Drury, Daniel Alber, Scott 
Bryant, Christian Cyr, Travis Kuntz 
Nathan Aslinger, Brian Holmes 
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Pink Panthers 
Row 1 Nikki Harmon Co Captain, Andrea Brinkman Secretary, Angie Betourney Captain, Row 2 
Jennifer Shourek, Wendy Paddock, Nicole Holland, Kristi Bruce, Row 3 Elissa Howard, Jennifer 
Lowell, Kristen Bergen, Cindy Yarberry, Danvielle DaviS 
PRSSA 
Row 1, Julie Kaupert Co-President 
Liz O'Neill Co-President, Stephanie 
Crase, Row 2, Carrie White Graphis 
Consultant, Christina Wehde 
treasurer, Kristin Hoffman, Julie 
Sullivan Secrertary, Row 3, Kurt 
Rodrigues Dog Day Coordinator 
Denise Sladky Pr Director, jeff 
Ormand, Terrance w. Ebert 
Psychology Club 
Row 1, Melissa Roberts Secretary 
Mary Harpe, Mary Haney, Patricia 
McClure, Row 2, Jeffrey Brapps 
Paula m. DaiCanton, Carrie 
Castaldo, Venus S. Fleming, Tracie 
Lansin 
Row 3, John J. Rearden Adsvisor 
Carrie A Mcgill President, Rita D. 
Cook Vice President, Dawn Kern 
Albert Willenborg 
RHA 
Row 1, William W. blanck 
Treasurer, Carrie Braga Vice Pres, 
Bethany Livengood ICC/NCC, 
Kasey Kline Secretary, Patricia 
Martinez Advisor, Row 2, Jennifer 
Morrissey, Katie Green, Shannon 
Andrews, Carolyn Magdziasz, 
Angela Churchill , Liane Brown, 
Nancy Bacon, Row 3, Cheryl Boyce, 
Beverly Studzinski, Rebeccah 
Roller, Kris Carter, Abby Krakow, 
Janet Wroblewki, Angie Fields, 
Laura Oraughan, Jocelyn Clark, 
Row 4, David Schaafsma, Shanna 
Humbert, jennifer Szemoit, Keith 
Pietranczyk 
Greg Sork, Joe Cantona, Cynthia 
Peterson, Cynthia Reynolds 
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Sig.ma Rho Epsilon 
Row 1 Dawn Vogel Secretary, 
Tracy Parkins, Vice President of 
Membership, Jennifer Greathouse 
Treasurer, Vicki Beavers V. P of 
Programing, Angela Smith, 
President, Karen Talbott, Row 2 
Karen Rhoades Anne Byrkit, Cindy 
Weaver, Marie Spence, Ranada L. 
Johnson, Sheri Klein, Laurie Meier, 
Cheryl Lehman, Wendy Koch, Row 
3, Heather Luginbuhl, Dan Neubig, 
Judy Dalluge, Michelle 
Sidenstricker, Kathleen see, Jennifer 
Collins, Rebecca Rolph, Lori Vail, 
Dana Dalton 
Sigma Tau Delta 
Row 1, Duangrudi Suksang 
Advisor, Eric Curry Pres, Catherine 
DeGraaf, Row 2 , Jenny Bursaw 
Secretary, Kurt Wilamowski, JiH 
Bennet Treasurer, Casey Condon 
Row 3, Scott Langen, Bret R. Fuller 
Vice President, Tim Shonk Faculty 
Advisor 
Student Accounting Society 
Row 1, Charles Wootton Advisor 
Elizabeth Collins Secretary, Becki 
Underwood President, Dean 
Holliday, Row 2, Tina Lidy 
treasurer 
Rachel Toney, Jennifer Baum, 
Patricia Gower, Row 3, Chris 
Karch, Michael Delgado, Dana L. 
Atkins 
Charles O'Malley, Mark Shrmler 
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Student Government 
Cabinet 
Row 1 Unknown, unknown, Kevin 
Dunham, Row 2 Unknown, 
Unknown, Pam Quade, unknown 
Student Government 
Row 1, Katina Gillespie- Senator, 
Amy Compton- Senator, Lisa 
Garrison - Senator, Row 2, Julea 
Warren- Senator, Luke A. Neuman 
-President, JohnS. Kohl- Senator, 
Robert Nevalainen- Senator Row 
3,, Blake Wood- Financial, Lance 
Phillip- Senator Vice President 
Matthew Giordano- Chief of Staff 
Taylor Co. 
Row 1, Dan Neubig - President 
Nancy Bacon, Mevy Jo Cada, Jill Rice-
Vice-President Education Pro_gram, 
Carolyn Magdziasz .... Tara Steffens, 
Shannon AriClrews t<.H.A 
.RepresentativehBrandi Clark, Harvey 
Pettrey Row 2 ratty Martinez, Adam 
Turry, Laura Draugnan, jocel}'!'l 
Clark, Julie Simacl< Meredith A. Max~y Secretary /Treasurer, Bridget 
Roadl. Dino Martinez, Row 3, Mark 
Littrell - Hall Counselor, j ill BOehm, 
Kelly Winterrowd, Angte Fieldsi1Jtilie 
Hillison- Vice-President of Pub ·c 
Relations Chad Gooch Vice President 
of Social Programing. Darcy 
Ruscitti,m Dan Davfd, Row 4 Rick 
Ruscitti - Advisor Kevin Light- Vice 
President of Hall fmP.rovements, 
Christopher Prince- Vice-President of 
Dinning Services R_Y.an Zufall-
Resident Assistant ~25)Luke 
Neumann- Resident Assistant, 
~hn Kohl- Resident As~istant effrey Alwicious -Waldhoff, Travis untz 
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Zoology Club 
Row 1, Malcolm Me Callum -Vice 
President, Shelly Shaw- Secretary 
Lynn Anderson- President, Dawn 
Oswald -Treasurer, Row 2, Kip Me 
Gilliard -Advisor, John Miner 
Daniel Theobald, Richard Funk -
Faculty Advisor, Row 3, Amy 
Peters, Ellen Shobe, Cristy Elving 
Amy Gries 
Student Publications 
From Left: Andy Purnell, John 
Ferak, Amy Carnes, David Putney, 
Sherry Sidwell, Dan Fields, Randy 
Liss, Shola Kehinde, Brian 
Huchel, Natalie Gott, Elliot 
Peppers, Matt Goines, Rachel 
Corbet, Diane Schelzel, Keri 
Lanning, Amanda Scoby, Sarah 
Drury, Heather Clyde, Abby 
Krakow 
Student Publications 
From Left: Ryan Guisti , James 
Tidwell, Ryan Hilligoss, Marlo 
Guetersloh, Beth Raichle, Rob 
Manker, Dr. John David Reed, Matt 
Goines, Mike Nortar, Chris Seper, 
Jeff Culler, Karen Wiss, Adam 
McHugh, Brian Poulter, Chris 
Soprych, Elisse Broadhurst, 
Christine Johnson, Chrissy Whde, 
Christine German, Kevin Schouten, 
Tom Schaff 
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a Sigm a Sigma 
Members 
1 Debbie Heap, jennifer Cleary,. 
Strid, Kristen Hchoonovik, 
Peloquin Chapter Advisor 
2 Sara Crave, Amy wheatley Vice 
Sara Shumard Secretary, Becca 
Brackett, Michelle Geil, Row 3 Brittney 
pan, Leigh Kasten, Chauntel 
rmstrong, Kim Hopper Education, 
Becki Underwood 
igma Sigma Sigma 
Members 
Row 1 Becky Schulz, Linda Bailey, Nina 
DeMartino, Heidi Weitekamp, Jennifer 
Megan Kincaid, Row 2 Jennifer 
Walters, Stephanie Walters, Mindy 
Laczynski, Kathleen Duffy, Sarah 
Hoegger, Aimee Berman Row 3, Amy 
Giardini 
Schneider, Jennifer Sorenson, Lori 
Kristi Kallas, Nikki Hunt, Kristin 
1"-'u'.c.a:,,i Row 4, Staci Hart, Jennifer 
lz, Suzanne Tenclinger, Kimber;y 
meier, Tracey Rubach treasurer, 
Mandura, Kami Lewis 
Row 1 Cawanna Wright, Kristin Buford -
President, Yolanda Williams- 2nd Vice-
President Row 2, Lillian Marks, Tonya 
Surber, Yvette Albritton- Treasurer 
Evette Pearson- 1st Vice-President 
Not Pictured: Lolita Jordan, Zshoan 
Williams- Secretary 
Row 1 Kari Dabrowski- Treasurer, 
Tracey Weller- President, Jill Slavens-
Fraternity Education, Row 2 Kim Weller-
Recording Secretary, Meredith 
DayGuard, Jodie Canham-
Adminstrative Assistant, Jen Stuechey-
Chapter Promotions, Lara McCluskey-
MAP Officer, Brenda Broniec- Alumnae 
Director, Row 3, Shannon Willen-
tramurals, Alexis Genetski- Marshall, 
Bridget Solon- Quarterly Correspondent, 
Amy Carter- Corresponding Secretary, 
l!i~'liAmy Nevius- House Manager, Michelle 
Activities Fund Chairman, 
Brandie Greco- Historian, Samantha 
.-1nu.o:>w.- House Manager 
Row 1, Patty Lakin, Liz Aimone, Kristi 
to, Alicia Hohimer,Michelle 
Katie Wright, Peggy McCarthy, 
Bridget Bartholomen, Amy Sciaccotta 
Row 2 , Missy Smith, 
phanie Herman Christy Mercer, 
Denise Bauer, Jenny Fercarino, Christy 
Liberto, AJ Goeppinger, Jennifer Reno, 
Row 3, Debi Gagliardo, Emily O'leary, 
Missy Stuttle, Nocole Patton, Jodi Garrett 
Lori Girardini, Amy Duncan, Row 4, 
Erin Davis, Lisa Bertellotti, Christine 
uelel, Jennifer Crean, Jenni Jewell 
ne Hebior, Kristina Kinder, Jennifer 
Members 
1, Michelle Acaley, Jennifer Phillips, 
Abbeduto, Jennifer Parrish, 
Maddox, Jennifer Celestino, Row 2 
Conlon, Lynn Hansen, Lori Reeves 
Fragassi, Stephanie SulJivan, Row 3 
Van Leishout, Carey McCaleb, Kerry 
Lori Huber, Randee Price, Sarah 
Christina Olivetti Row 4, Nicole 
Marcy Windsor, Liz 
\A/l< .. rnn ... ,J ... r, Melissa Megginson, Leah 
""'""' .. ~"' Ton Middleton, Rachelle Chevalier 
,.,,.,n t:.rian, Kiya Thomas, Row 2, 
Scott, Andrea Wright - Secretary, 
nee Booker - Ivy Leaf Reporter, Elecia 
ter, Andrea Turner- PhiJackter, Row 
3, Patricia McClure- President, Keisha 
Greene, 
Tinisha Murphy -Treasurer, Not 
red: Karen Adkins, Cynthia Summit 
Ranada Johnson, Dione Hall, Medina 
Ellis, Sherelle McDearmon, Audrey Ware 
Traci Murray 
Alpha Sigma Tau 
Members 
w 1 Crissy Simkus, Tiffany McCann, 
Wiscombe, Beth Matkovich, Kim 
-..n~>nro~r Row 2 Joanna Metalios, Lisa 
Alison Smith, Amy Patton, Lisa 
, Cindi Unes, Row 3 Vicky 
t, Vicky Walker, Amy Collins 
Sochacki, Michelle Dodson 
~i-SI·JRow 1, Brian Luchetti - Vice President 
I, Earle B Atwater III- Vice 
External, Jason D Seinke-
President 
~m~sRi~·c~~~k.~Wtaiight- Treasurer, Chad Franks-
hi ry, Marty Anderson- Social Chair 
2, Chris Rago, Dave Scheibal, Shane 
bun, Dave Loebach, Kevin Fatland 
Row 3, Mike Da Dunne, Michael Spence 
I Dyer, Jason Stewert, Rick Johnson 
Row 4 , Jim Hardiman, Rick Stark, Bill 
Klemm- Sergent At Arms, Michael F 
"'-ij;iijlfl..:1 J ter, Matt "Pic " Raymond 
1, Rick Hoffman, Eric Larson - IM 
ir, joe Bergen, Row 2 , Jeff Jagielski 
Pendy, Edward W Robinson III 
Loren Monroe, Row 3 , Mike Moore, 
David Ragar, Marshall Canfield, Row 4 
Colson, Kris Wulff- Money Maker 
ler, Preston Rudolph Roberts, Not 
red: jack Marcinkewicz, Jermy 
aninga, Ken Sooley, john Klemm, Tony 
Herman, Kevin Axtell, Steve Jasinski 
Mt~~Paul Stratton 
Zeta 
Members 
Row 1, Heather] Shepard, Kristi Roman 
y Ragusa, Becca Bridges, Jennifer 
Lang, Row 2, Rachel Toney, Jeni Schmitz 
Erin Murphy, Jennifer James, Tamara J. 
, Row 3, Niki Collins, Kandy 
, Tricia Pelszynshi, Christine 
Julie Sample 
Row 1, Betsy Butler- Historian 
· Crase- Panhellenic Delegate 
,.,..ru, .. ., ... , .. Cromwell- Social, Bobbie Young 
lanthropy, Row 2, Kara Hocking-
rship, Cindy Carter- Cabinet 
Director, Toni Griffith- Trasurer, Row 3 
ri Lyman -2nd Vice President, Kathy 
Sack- Recording Secratery, Mary LaRock 
President 
Row 1, Courtney Rakow, Jennie Davis 
Benson, Arin Gullett, Jennifer 
well, Heather Patterson, Row 2 
Mendy Moore, Kris Adwell, Jennifer 
Harkenson, Kelli Fogarty, Debbie Blake 
ania Reber, Keely Miller, Row 3, Sadie 
Hudnut, Sarah Kijewski, Sharon 
Charette, Jennie Skarr, Jackie Bernard, 
Mindy Tatman, Paige Parker, Tamara 
Nantz, Row 4, Andrea Strenge, Betsy 
Boudreau, Jennie Scott, Teresa Parker, 
Laura Smiewec, Christy Gerber, Kathy 
McGowan 
Alpha Sigma 
New Members 
1 Kari Bustos, Kristen Gregory, 
essica Hanovska, Amy Kosifas, Michele 
Bidinger, Robin Hickman, Heather 
Szurgot, Valerie Lorett, Row 2 Amanda 
Stablein, Melissa Edmondson, Rienee 
Ryba 
Melissa Kupski, Wendy Harre, Jenny 
Niemeyer, Row 3 Rachel Crabtree, 
Stephanie Hopkin,s Jean Petrow, Trisha 
ideran, Megan Sulter, Kimberly Fila 
Vikki Frank, Heather Quist, 
Swanson, Dana Lohr, Beth 
Offerman, Julie Doss, Kim 
Jennifer Gossard 
Alpha Sigma 
1 Jennifer 0' Brien - Panhellenic 
Anna Schmeltzer- Treasurer 
Damiani- President, Kelly 
Gismondo- Standards Chairperson, Jodi 
'""""''-Scholarship Chairperson, Sarah 
Russell- Membership Director, Row 2 
Kaaryn Sadler, Tracey Zeffiro, Sarah 
McMahan, Gina Candeloro, Row 3 Lora 
Isaacson, Jacquelyn Cummens- Assistant 
.. ~"'""""rship, Erin Locker- Assistant 
· Sherri Piwoarczyk, Tamara 
Brigid Brennan, Amy Levine 
Peri, Tracy Tracy, Aimee 
, Kendyl Kinshaw, Row 4 April 
, Erin Sanders, Stacy Papp, 
Nielsen, Tamara Hicks 
a very active year. We partidJ:>atErl 
in September. Our Philanthropy gives us 
to help the mentally challenged as well as satisfaction of giving back to the community. 
ladies of Alpha Sigma Alpha and the men of Delta Chi had avery successful 
Homecoming in 1993, during which we tied for the first overall. Alpha Sigma Alpha was also 
to sponsor a program on A.LD.S Awaareness during Critical issues Week in November. 
The ladies of Alpha Sigma Alpha were also thrilled to participate in students Against ... .,u..._,,"' 
.,,..,,,"";"Rock-A-Like in December, where we placed firdt in Crowd Participation 
Most of all the ladies of Alpha Sigma Alpha ha dthe honor to sponsor our Province State 
February 19, 1994. Members of chapters of Alp[ha Sigma Alpha from lllinois and indiana carne to 
nar1~estcm for informative workshops, sisterhood bonding, and a formal dinner. 
The Gamma Omega Chapter of Alpha Sigma Alpha celebrated its twenty-fif 
nniversary on Eastern's campus in 1994. we are growing strong and we hope to ha 
nother very successful twenty-five years. Submitted by: Amy Levine, Alpha Sigma 
ha Editor 
Kappa Delta Rho 
Members 
Row 1, Josh Honaker, Matt Strasser, 
Andy Bane, Greg Forrest, Mike Feinstein 
amie Motejzik, Craig Tuggle, Ryan 
• N•:or.•c·L Row 2, Zack Gilbert, Gary Fowler 
Brian Zimmer, Jeff Arms Worth, Tim 
, Michael Walker, Kris Clodfelder 
~~"~''-' ristopher Kagan, Row 3, Scott Sikora, 
f1J5mf;f tim Welsh, Dave Burisek, Matthew 
Nelson, David l lawk, Geno Neri, 
\i~!JDarrick, Brooks, Row 4, Jake Simon, Rob 
Schrader, Matt Dudley, Brian Shore, 
Peck, Matt Lamsargis, Jamie Reid, 
J!li~Gary Babbitt 
w 1 Becky Collins, Tracy boles Jamie 
wendy Newton, Beth Caine, 
Rocco, Susan Galles Row 2 
La Mont, Mandy, Simpson, 
Me Grude, Denise Odrowski, Lisa 
Christina Derasinski, Sandi, 
Ashley Vollmer,Row 3 Alissa 
"'"'""'" Jennifer Hess, amy Moulds, 
le Oilg, JoLynn Gergeni, Traci L. 
Toni toth, Jennifer Law, Brenda 
Row 4 Valerie Bartkowicz, 
hristine Obiala, Tiffany abbott, 
Gonzales, Mara dillon, Denise 
Shannon Flynn, Michelle Phillips 
Row 1 Joalice Yard, Julie Achroeder, 
Angela Bishop, Piper Gill, Row 2 Susie 
Hayner, Sheri! Hubbartt, Stacey Spriet 
Michelle Cisna, Christina Muraski Row 3 
Stephanie Walker, Nancy Rend!, Elissa 
Howard, Nicole Angelos, Joanna Martin 
Row 4 Jennifer Sprehe, Dawn 
Huddleston, Michelle Gaddini, Colleen 
Feeney 
Amy Hershey 
gmaNu 
Executive Members 
Brad Allen, Dean Romono Vice 
President, jason Conder President, 
Matthew Lombardi, David Byrley, Matt 
Rooney- Social, Kevin Lipke Row 2 
Marc Sullivan, Michael Luckey, Donald 
Hausser Jr., Jeffery Lycan- Chaplin, 
Michael Hosking - Recorder, Chet 
Zapotocany- Philanthropy, Christopher 
Kozlov -Treasurer, Row 3 Curt Knox, 
Alexander, Donald Blummer, 
David Pries- Canidate, Martin Vagena 
Livesay, Row 4 Michael Alving-
Rush Chair, Daniel Tomaszewski, Aaron 
Unizik- IFC Delegate, Chris Olszewski 
Brian Huntington, Jake Briscoe, Brian 
Hall 
Row 1 Keith Lipke, Ray Moreland, Scott 
Larson, Mark 0 Roberts III, Row 2 Brad 
Feldman, Mike Sosinski, Dean Mustis 
Kris Netemeyer, John Zarring, Row 3 
Bryon Nicholson, Paul Williams, 
Nicholas J Hosanna, Rick Tucker, Row 4 
Ekdale, Mark Dorley, Mark Michel 
Eric Thies, Michael McNight 
Sigma Alpha Iota 
Row 1, Julia Daniels, Connie Cantrell, 
Belinda Mcphearson 
Not Pictured, Michele Carruthers 
Kristen Davies, Susan Drues, Jennifer 
Long, Row 2, Jill Kondritz President, 
Katariina Baker, Sheri Lawson Secretary, 
Amanda Scobby Sargent at Arms, Row 3, 
Bridgette Balle treasurer, Jennifer Hagu 
Editor, Amy Amess 
Row 1 Mary sutherd, Amy Decker 
activities, Holly Points philanthropy, 
Frances green corresponding secretary, 
Lori Loresch, Kellie CutlerPanhellenic 
Delegate, Tanya Koonce, Row 2 Jacqui 
Francie Mills, Suzanne sisk, 
Rachel Schomburg, Michelle Eiskant, 
Laura Andreson, Kathy Butlert, Krista 
Bedinger, rachel Garrett Row 3 Gina 
Tammy Howard, Cheryl 
Elzinga, Tracee Baum, Susannah Nolan, 
Krissy Matsas, Heather bayne, Lisa 
ke, Kerry Krowes, Niki Barrett 
Alpha Gamma Delta 
Members 
Row 1 Erin Burke, Barbie Stumpf, Pam 
Leber President, Jennifer Townsend, 
Garibay, Brooke Hood, Row 2 
bell, SueAnn McDonough, 
- ·'-lJurtney McDonald, Kim Switalski, 
Laura McGreevy, Kerry Voight, Row 3 
Dayna Church, Brittany Clark Tonya 
Longest, Rachel Kilburg, Dawn 
Urllbacker, Dotie McKenna 
Row 1, Brian Kaner, Jason Bertrand, 
ohy Vogt, Michael treis, Thomas J. 
Rafferty, Row 2, Michael Croft, Mark 
Rooney, Dan Manderwack, Jon stapleton 
Mark smiley, Kory Kettman, Row 3 
Michael Podmolik, Jeffery Bell, Doug 
Rossum, Anthony Sansone, Jim Carden, 
Brian Parrott 
Row 1 Jay Urbanski, Chris Bachman 
rer, Christopher Jon Desmond 
rertary, Chad Michael Ashby Pres 
n ahlgrim alum Sec, Bill Frederickson 
Pres, Eric Feldman sgt at arms, Jeff 
Alum Sec, Row 2, Andy 
IM.ca,onl:>l Gary Belt, Sack Albarran, 
Brian Kamuda, Nick Rickles, C.J Mance, 
Doug Livingston, Justus Upperman, 
Robert Downing, Row 3, Sean O'Malley, 
dre Steiner. Dennis Kamykowski, 
ilton, Curphy Smith II, Bryan Estes, 
Forrest Carper, Curt Herrin 
RacquinLeeVanGuilder II, John Lindsey 
Row 1 Stephanie Lasher, Lisa Promise-
Parlitarian, Jessika jenkins Social co-
Chair, Jody Carr, Joelle lewis, Kelly 
Lohan, Jenny Shafer, Stephanie Tierney 
Row 2 Brenda Ziegler, Tara Lopresti 
Alumni Chair, Rebecca Ross Pledge 
Treasurer Kris Madura Awards Chair, 
Leslie Batty Pledge Secretary, Allison 
Bushu Treasurer, Carrie Shafer Social co-
Chair, Abbi slife Row 3 Christy Strange 
Erin Smith, Angie Schorpp, Cynthia 
Wagers Jonquill Girl, Laura Casper, 
Sarah McLaughlin, Mary Alice Hosier 
Kathy Marciniak President 
Row 1 Vicki Martinka, Tina Rentz, 
Johnson, Dana Johnson, Denise 
Correll, jennifer Smith, Row 2 Aimee 
Carpenter, Dena Armatyy,s Amanda 
Coy, 
Stacy Haggerty, Dawn Nettleton, Sharon 
Courtney Rosen, Row 3 Michelle 
an Michelle Howell, Jennifer 
11, Sarah Bartelli, Jill Rice, 
Epsilon Sigma Alpha 
Members 
Row 1 Kellie J. Olsen, Stephanie R Wetzel, 
Karen Stack, Ann Marie Meyers 
Christine Ori, Nichole Gallo, Jennifer 
Surman, Amy Catherine Koad, Joy Calbert 
Row 2 Lori Schultz, Nancy P. Walker Calling 
Chair, Carrie Zilch, Debbie Foote, Kim 
Zientorski, Kathy Scully Cor Sec, Christyy 
Hansen, Tammi Munin- Cer CcrChair Row 3 
Alyssa Catenacc,i Leah Schuman, Linda 
Hoeksta, Monica Buine, Amanda Enochs, 
Cheryl Rawski Angela Churchill, Christine 
Phillips, Stephanie Netzel, Row 4 Tracy 
Kujawa, Michelle Enriquez, Lisa m. Howard 
Vice President, Shae Martindale, Renea 
Mucha, Bethany Seagren, Michele Gray, 
Kimberly Grinestaff, Melanie McClain 
Kappa Alpha Psi 
Members 
Row 1 Robert Allen Jr. Strategus, Cash C. 
Boyd Pole March, Terrence Trimuel Vice 
Polemarch, Aaron Bell, Steven Smith 
Row 2 James tate Jr., Laykye J. Franklin 
David white, Lionard Watts II, R. Chris 
John Collins Jr Province 
Row 1 Kristin Roy, Stehanie Pedersen 
Melissa Palmquist - President, Kathy 
Kotlke- Vice President, Pam Quade 
Stacy Angelou - 2nd Vice President 
Row 2 Amy Waldron- Chaplin; Co-
Brenda S Brown, Deanna Smothers 
Roth - 2nd Vice President, Anne 
1orrerJKarnp, Jennifer Crawford-
~r·ro~::.ru, Jennifer Koubab -
Chair; Co-Rush, Melissa Kepler-
Cheryl L. Norris - Treasurer 
""""'""u Hard, Tracey Mitsch- Seretary 
· . ..,....-...... m Row 1 Tressa Themas, Tiffant Smith, 
Amy Redshaw, Susann Murphy, Carley 
ifiM.IiPJ Grange, Karen Parks, Lesley Coaler, 
Marci Reifsteck, Row 2 Erin Dougherty 
Jill Vieira, Karyn Gifford, Jen Spurlin, 
~~~lifl!t.l Leslie Parker, Christie Kropp, Melissa 
Turner, Michele Eidson, Row 3 Jenny 
l:mi:~~:""Saunders, Kerri Lay, Heather Fay, 
Lorwtta Rigsby, Andrea Sobieray, Amy 
Plath P.!~~Dawn Wisniewski, Row 4 Erin Eden 
Angie Michener, Heidi Lunt, Laura King 
ll.r~~iii!IPl!~Elizabeth Hayes, Staci Pickel, Erica 
Hampton 
Delta Sigma Theta 
Row 1 Katarsha Bowles- Recording 
Secretary, Rosunda Jones- Financial 
Secretary, Kimberly Purham- Vice 
· Nichole Stewart, Row 2 
--~·u·-~ Harper - Corresponding 
Secretary, Kenyon Douglass, Shahari 
Moore, Ursula Gordon, Row 3 Denise 
Wilson- Sgt-at-Arms, Shawn Peoples-
Secondary Advisor, Tasha Johnson-
reasurer, Kim Hollingsworth -
President, Aronda Spearman -
Parliamentarian, Not Pictured: Mona 
Davenport- Primary, Advisor, Shannon 
Ford, Krystal Green, Tonya Cannon De' 
Reese, Malika Embry, Rhonda King, 
Delphine Parson 
Vennita Shepherd, Sheryl Gilmore, 
Gimore, Tauriana Lyles 
-r.--~ 
Row 1 Jerry Evans- Vice 
PresidentPledge Ed, Thomas D Biewald -
President, David Waller- Vice President 
Row 2 Jon Rankins- Academic Affairs, 
ason Bonomo- Sergent-At-Arms, Lee 
Wolff- Treasurer, John M Cicela -
Recording Secratery 
Row 1 Troy Travis, Todd Strong, Gene 
- BAT President, Shane Morgan 
Horne, Brian CroxdaJe, Row 2 
Rob Baker, Steve Twieteyer, Chris 
Simmons, Dan Cody, Travis Southard, 
Corey Lines, Matt Herman, Row 3 Chris 
Ross 
ff Martynowicz, Blake Williams, Kevin 
rker, Matt Reynolds, Scott Howard 
ohn Hammer, Row 4 Kevin Welsh, 
Dave Semersky, Steve Hardy, Scott 
Schaffenacker, Tim Canon, Bryan Orr 
Scott Ryan, jon Wollever, Greg Jamrozek 
Steve Biedron 
Row 1 Chris Burnett Fraternity Educator, 
Michael Walsh, Mark Olszewski, Andy 
ard, Brad Costanzo Scholastics Chair, 
Row 2 John Poindexter, Brent ndrich 
J. Rebernak, Mitchell Lenzen, 
Brian Kemkamp, Matt Bailey, Jeff 
Reimer Row 3 Scott Dempsey, Natthan 
lffrig, Richard A. Compton Ill, Matthew 
L. Waldhoff, Brian L. DiCrescenzo, Kirt 
W. Schmidt, Aaron Vogel, Keith Mescha 
Row 4 Terry Kazmierczak, Dave Recchia, 
Runtz, Paul Dempsey, Bob Young, 
im Schanz, Jack Kooyenga 
Row 1 Dave hosick, Dylan Maddox, 
steven M. Brock, Ty MeadRow 2,Jeffrey 
. Anderson, Brian VanVooren Pres, Jim 
wrence Rush Chair, Eric Andrson, 
Smith, Craig Lupella Row 3 Clint 
chris regione, Bradly Gathhard, 
Kehoe, Chuck Hurley, Sean 
lliam,Vice President, Mark Molsky 
4 Kevin Moore, Jeff Buenker, Eric 
Lane, Brian Ostrow, Jim Neff, Kevin 
Piket, jeff Treichel 
• 
272 
273 
274 MUGS 
MUGS275 
Ahmed, Tuail Biology 
Acevedo, Maria T. Education 
Anderson, Jennifer Sociology 
Anderson, Michael Spanish Ed. 
Arsiwalla, Tasneem Bus. Adm. 
Ashby, Chad M. Poli. Science 
Ashley, Barbara Dietetics 
Atkins, Cynthia Education 
Atkinson, Dana L. Acc./Finance 
Atteberry, Lori Special Ed. 
Avart, Lori L. Special Ed. 
Bacon, Nancy A. English 
Barbee, Maria Adm. Mgmt. 
Barnes, Steven Comp. Mgmt. 
Baue, Bridgette K. Mus. Ed./ Per 
276 SENIORS 
SENIORS 
Beckman, Kimberly K. Spe. Ed. 
Bedford, Marcia Diatetics 
Beland, Stacy Ele. Ed. 
Benedict, Christie M. Zoology 
Bennett, Nicole Sue Comm. D 
Benton, Michael D. English 
Bernard, Amy L. Education 
Bernard, Craig Indus. Tech. 
Bernatowicz, Lisa Education 
Berra, Lisa M. Busn. Mgt. 
Bessler, Michael G. Indus. Tech. 
Bey, Vinram S. Wade Undeclared 
Bezler, Carrie 
Biewald, Thomas 
Blanck, William 
Home Econ. 
Biology 
Marketing 
SENIORS 
Boles, Tracy J. Pre. Med 
Bosch, Jill Finance 
Boswell, Cynthia Management 
Boudreau, Kristin Education 
Boulden, Elizabeth Education 
Boyster, Chris Poli. Science 
Braddy, Tracie Health Sci. 
Braun, Scott Management 
Brennan, Jennifer Mathematics 
Briggs, Karl Zoology 
Brinkerhoff, Lisa A. Home Ec. 
Brocksmith, J.D. II Home Ec. 
Brooks, David B. Business 
Broom, Jean M. Sociolgy 
Brown, Abdel-Azim English 
278 SENIORS 
SENIORS 
Brown, Angela Elemetary Ed. 
Brown, Kesha L. Speech Comm. 
Brown, Liane M. Comm. Health 
Brown, Michael Business Ed .. 
Brummer, J ody Speech 
Brummett, Kim Undeclared 
Brunsch, Tonya E. Home Ec. 
Bryden, Jennifer L. Marketing 
Buchanan, Michelle Ele. Educati 
Buford, Kirstin L. 
Burdeau, Laura 
Burke, Kathleen 
Ele. Education 
Speech Path. 
Education 
Burke, Maureen Ele. Education 
Bums, Marcylene N. Ele. Education 
Butler, Blainey P. Speech 
SENIORS 279 
280MUGS 
MUGS281 
SENIORS 
Butler, Kathy Sociology 
Butler, Stephanie Speech Comm. 
Butterbach, Jill Elementary Ed 
Byrkit, Anne E. Special Ed. 
Caldwell, Latanya Speech Comm 
Calhoun, Ericka L. Home Econ. 
Campbell, Kristin E. Ele. Ed. 
Canary, Clada Marketing 
Cantrell, Stephanie Physical Ed. 
Cardenas, Elizabeth M. English 
Carlson, Jessica L. Account. 
Carr, J ody L. Ele. Ed. 
Carroll, Thomas J. Com. Mgt. 
Christman, Cheree E. Com. Mgt. 
Clark, Jocelyn A. Comm. Dis. 
282 SENIORS 
SENIORS 
Clark, Tim Undeclared 
Clarke, Kristyn K. Special Ed. 
Clyde, Heather A. Graphic Des. 
Collins, Elizabeth A. Accoun 
Collins, John L. Jr. Marketing 
Combs, Darla Hospitali 
Cook, Matt Finance 
Cook, William E. Fin./Com./Mgt 
Cooley, Valerie Accounting 
Coonce, Bo A. Marketing 
Cooper, Shea C. English 
Cope, S. Laurel Theatre Arts 
Cop lea, Wendy L. Mathematics 
Corbett, Rachel J oumalism 
Cothron, Angie Mathematics 
SENIORS 283 
SENIORS 
Crooks, Amy Speech Path 
Crooks, Michelle A. Education 
Crosby, Traci D. Fashion 
Crosse, Dennis Sociology 
Crum, Crystal Speech Com 
Cundiff, Robert Ele. Education 
Cunningham, Christie Education 
Cunningham, Jennifer English 
Curley, David W. Speech 
Cutillo, Vikki L. 
Cutler, Kellie S. 
Cyboran, J anine 
Ele. Education 
Education 
Education 
Dabrowski, Karl A. Marketing 
Dahnke, Amy Mathematics 
Daily, Craig A. Home Ec. 
Dalluge, Judith Special Ed. 
Dambacher, Bridget Undecided 
Daniels, Julia L. Music Ed. 
Datta, Sanhita Envirmtl Bio 
Daubach, Joseph S. Psy/Soc 
Davidson, Jenny L. Home Econ. 
Dean, Karla S. Bio/Botany 
Debatin, Andrea Home Econ. 
Debaun, Andrea Comp Mngt 
Decker, Paula S. Home Econ 
Defranza, Daniel W. Economics 
Doody, Maureen M. Elem Ed. 
Dougherty, Brandon Pre Bus. 
Draughan, Laura L. Spch Path 
Drues, Susan L. Elem Ed. 
SENIORS 285 
SENIORS 
Duckworth, Martha R. Mgmt. 
Dycus, Jason W. Phys. Ed 
Dycus, Jeff Phys. Ed 
Eckburg, Melissa 
Eidson, Tranae 
Ellison, J ana R. 
286 SENIORS 
Home Ec. 
Home Ec. 
Journalism 
Elving, Cristy A. Zoology 
Enriquez, Jonas AIS 
Epperson, D. Stephen Chemistry 
Erwin, Melissa Psychology 
Essig, Peter F. English 
Evans, Mary Lou Education 
Farris, Rachel Louise Psychology 
Faulkner, Elizabeth Home Ec. 
Fisher, Terrence C. Economics 
Foltz, Heather M. Education 
Foote, Debra Education 
Ford, Shannon Y. Phys. Ed. 
Fox, Brigid E. Home Ec. 
Franklin, Lakye J. Speech Comm 
Fry, Christopher Journalism 
SENIORS 287 
SENIORS 
Gage, Rick S. Economics 
Gallo, Nichole M. Education 
Garbe, Debra D. Education 
Gamer, Karen Education 
Gamer, Kathy S. Economics 
Geier, Jane L. Mathematics 
Geil, Michelle L. Education 
Gilhooly, Therese Marketing 
Gillette, Scott R. Finance 
Glaze, Mindy English 
Goble, Brandon Adm. Mgmt. 
Goble, Christopher Speech 
Gobleman, Lynette M. English 
Goken, Matthew Brent Speech 
Gonzales, Melisa Home Ec. 
288 SENIORS 
SENIORS 
Goodin, Lisa Spec. Ed. 
Goodrum, Carrie El. Ed. 
Gordon, Ursula K. Pol. Sci. 
Gorman, Tiffany L. Education 
Grant, Chris Finance 
Greene, Keisha N. Con. Affairs 
Greenwald, Russ A. Finance 
Gregg, Kelly L. El. Ed. 
Gregory, Brian Speech Comm. 
Griffith, Allyson A. Zoology 
Griffith, Toni Fin/Oper. Mgt. 
Grim, Tammy S. Physical Ed. 
Ground, Jason G. Economics 
Grove, Brian L. History 
Gumbel, Jeffrey L. Speech Com. 
SENIORS 289 
SENIORS 
Gumbel, Leann C. Grph. Dsgn. 
Haase, Kristine El. Ed. 
Habben, Debbie Spch. Comm. 
Hagaman, Mary Lynn B. El. Ed. 
Hagen, Melissa M. Mgt. 
Hague, Jennifer Music Ed. 
Haley, Karen El. Ed. 
Hall, Amy J. El. Ed. 
Hall, Dione Danette El. Ed. 
Halverson, Patrick Economics 
Hammel, Nancy El. Ed. 
Haney, Mary K. Psychology 
Hansen, Christina L. Home Ec. 
Hansen, Dori R. Finance 
Hansen, Richard J. Soc Sci Teach 
290 SENIORS 
SENIORS 
Hard, Paul D. Bus. Admn. 
Harriman, Heidi Psychology 
Harris, Jennifer Home Ec. 
Heap, Deborah K. Finance 
Heap, Jill L. Early Childhood 
Hendricks, Ginger L. AIS 
Henson, Christie El. Ed. 
Henson, Jeremy Psychology 
Hering, June Psychology 
Herron, Michelle L. Marketing 
Hession, Kathleen A. El. Ed. 
Hester, Michael Speech Comm. 
Highland, Michelle El. Ed. 
Hill, Damaris Business 
Hill, Jenny El. Ed. 
SENIORS 291 
SENIORS 
Hinkle, Abby J. Psychology 
Hinton, John E. Speech 
Hoekstra, Linda Speech Path 
Hoffman, Kristin Journalism 
Hofman, Heather L. Envir. Bio 
Holliday, Deana K. Accounting 
Holtz, Sonya El Education 
Hopper, Kimberly A. 
SpchComm!Joum 
Homsey, Ronald A. Accounting 
Horseman, Kari Accunting 
Horton, Randy W. Marketing 
Hovorka, Lisa Economics 
Howaniec, Amy T. Spec. Ed 
Howard, Tammy L. Accounting 
Howell, Michelle C. Mgt/Finance 
292 SENIORS 
SENIORS 
Huffman, Lori Sociology 
Hughes, Deidre Psychology 
Hundley, Brett A. Phys. Ed. 
Hundley, Randy S. Sociology 
Hunter, Lisa Home Ec. 
Iberg, Shelley L. Health Stds. 
lida, Takako Sociology 
Jackson, Michelle Lynn Soc. 
Jackson, Sandy Lee Fam. Serv. 
RIGHT: Senior Wendi 
Goebel, a speech 
Communication major, 
makes her way to class 
through the cold weather 
Wednesday morning in 
front of the Life Science 
Building. Photo By: Jeff 
Culler 
SENIORS 293 
SENIORS 
Janosik, John Daniel II Business 
Jenkins, J essika E. El. Ed. 
Jensen, Jodi El. Ed. 
Jobe, John El. Ed. 
Johansen, Sandra L. Athl. Trning 
Johansen, Sara PE-Athl Tming 
Johnsen, Eric Spch. Comm. 
Johnson, Cheri L. Marketing 
Johnson, Daniel Spanish 
Johnson, Jennifer M. Phys. Ed. 
Johnson, Racheal E. El. Ed. 
Johnson, Teresa D. Journ/Pol Sci 
Jones, Christine C. Grph Dsgn 
Jones, Janet Spec. Ed 
Joseph, Denise M. English 
294 SENIORS 
SENIORS 
Joyce, Arnie Home Ec. 
Juracka, Christopher Sociology 
Kaestner, Julia M. El. Ed. 
Kampwerth, Eric T. Finance 
Kamradt, Andrea AIS 
Karch, Christopher S. Accting 
Kasprak, Julie Marie Sociology 
Kearney, Tara M. Psychology 
Kent, Mamie Psychology 
Kern, Brian J. Compt. Mgt. 
Kesman, Jill Accounting 
King, Larry P. El. Ed. 
Kirts, Kimberly A. Compt. Mgt. 
Kitowski, Gina E. Psychology 
Klepzig, Laura A. English 
SENIORS 295 
SENIORS 
Klooster, Kimberly S. Spch. Path. 
Koch, Warren J. Music Ed. 
Koester, Ted A. Finance 
Kohl, Susanne L. Home Ec. 
Kohler, Kristen Home Ec. 
Kolb, Angela E. Home Ec. 
Koldo££, Julie Home Ec. 
Kondritz, Gerlinda J. El. Ed. 
Koontz, Rhonda Colleen El. Ed. 
Kossman, Maggie May Pol. Sci. 
Kraemer, Jutta Bus. Admn. 
Krakow, Abby L. J oumalism 
Krebel, Tina M. Mathematics 
Kresl, Julie El. Ed. 
Krieman, Kristina T. El. Ed. 
296 SENIORS 
SENIORS 
Kuhn, 
Kulchawick, Jennifer AIS 
Kurup, Vicki S. Accounting 
Kushman, Kenneth M. CompMgt 
Laker, Amy El. Ed. 
Lamczyk, Denene Education 
Lane, Demetrius Spch. Comm. 
Lang, Jennifer S. Marketing 
Lange, William G. Jr. Mkting 
Lanzi, Paullette A. Home Ec. 
Larsen, Astrid J. Pol. Sci. 
Larson, Eric R. Envir. Bio. 
Larson, Tera L. Spch. Path. 
Lawrence, Kimberly Dietetics 
Lawson, Sheri L. Music Ed. 
SENIORS 297 
SENIORS 
Leggitt, Beth Spch. Path. 
Lemar, Joy J oumalism 
Lenagman, Aaron B. English 
Li, Yan Business 
Lidy, Tina M. Accounting 
Lipinski, Karen A. Marketing 
Livingston, Malcolm Accounting 
Loch, Wendy K. Spec. Ed. 
Lofton, Belinda F. Sociology 
298 SENIORS 
I 
SENIORS 
Long, Jennifer A. Music Perform. 
Long, Kimberly N. Spch. Comm 
Lopresti, Tara Zoology 
Lovegren, Amy Con. Affairs 
Lowe, Marcia El. Ed. 
Lu, Julie Compt. Sci. 
Lyons, Susan K. El. Ed. 
Lytle, Kelley Michelle El. Ed. 
Madura, Allison El. Ed. 
Mahlman, Laurie E. Marketing 
Mandel, Rebecca M. Spch Comm 
Mapes, Aleda J. English 
Marciniak, Kathy E. Zoology 
Margeson, Raechel D. Phys Ed. 
Maringer, Julie Spch. Path. 
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Marks, Lillian J oumalism 
Marra, Robyn M. Psychology 
Marshall, Jill Grph. Design 
Marshall, Kara El. Ed. 
Martin, Monica English 
Matson, Cheryl A. Economics 
Matthews, Brian Spch. Comm. 
Maurer, Brian G. Pol. Sci. 
May, Jennifer C. Recreation 
May, Trina L. Phys. Ed. 
McCarthy, Tracy E. Compt. Mgt. 
McAlexander, Tony Spch. Comm 
McBridge, Katherine Spec. Ed. 
McCammon, Stacie Accounting 
McClure, Patricia 
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McCourt, Susan J oumalism 
McCoy, Darmea Speech Comm. 
McCue, Paul F. Indus. Tech. 
McDade, Travis W. Psychology 
McDannel, Laura Home Econ. 
McFarlane, Shannon El. Ed. 
McGahey, Jason D. Indus. Tech. 
McGough, Shannon Spch. Com. 
McMullen, Denise E. Spch. Com. 
McMurtry, Kellie J. Oper. Mgt. 
MeN amara, Michael A. Mgt. 
Mcvay, Rachel Spanish 
McWeeny, Erin E. Psychology 
Medland, Darla J. AIS 
Meeks, Judith L. Psychology 
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SENIORS 
Meisner, Kristin L. Acc/CompMgt 
Miller, Melanie Mkting!French 
Minarik, Melissa Spec. Ed. 
Mitchell, Jerome Psychology 
Mitsch, Tracey N. Home Ec. 
Mollohan, Michelle C. Home Ec. 
Montgomery, Richard T. IndusTec 
Moore-Tice, Malinda J. Tech. 
Moore, Ruth E. Hospitality 
Moan, Michael Economics 
Morecraft, Lynetta L. Con. Affairs 
Morgan, Craig D. Marketing 
Morganeff, Jamie Finance 
Morris, Terri Lynn Spec. Ed. 
Mulvany, James L. Spch. Comm. 
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Murphy, John E. IV Phys. Ed. 
Musgrave, Jason Compt. Mgt. 
Myers, Jennifer A. Fashion Mere 
Nally, Kim Sociology 
Napier, Linda K. El. Ed. 
Nash, Stacey A. Art Ed. 
Nee, Kelley E. Spch. Comm. 
Neubig, DannyM. Spec. Ed. 
Nguyen, Trung K. Economics 
Niemer, Brenda C. Botany 
Nixon, Jane Compt. Mgt. 
O'Donnell, Dawn Spec. Ed. 
O'Malley, Charles F. Accounting 
O'Neill, Ann Finance 
O'Rourke, Kathleen A. Hom Ec. 
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O'Sullivan, Jane M. Sociology 
Odie, Denise S. Health Studies 
Odonnell, Dawn Spec. Ed. 
Ogdon, Robert E. Jr. History 
Olson, Daniel J. Zoology 
Oswald, Dawn Zoology 
Ott, Mindy Speech!Joum. 
Palmquist, Melissa L. 
is./BusAdmn 
Palton, Tina R. Mathematics 
Patterson, Lisa D. AIS 
Patton, Mary El. Ed. 
Pearcy, Tod Tech. Ed. 
Pearson, Evette M. J ouml Afr. Std 
Peebles, Cathy Sociology 
Pepol, Matthew Accounting 
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Peters, Amy M. Zoology 
Pfeiffer, Patricia A. Finance 
Pfister, Mendi M. Mgt. 
Phillips, Christine El. Ed. 
Pickett, Donna Lynn Psych. 
Piechocki, Eileen T. El. Ed. 
Plohr, Elizabeth M. Music Ed. 
Podkul, David A. Sociology 
Poe, Raymond Finance/MBA 
Points, Holly Spch. Comm. 
Prah, Christine A. EVB 
Prince, Christopher M. English 
Purnell, Angelle M. Math. Ed. 
Purtell, Mary H. History 
Quade, Pam E. Marketing 
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Rafferty, Christine M. MBA 
Randall, Johanna L. Fashion Mer 
Rankin, Brent T. Psychology 
Rankin, Gregory AIS 
Ravanh,Sha~ Management 
Redman, Kristen L. Spch. Path. 
Redshaw, Joe Political Sci. 
Reeds, Lori S. Speech Path. 
Reichel, Barbara E. Finance 
Reid, James E. Management 
Reifsteck, Dana M. Psychology 
Relaz, Steven M. Economics 
Renwick, Rebecca L. Spec. Ed. 
Rhodes, Jon Sociology 
Rhodes, Penny Family Services 
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Rich, Julie E. English 
Rich, N ancianne Chemistry 
Rissmann, Heather L. Mgt. 
Rizzo, Daniel El. ED. 
Robbins, Susan M. Compt. Mgt. 
Roberts, Christopher A. Econ. 
Roberts, Melissa Psychology 
Robinson, Mark E. Marketing 
Robinson, Penny Bus Mgt/ AIS 
Robinson, Stephanie El. Ed. 
Rolando, Julie A. Phys. Ed. 
Rollinson, James S. Math Ed. 
Roode, Julie Education 
Roth, Rebecca M. Home Ec. 
Rowe, Lisa-Marie Secondary Ed. 
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Runyon, Jennifer Admn. Mgt. 
Russell, Paula Community Hlth 
Sadlowski, Cathy Anne Psych. 
Sandler, Paula M. English 
Satterwhite, Marcy L. Bus. Ed. 
Scalf, Randel E. History 
Scheuler, Ronae L. Compt. Mgt. 
Schmidt, Anita El. Ed. 
Schmidt, Jerry F. Indus. Tech. 
Schnarre, Thorn English 
Schnepper, Jean Elizabeth Pol Sci. 
Schroth, Dana Finance 
Schwabauer, Ann M. Finance 
Scott, Jennifer Spec. Ed. 
Seger, Jocelyn Home Ec. 
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SENIORS 
Seiler, Nancy J. El. Ed. 
Sentel, Denise R. El. Ed. 
Seputis, Charles R. Management 
Settles, Krista J. El. Ed. 
Shambro, Stacy L. Management 
Shannon, Lucy Management 
Shao, Susan X. Technology 
Shaw, Melissa C. Psychology 
Shaw, Shelly K. Zoology 
Shinmei, Taeko Sociology 
Short, Jaysen D. Accting!Compt 
Shubert, Amy Psychology 
Siadky, Denise M. Spch. Comm 
Silbernagel, Adam Marketing 
Sims, Amy J. History 
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Skerl, Erin E. Home Ec. 
Sleg, Julie L. El. Ed. 
Smith, Bobby Spch. Comm. 
Smith, Darin Physical Ed. 
Smith, Jason L. Zoo/Pre-Dental 
Smith, Karen M. Envir. Bio. 
Smith, Kate Zoology 
Smith, Lynetta I. Home Mgt. 
Smith, Sara E. Art Studio 
Snead, Rebecca Spec. Ed. 
Snow, Melissa El. Ed. 
Snyder, Tonya Home Ec. 
Sobol, James A. Political Sci. 
Somethir, Kim Hospitality 
Spearman, Aronda Home Ec. 
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SENIORS 
Sphar, Tracy El. Ed. 
Spiller, Susan J. Physical Ed. 
Stanfield, Anthony J. Arts/Hum. 
Stegmayer, Mark Business 
Steinke, Jason Psychology 
Stelling, Robert Spch. Comm. 
Stockwell, James C. Spch Comm 
Strahanoski, Tony Math 
Strassheim, Kristine M. Spch 
Stried, Stephanie E. Business 
Stultz, Brenda Art 
Sudkamp, Scott D. Envir. Bio. 
Sugimoto, Sanae Spch. Comm. 
Sullivan, Julie Journalism 
Sutton-Inman, Jill R. AIS 
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Suwanai, Yoshiko Sociology 
Svatos, Sondra Environ. Bio. 
Swann, H. David Management 
Swanson, Tracy Graphic Dsgn. 
Szcinski, Kim P. Hecinhospitality 
Takao, Asako Psychology 
Talbott, Darren L. Spch. Comm. 
Theobald, Daniel F. Bio. Sci. 
Thomas, Riley Social Science 
Thurman, Alan Spch. Comm. 
Tillawi, Laila Physical Ed. 
Tomida, Michiru Env Bio/Geo. 
Toney, Rachel Accounting 
Treacy, Laura Economics 
Tribby, Stephanie A. Med Tech. 
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SENIORS 
Trone, Eric W. Management 
Turner, Rhonda El. Ed. 
Tutt, Kristine M. EVB/Zoology 
Underwood, Becki S. Accting 
Unzicker, Camille E. El. Ed. 
Utz, John T. Zoology 
Vakos, John H. Management 
Vanhoos, Charlene R. Sociology 
Vayo, Melissa Early Child Ed. 
Vogel, Dawn T. Spec. Ed. 
Volodka, Karina M. Zoology 
Von Bokel, Shirley 
Vonderheide, Lisa S. Math 
Waggoner, Robert J. Phys. Ed. 
Walker, Deron History 
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Walker, Michael Zoology 
Walker, Nancy P. PLS/Spc 
Walker, Tamara Psychology 
Wallace, Kimberly D. El. Ed. 
Walsh, Kimberly A. Spec. Ed. 
Walters, Volcoue Physical Ed. 
Wang, Kui Technology 
Wangler, Colleen Journalism 
Warner, Aaron T. Mass Comm. 
Warner, Deborah C. Psychology 
Warnes, Lori A. AIS 
Warren, Julia L. Spec. Ed. 
Weaver, Kimberly J. Mgt. 
Weeks, Kathleen English 
Weemer, Steve Physical Ed. 
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SENIORS 
Wehde, Christinia Psychology 
Weisensee, Christine J. Ther.Rec. 
Welsh, Kevin Mgt. 
Wendte, Donetta K. Business Ed. 
Wernet, Corinna Envir. Bio. 
Westerkamp, Bridget A. Soc. 
Wetzel, Stephanie R. Psychology 
Whalen, Suzanne K. El. Ed. 
Wheatley, Gayle E. Art Ed. 
Wheeler, Kisha K. El. Ed. 
Whitley, Shana Psychology 
Whitney, Helen Envir. Bio. 
Wiedenhoeft, Carrie L. 
Wilamowski, Kurt E. English 
Wider, Cheryl Zoology 
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Will, Margaret Journalism 
Williams, Elizabeth J. El. Ed. 
Willis, Kelly W. Finance 
Wilmes, TracyS. Art Major . 
Wilson, Denise Sociology 
Wineburner, Douglas Music 
Wineinger, Amy Comm Disorder 
Wirth, Dawn M. Accounting 
Wiss, Karen M. Grph. Dsgn. 
Wojnarowski, Yvonne English 
Woods, Monica J. Marketing 
Worley, Deonna R. El. Ed. 
Wright, Cawanna L. El. Ed. 
Yiakos, Gus Sports Medicine 
Young, Bobbie Political Sci. 
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Zahm, Anthony L. Finance 
Zollner, Kristie Marketing 
Zuponeck, Michelle Home Ec. 
RIGHT: a Beatles tribute band played at Eastern 
late January, the crowd they drew was wide 
ranged in age. Photo by: Landon Fuller 
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Anderson, Julie Political Sci. 
Anderson, Michele El. Ed. 
Arnold, Regina Home Ec. 
Asbrand, Lisa Psychology 
Aslinger, Nathan J. Business Ed. 
Bachmann, Kimberly El. Ed. 
Bane, Richard A. Speech Comm. 
Barger, Adrienne Spec. Ed. 
Barrett, Nichole Home Ec. 
Barror, Heather Computer Mgt. 
Berberich, Joan El. Ed. 
Bieater, Michael R. Accounting 
Bobe, Emestina M. Sociology 
Brock,Todd Speech 
Brueder, Mary E. Finance 
Bushu, Allison A. Mathematics 
Butler, Michelle Theatre Arts 
Carpenter, Aimee M. Education 
Castle, Daniel P. Finance 
Chiba, Emi Psychology 
Clodfelder, Kristopher W. Psych. 
Cohoon, Rose M. Studio Art 30 
Colchasure, Scott E. Physical Ed. 
Cole, Ronald Zoology 
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UNIORS 
Collins, Bridget Psychology 
Contois, Cynthia J. Music Ed. 
Craven, Kathy Theatre 
Crawford, Jennifer AIS 
Cribbet, Clint A. Accounting 
Crome, Mary Ann El. Ed. 
Crouch, Shannon Accounting 
Cyr, Christian J. Finance 
Dal Canton, Paula M. El. Ed. 
Dicrescenzo, Brian Art/Grph. Dsgn. 
Dillon, Mara T. El. Ed. 
Dimov, Jennifer L. Sociology 
Dinsmore, Lori Health Studies 
Doss, Julie M. Business Mgt. 
Drury, Dana Business Ed. 
Ellington, Amanda J. Home Ec. 
Ennis, Travis Chemistry 
Enriquez, Michelle L. Psychology 
Ericksen, Rebecca El. Ed. 
Evans, Kelly Ann Elec. Ind. Tech. 
Fear, Candace L. Computer Mgt. 
Feuerschwenger, Tracy El. Ed. 
Flowers, Cyndi El. Ed. 
Flynn, Peggy Psychology 
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Foglesonger, Holly Marketing 
Forrest, Greg Physical Ed. 
Foster, Brian Physical Ed. 
Foster, Sonja Junior El. Ed. 
Fransioli, Laura N. Business 
Frieson, Shawn Q. Sociology 
Frigo, Scott E. English 
Fruend, Denise Compt. Mgt. 
Fuson, Sandy K. El. Ed. 
Galles, Susan Sociology 
Garver, Brett A. Economics 
German, Michelle L. El. Ed. 
Gilles, Stephanie J. Home Ec. 
Giordano, Matthew A. Pol. Sci. 
Glick, Angela S. AIS 
Gonzales, Christina Y. Psychology 
Greco, Jennifer El. Ed. 
Greenwood, Jackie Spec. Ed. 
Gergeni, J o Lynn History 
Griggs, Jacqueline Marketing 
Hameister, Michelle Grph. Dsgn. 
Harlan, Julie C. Hospitality 
Hayner, Matt Chemistry 
Hecht, Russell A. Accounting 
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JUNIORS 321 
UNIORS 
Kearney, Jill D. El. Ed. 
King, Denise D. Education 
Knight, Heather M. El. Ed. 
Koeberlein, Stacie A. AIS 
Kohl, John Steven History/Soc Sci. 
Kottke, Kathy M. Accounting 
Kuntz, Travis Accounting 
Kurilich, Anne C. Botany 
Lackey, Sarah Accounting 
Law, Thomas Journalism 
Locker, Erin Political Sci. 
Luneckas, Dianna J. Recreation 
Lux, Julie El. Ed. 
Lynn, Misty Spec Ed./El. Ed. 
Macrae, Sandra Zoology 
Manahan, Jill K. Spec. Ed. 
Marciani, Alisa Comm. Health 
Marshall, Lorie Indus. Tech. 
McPeak, Devra G. Dietetics 
Metzger, Annell El. Ed. 
Middleton, Robert III Therap. Rec. 
Mies, Kim El. Ed. 
Mosses, Jeff R. Journalism 
Mucker, Jeanette M. Psychology 
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UNIORS 
Mueller, Christy English 
Murphy, Susann Spec. Ed. 
Murry, Erik T. Speech 
Mustis, John D. AIS 
Nelson, Emily G. Social Science 
Nelson, Kimberly A. Sociology 
Nettleton, Dawn El. Ed. 
Norder, Michael Philosophy 
Nunes, Lisa L. Physical Ed. 
Odrowski, Denise Spec. Ed. 
Pacocha, Joanna C. Spch. Path. 
Parker, Anthony M. AIS 
Patton, Amy Accounting 
Pecoraro, Joseph V. Indus. Tech. 
Perez, Anthony G. Journalism 
Perry, Heather Spec. Ed. 
RIGHT: Pam Quade a senior marketing 
major puts together a sign for 
Homecoming Week Photo By: Landon 
Fuller 
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Pranica, Alissa Accounting 
Prather, Hope El. Ed. 
Randell, Troy PE 
Rentfro, Bree A. Physical Ed. 
Reynolds, Cynthia L. El. Ed. 
Ridlen, Tawnya J. Math 
Ringle, Gregory N. Accting 
Roberts, Julie El. Ed. 
Robinson, Joe R. Pre-Engineering 
Romano, Dean T. Marketing 
Ross, 
Rubsam, Anita Spch. Path. 
Rundle, John Envir. Bio. 
Ruppel, Angela K. Health Admn. 
Russell, Margaret M. El. Ed. 
Sager, Lisa Business 
Scanlan, Khristine M. Grph. Dsgn. 
Schaefer, Sandra Accounting 
Schartenberg, Julie Accounting 
Scheer, Stacey Dietetics 
Scheibal, David P. Spch. Comm. 
Scheller, Dara Marie Spec. Ed. 
Schoenberg, Bradley L. Psychology 
Schoenberg, Melanie K. Early Child. 
324JUNIORS 
UNIORS 
Schurman, Jayne E. El. Ed. 
Seaberg, Christine El. Ed. 
See, Kathleen S. Spec. Ed. 
Seymour, Leslie Spec. Ed. 
Shields, Rebecca D. Envir. Bio. 
Shrode, Connie Sociology 
Sipich, Gina Family Services 
Skelley, Molly Speech Comm. 
Slife, Abigail Comm. Disorder 
Smyk, Kevin Chemistry Ed. 
Sommerfeldt, Julie English 
Spangler, Stacy El. Ed. 
Stack, Karen B. El. Ed. 
Strange, Christy Home Ec. 
Surman, Jennifer L. El. Ed. 
Swift, Kari J oumalism 
Taake, Stacy Health Studies 
Tannahill, Tara V. El. Ed. 
Tatsumi, Nana Speech Comm. 
Themas, Tressa Business Mgt. 
Thompson, Richard W. Sociology 
Thornton, Helen A. Accounting 
Trembczynski, China V. El. Ed. 
Tucker, Frederic Marketing 
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UNIORS 
Vanlear, Amy Hospitality 
Venters, Tina M. Accounting 
Vanderharr, Denise L. Mgt. 
Waldron, Amy Jane Marketing 
Waller, Stacei Business Mgt. 
Weaver, Cindy Spec. Ed. 
Weingartner, Becki Sociology 
Wichtowski, Jamie Accounting 
Wiesener, Jennifer S. El. Ed. 
Winterrowd, Kelly Spch. Path. 
Witt, Jennifer L. Recreation 
Wogstad, Amy C. Journalism 
Yamashita, Ayako Spch. Comm. 
Yehling, Mary L. El. Ed. 
Young, Melissa Accounting 
Zilch, Carrie Medical Tech. 
326 JUNIORS 
Photo by: Ean Eskra 
SOPHOMORES 
Anchetam, Maureen Pre-Business 
Anderson, Anne Zoology 
Batty, Leslie 
Becker, Kim 
Blackful, Wendy Chemistry 
Blades, Theresa Sociology 
Blickem, Lola Accounting 
Braga, Carrie English/Theatre 
Brinkmeyer, Shannon Art Ed/Studio 
Bursaw, Jenny English 
Bush, Amy E. Early Childhood 
Bush, Mandy Mathematics 
Butts, Betheney A. Accounting 
Calvert, Kim E. Envir. Bio. 
Carl, Christopher El. Ed. 
Childs, Shantel S. Pre-Nursing 
Cordier, Jan ice Physical Ed. 
Correll, Denise C. Zoology/Pre-Vet 
Coy, Amanda J. Physical Therapy 
Danielczyk, Hope Envir. Bio. 
Decker, Amy J. Marketing 
Derousse, Aaron L. Marketing 
Dilges, Christina M. English 
Eaker, Amy Pre-Business 
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SOPHOMORES 
Eliens, Matthew M. Pre-Engineering 
Farr, Leah Spch. Comm. 
Feinstein, Sarah A. Family Services 
Finch, Yashanya El. Ed. 
Friedrich, Erica D. Accounting 
Gerling, Susie Economics/Germany 
Goines, Matthew Theatre/SpchCom 
Gray, Michele El. Ed. 
Groner, Erin M. El. Ed. 
Hamblet, Tonnika Business/Finance 
Hayes, Crystal E. Spanish 
Henson, Tiffany El/Spec. Ed. 
Hofferkamp, Anne K. Jr. High Ed. 
Huddleston, Dawn Speech 
Huizenga, Clinton D. Zoology 
Hutton, Lori-Ann Family Services 
Johnson, Becky D. Health Studies 
Kennerly, Kerri Zoology 
Kolibab, Jennifer A. CommDis/Sci 
Koon, Mark Finance 
Kropp, Christie L. 
Lamb, Joni A. Journ/Psychology 
Ling, Ye You Accounting 
Lipke, Keith J. Spch. Comm. 
328 SOPHOMORES 
Lohan, Kelly Accounting 
Lucas, Brandee A. Journalism 
Mann, Lea N. El. Ed. 
Martinka, Vicki Journalism 
May, Tim E. Computer Mgt. 
McClure, Andrew J. Grph. Dsgn. 
McDougal, Heather Education 
McPhearson, Belinda El. Ed. 
Mitchell, Jessica Chemistry 
Miunz, Lowell Marketing Grph. 
Morris, Tamara L. Accounting 
Newton, Wendy English 
Nichols, Melissa J. English 
Norris, Cheryl L. Hospitality 
Oliver, Joanne E. Home Ec. 
Peterson, Cynthia A. El. Ed. 
Peterson, Ryan Political Sci. 
Porter, Mary C. EVB 
Reddicks, Jennifer El. Ed. 
Rose, Lorri Undecided 
Schafer, Jennifer L. Family Services 
Scobby, Amanda El. Ed. 
Scott, Jennifer Marketing 
Self, Patti M. Spanish 
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SOPHOMORES 
Sisk, Kevin Physical Ed. 
Smith, Alison L. Marketing 
Smith, Erin Spch. Path. 
Sierling, J aymie K. En vir. Bio. 
Struple, Andrea Medical Tech. 
Swim, Kathleen A. Spec. Ed. 
Tallachsen, Steve Spch. Comm. 
Titus, Karen Spch. Comm. 
Tucker, Teresa J. Psychology 
Ulrich, Jeff T. Accounting 
Uznanski, Deborah Pre-Pharmacy 
Wade, Michelle Marketing!Spch 
Wallace, Veronica Psychology 
Washington, Herb Home Ec. 
Wattendorf, Rachel Psychology 
Webb, Justin C. Pre-Engineering 
Wehrle, Kara Pre-Business 
White, Deborah L. Psychology 
White, Jason E. Mathematics 
Wilmot, Angela El. Ed. 
Wilson, Nancy E. Psychology 
Woicek, Melissa A. Zoology/Pre-Vet 
Wright, Eric M. Business 
Ziegler, Brenda Math Ed. 
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FRESHMEN 
Abbott, Tiffany R. Psychology 
Adams, Erin R. Comm. Disorder 
Anderson, Caylee L. El. Ed. 
Bauer, Michelle Accounting 
Bhear, Dianna Zoology 
Boehm, Jill A. El. Ed. 
Bowers, Angela M. Psychology 
Boyd, Kimberly Psychology 
Braughton, Amy R. El. Ed. 
Brinkoetter, Julie M. Undecided 
Carpenter, Regina M. Health Stds. 
Clark, Carl Undecided 
Clifford, Traci M. Spec. Ed. 
Cole, Julie Accounting 
Conroy, Carolyn M. Undecided 
Cox, Lelia M. Social Science 
Crociani, Catrina M. Undecided 
David, Daniel W. Indus. Tech. 
Dawe, Angie Spec. Ed. 
Dowland, Stacy Spec. Ed/El. Ed. 
Drury, Sarah Envir. Bio. 
Ebert, Jerome E. Engineering 
Eckerty, Cindy Business 
Eilers, Wendy Art/Business 
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FRESHMEN 
Fieldman, Jill 
Ford, Robert W. 
Franken, Kevin M. 
Fukey, Victoria L. 
Grimm, Matthew J. 
Hammond, Stephanie Ann 
Hanner, Emily 
Hasselbring, Erica Lynn 
Helfrich, Dan 
Honold, Monica 
Hummel, Karla A. 
Hunt, Janice 
Irlbacker, Dawn 
Jankowski, Jennifer M. 
Jelinek, Sean L. 
Jennings, Tara 
Johnson, Tanya 
Keller, J ohnna 
Kemp, Kara L. 
Lanning, Keri J. 
Lown, Melissa 
Lucy, Megan 
Markus, Heather 
McCool, Jason N. 
332 FRESHMEN 
FRESHMEN 
Meisner, Kelly Political Sci. 
Mikesell, Robert J. Chemistry 
Mikoff, Kara El. Ed. 
Mills, Donna Zoo/Pre-Med 
Mulligan, Jennifer L. Undecided 
Mustis, Dean Spec. Ed. 
Nason, Janice Undecided 
Newton, Barbara Pre-Phys.Theraphy 
O'Leary, Emily E. Envir. Bio. 
Renkar, Ryan A. Pre-Business 
Schall, Krystal R. Pre-Business 
Schmelzel, Diane J oumalism 
Schmied, Katrina M. Undecided 
Simmons, Sheila R. Mathematics 
Stacy, Heather A. Undecided 
Stephen, Paula R. Pre-Business 
Stoll, Tracy Undecided 
Stringer, Steve Undecided 
Weglewski, Aimee El. Ed. 
Wiegmann, Carla Accounting 
Williams, Jon Social Science 
Zoms, Eric T. Education 
Late Portraits 
Adams, Elizabeth Spec. Ed. senior 
Alberson, Lisa Elem Ed. senior 
Amin, Mandy Chern. senior 
Amnoza, Brandon senior 
Schroer, Melissa Elem Ed. senior 
Colgan, Shannon Elem Ed. junior 
Henry, Janna Bus. Ed. junior 
Henson, Wendy Ed. junior 
Heydom, Leslie Elem Ed. junior 
Hicks, Charles Finance junior 
Holmes, Brian Accounting junior 
Hooper, Cynthia Econ. junior 
Hosking, Michael Soc. Stu. junior 
Huff, Billie Math Ed. junior 
Hughes, Nikki Zoology junior 
Hummel, Jennifer Zoology junior 
Imlay, Kristen Zoology junior 
Irvine, Jason Pre Eng. junior 
Isaacson, amy Elem Ed. junior 
Jackson, Alexandria Spec Ed. 
Jackson , Kathy High Ed. junior 
Jacobs, Janice Elem Ed. junior 
Jakl Joanne Elem ed. junior 
Johnson, Jill Spch Path. junior 
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Late Portraits 
Johnson, Lisa Mngt. junior 
Johnson, Sarah Math junior 
Jourdan. Jeremy Soc Sci. junior 
Kaeding Stuart Spch Path junior 
Kallas, Kristina Elem Ed. junior 
Kampwerth, Deborah Mrkt. junior 
Kaupert, julie Joum. junior 
Craig, Michele Home Econ. 
Decker, Paula Account. 
Goebel, Wendi Spch Comm 
Heinz, Erik Phys Ed. 
Kubiesa, Beth Elem Ed. 
Offerman, Renee Home Econ. 
Slovinski, Katherine Thea Arts 
Smith, William Soc. 
Trenkler, Jennifer Elem. Ed. 
Flashik, Kristin Spch Comm. Soph 
Shumard, Sara Spch Comm soph 
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EDITORS 
•••••••••••••••••• 
Thanks to Amanda Scob-
by, groups and mugs co-
editor, not pictured. 
~HOIOGRA~HtR~ 
••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Thanks to all photographers not 
pictured. 
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LaShinda Clark, photo editor 
WRITERS 
••••••••••••••••••••• 
Thanks to all the writers not 
pictured. 
EDITORS IN CHIEF 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Corbett, lifestyles, academics designer. Clyde, campus, sports, groups, 
mugs designer 
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The 1994 Warbler, volume 76, is the first full color, 
completely digitized yearbook to be produced in the 
history of yearbooks . 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Cover: 
The cover was printed using a black and blue duotoned ink 
cover laminated on 160 point board. The base material on the 
cover is permacote. 
Printing: 
The 1994 Warbler was printed on 80 lb. enamel paper. 
Typography: 
All body copy is set in 10 pt. Palatine. Section headlines vary. 
Campus headlines are all caps, 72pt., bold News Gothic. 
Lifestyles headlines are News Gothic and Palatine in different 
sizes. Sports headlines are 48pt. News Gothic. Academic head-
lines are 209 pt. News Gothic. Groups and Mugs names are in 
10pt. Palatine. 
Photography: 
All photographs were shot in color negative film and digitally 
scanned and printed. 
Pagination: 
The 1994 Warbler was produced entirely by the Warbler staff 
using Eastern Illinois University's Student Publication's net-
work of personal IBMs and Macintoshes using XyWrite III Plus 
word processing, Adobe Photoshop photoscanning and 
QuarkXPress pagination software. Page negatives were imaged 
by Series 3000RIP and Varityper 5300B. 
The yearbook was printed by Delmar in Charlotte, N.C. The 
9x10 annual has 352 pages. 6,000 books are distributed each 
April. 
Information about yearbook distribution or other questions 
should be directed to: 
Warbler business office 
Student Publications 
Eastern Illinois University 
Charleston, IL 61920 
(217) 581-2812 
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Special 
Thanks 
to: 
Glenn Robinson, 
yearbook 
adviser 
Karin Burrus, 
technology 
adviser 
Betty Yaw, _ _ 
office manager ~ .J .. ... 
"Old Peculiar" Glenn Robinson 
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